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Sunday Night
a t 7.30

Benefit Shows
A T T H E PU BLIX

R otarians of the Sea Coast
M ission

THEATRES
FO R T H E R O C K LA N D U N E M PL O Y M E N T
FU N D . EVERY C E N T TA K EN IN W IL L BE
G IV E N T O THE R E L IE F FUND.
139*140

THANKSGIVING BALL
TEMPLE HALL, ROCKLAND
Introducing F o r the First Tim e

O RCH ESTRA

of B runsw ick

T he Rotary Club yesterday heard
a story of service th at struck a re
sponsive chord as presented by Rev.
Orville J. Guptill. superintendent of
the Maine Sea Coast Missionary So
ciety. He told of the valuable work
the society does quietly, day in day
out, fair weather or foul, among the
people of Maine’s outlying islands.
The Society is not an agency for re
lieving an inferior class for there is
th rift and character everywhere on
the rockbound coast, but rather it
alms to bring education, religion of
the soul and opportunity to isolated
sections. Promising boys and girls
are given their chance and the society
backs them in every way possible. It
sponsors dental and throat clinics
and reaches promptly to the members
of its far flung parish when accident
or disease strikes. Its staunch yacht
Sunbeam disseminates aid in many
emergencies and spreads education,
health and happiness.
T he club voted $50 toward the re
vival of the Rockland Boys’ Band.
An intercity meeting will be held Dec.
1 in Belfast. Dr. Harold Jameson of
Camden was a visiting Rotarian and
H. W. Fifield Jr. of Vinalhaven was a
guest.

Auspices B attery E, 240th C. A .
140-141

L et Y our C onscience
B e Y o u r G u id e!

PIANOS
P IA N O S !

And Don’t Forget To Attend the Second Series of the

AN NU A L SALE

BIG PRIZE W A LTZ CONTEST

A real slaughter sale of artist
NEW pianos, cottage rented this
season only, guarantee goes with
every piano. Just think, a good
upright piano,

Ask Your Friends About the Good Time Last
Monday Night
A LARGE TURKEY TO BE
GIVEN AWAY

$100

SPOT DANCES

N. B. Every Piano Sold Under
Guarantee
Been Selling Pianos 41 Years

BALLOON DANCES

EASY TERMS
PRIZES
A11 This Goes Along With the
Prize Waltz
Boy!

What a Time!

TH OM AS, P ian o Man
CAMDEN, ME.
134Stf
RESERVATIONS MADE FOR

Don't Forget the Time and Place

Watts Hall, Thomaston

THANKSGIVING
DINNER
From 2 to 4

Telephone 2230

MON. NIGHT NEXT

$1.25 per plate

NOVEMBER 23

GREEN GABLES
TEA ROOM S

The Loving Cup on Display in
the Window of the
Paramount Restaurant

CAMDEN, MAINE
140-141
CHICKENS AND CAPONS
Dressed to Order, 32c and 42c lb.
Large or small orders.
Write or phone
Alfred C. Hawes, Tel. 8-24, Union
138-140

TALKING
TU RK EY

A N N U A L SALE

THANKSGIVING will soon be here and you'll be “TALKING
TURKEY”

As usual we will be Rockland’s Headquarters for
Turkeys, Chickens, Fowl, Ducks and Geese
We cordially invite you to come in and inspect our stocks of Poultry
from the finest raising districts in the country
LOWEST PRICES
Telephone Your Order If You Wish

Supper and Entertainment
TUESDAY, NOV. 24
Grange Hall
South Thomaston
Auspices Ladies’ Aid
Fancy Articles for the Home
Aprons, Home Made Candy
Baked Bean Supper, 5 to 7
Play in the Evening
“Nellie Sends Pa and Ma a Radio”
140

L et U s F urnish You

J. A . JA M ESO N CO.
Telephone 17—18

Rockland, Me.

With a Fine
ROASTING CHICKEN OR
DUCKLING
For Your Thanksgiving Dinner
We keep these birds in the best
condition to dress for retail trade.

Price 35c pound

We Clean and Deliver Them
Telephone Rockland 647-14

W e n tw o rth M illinery

Frederick Monroe

C A M D E N , M AINE

SOUTH THOMASTON
139-141

THANKSGIVING SALE
HATS
Reduced to

DRESSES
$15.00
10.00
15.00
15.00

PRINTED SILKS ........................................
PRINTED SILKS ........................................
FLAT CREPES ..............................................
and 10.00 FLAT CREPES .........................

COATS
$59.50
45.50
25.00
19.75

M A R G E R Y , U N A F R A ID

$2.00, $3.00, $5.00

$8.50
6.00
10.00
3.75
$49.50
39.50
19.75
15.00
139-140

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!
Keys made to order. Keys maae
to fit locks when original keys are
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
books provide keys for all locks
without bother.
Scissors and
Knives Sharpened.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices

C rie H ard w are Co.
408 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

Telephone 791

96-tf

Issu e

V olum e 8 6 .................. N um ber 140

PREVENTING THE DEATH TOLL

Little R ockland Miss H as 14
Pets, 13 Too M any, H e r
M other Says,

Judge Butler Made Timely Suggestions At Last Night’s
Meeting of Fish and Game Association

S t r a n g e looking ,
canines looked down i
from the pages of
the New York Eve
ning Post Nov. 14,
and they had to do
•••
with a Rockland las
*••
Patience and fortitude conquer •—
s i e ’s affection for
••* all things.—Emerson.
•••
the nondescript breeds .which invade
••*
her parents’ premises. Here’s the
story told by the Post, and between
the lines we can see the fine Italian
A T A L E O F SE R V IC E
hand of Dion E. Woolley, long a
R ev. Orville J. G u p till Told friend of the family.

M ONSTER

R IL E Y ’S

THREE CENTS A COPY

S aturday

Members of the Knox County Pish
& Game Association who braved the
foggy road to St. George last night
felt fully repaid by the shore dinner
served to them, and by the interesting
meeting which followed. The sports
men have partaken of many nice sup
pers since the Association was organ! ized but the opinion was freely exI pressed th at last night's was a little
’ the best. The ingredients were fresh
J from the nearby ocean, everything
1was piping hot, and A. C. Hocking,
chairman of the program committee,
certainly made no misstatement when

question of the day was the increase
in accidental shooting in the woods,
and quoted a recent editorial in The
Courier-Gazette.
"What is the cause and what is the
remedy?" asked Judge Butler, who
said that we face a paradoxical situ
ation in that we have called for more
game, and find many hunters stay
ing out of the woods for fear they
will be shot. One of the causes of the
unusual number of shooting acci
dents this year was seen by the
•••t
speaker in an invasion of the woods
by unemployed. Many have gone
“T hat old gang of mine" seems to.
there to seek a food supply, yet know
be mostly dogs with small Margery.
nothing about hunting.
Vesta Mills of Rockland, Me.. With
“The remedy." said Judge Butler,
her mother’s help, she has listed the
"Is for you to consider and some valu
The Elks Home will be the scene of a notable gathering Monday night
fourteen dogs that belong in her
able suggestions may be offered. We
neighborhood, and also contributed when District Deputy Grand Exalted Ruler Albert C. Jones will make his
have punitive laws but no preventa
the portrait above.
inspection of the Lodge with Past Exalted Ruler Everett A. Davis as grand
tive measures. Anybody who can dig
Dog number one is Mutt, an Aire
up 65 cents can go into the woods
dale, she says. “There are three esquire. Distinguished visitors from all over the State are expected, and the
whether they know one end of the
more of his kind on the street and all borne lodge which this year has the distinction of furnishing th e district
rifle from the other. As the law now
four are different. Each one of deputy is going to make a large turnout in his honor.
stands the commissioner has no au
their owners call them original
Four candidates, all proposed by A. C. Jones, are entitled to the degree— '
thority to revoke a hunter’s license
thoroughbreds, but I don’t believe
because a man is shot negligently. In
ir because they look so common.” Francis J. Costeilo, James H. Murphy, J. C. Vafiades and Alex S. Vardavoulis.
my opinion it should be so fixed that
A free lobster dinner will be settled.
Libel has no meaning for Margery’s
such a hunter should forfeit his
tender age; she just speaks her
license for at least ten years. We
mind. Dog number two is Gyp, “a
should find a solution of the prob
regular bulldog, but mother says he
lem which would result in at least
seems to lack about every symptom
the cutting down of the number of
of being one.”
fatalities.”
Brutus, is a “real thoroughbred
Judge Butler concluded his re
German police dog, and the whole Knox County Football Stars Are To Line Up A t Com
marks by making these sugges
neighborhood agrees to th a t because
tions—
munity Park On Thanksgiving Day
so many of Brutus’s brothers or sis
All licenses should be issued by the
ters belong to them. My cousin
department directly, and the appli
Kathleen owns both Gyp and Bru
cant should sign an affidavit.
In local football circles they are land iSanford High School), Hamlin,
tus, and also a cat, and they all have
Adopt a buck law provision, which
to eat and sleep together. There are talking little else th an the Thanksgiv Condon, Mealey, Haskell and E .,
is in effect “look before you shoot."
three more of Brutus’s family around ing Day football game which is to be Drinkwater.
Novices and amateurs now go into the
And out of the shadow of the Cam- ;
here,” the young historian says..
played at Communitiy Park by the
A fourth dog she acknowledges is a Rockland Locals and Camden Locals den hills will come these c o n t e n d e r s ______________________________ woods and shoot at every bush, but
if they were obliged to first count the
for holiday honors: Archie Plaisted,'
real pedigreed bulldog, and looks it.
the benefit of charity in the two Herb Inman, "Ham" Alexander, ErJudge Butler Made Some Earnest spikes on the horns there would not
Zetta is a poodle th a t Miss Mills for
rold Masselln, Bob Hopkins, “Win" Talk Upon the Fatal Shootings in be so many accidents.
says is too old for any thing except towns.
The game will not be called until Snowdeal, Frederick Jagels, “Sparky" ; the Maine Woods.
Outlaw the rifle in th e southern
to yap soprano in the chorus when
2.30 in order th at the holiday dinner [ Alexander, Alton Keene, Herb E llin g -________________________________ counties. It may be all right in the
they all get going.
big woods, but not right in occupied
be properly digested before the j wood, “Pansy" French, Roy Mayhew,
Fritzie, her grandfather’s setter, may
excitement begins.
i Lloyd Light, Joe Leonard, Jap C h a -' he s®1” there would be plenty.” Mr. areas to cut loose a weapon that will
must be counted in, too, and just
The players have been engaged in [ pin, Ted Beverage, Irvin Bracy and and Mrs. Harold Hupper and Mrs. shoot a mile. Safety Is paramount
across the street from Fritzie is a steady practice the past month, and ! Mike Arico.
Stanley were in charge, assisted by a to pleasure.
big collie and a black spaniel, mak are in fine fettle for the fray, repre- J Most of these are big boys, capable full corps of energetic workers.
Make It compulsory to wear cloth
ing a grand total of fourteen.
Dr. Walter P. Conley, president, ing which is predominantly red.
“My mother says we have 13 too senting as they do the most capable i of standing plenty of grief and plow- commended steps which have been There's nothing in the way of game
teams th a t can be assembled ing through the line with the pigskin
many around here, but I do like football
! in their hands. That the traditional taken by the department in the in that looks like a man with a red cap
in this section of the State.
them all a lot,” she says. “Some of
terests of fish and game, and referred or a mackinaw.
The
Rockland
lineup
has
not
been
them are almost twice as big as I definitely fixed upon, but Captain | Camden and Rockland rivalry will be to the 43 preserves which have been
Reverting to his admitted hobby
in
evidence
goes
without
saying.
am, but I ’m not afraid of any of Black can make his selections from
The probable officials will be Jack established in the State. The mem President Conley took up the matter
them.
bers
learned
for
the
first
time
that
this imposing list of players: “Goose”
of pheasants when Judge Butler had
“My mother says sometimes the Larrabee, Cullen. Frye, Glover, Min- Kennedy referee, “Styvie" Sturtevant through the order of the directors concluded, and said th a t Commis
and Charlie Wotton head
dogs are an advantage, if you know noni, Knight, Reed, Black, Wiggin, umpire
supplies
to
the
value
of
$25
had
been
sioner Stobie was ready to present
linesman.
what th a t means, because the fruit Valenta, Oney, H art, “Doug" Waysent into the big woods where search Knox County sportsmen with 20 or
Oh, boy! What a scrap!
man was here and was so fascinated
was being made for the missing 30 as soon as pens were prepared for
with Pritzie (she is sa pretty) th at
Rockport hunter. It was voted to them.
h t didn’t charge half enough for the
send flowers to Knox Hospital, where
The evening’s diversion was fur
fruit she bought. He got out as fan
Edward D. Spear, a loyal member nished by those delightful St. George
as his cart and came running back
of the Fish & Game Association, is entertainers and two reels of pictures
for the rest of the money, saying
a patient.
furnished by Field & Stream.
‘You talk dog and get me all muddle Voters Resent Outside Interference When Attempt
President Conley said that Commis
Attention was called to the annual
Is
up.’ ”
sioner Stobie had written to him ask turkey shoot a t Oakland Park, be
The setter has many warm friends,
ing
how
Oct.
10
to
Nov.
10
would
suit
Made To Defeat Benner and Mrs. Moran
ginning at 8 and ending in time for
besides the admiring fruit man: Mrs.
the Association as a woodcock season. dinner.
Charles Dana Gibson, Mrs. Thomas
Admirably, seemed to be the senti
These members were admitted:
W. Lamont and Atwater Kent,
Dr. Millard B. Long. Camden; Mrs.
The Democrats held their ward board, receiving 51 votes against 18 ment. The commissioner is also go
who visit the Maine town in the
ing to see what can be done about Mary H. Wardwell, Camden; John
cast for Mrs. Corinne Edwards.
summer, all know the marvelous csaucuses Thursday night, and with
And in this manner was named a lifting the ban on black duck shoot Warren Everett, Thomaston; Albert
one
exception
they
were
quite
devoid
Pritzie. “If you see any of them in
ing in this section of the country B. Elliot, Thomaston; Rev. F. W.
Benner ticket, from top to bottom.
New York,” Margery adds, “you just of thrills.
Other Democratic ward nomina where the drouth imposed no re Barton. Tenant’s Harbor; Charles H.
ask them about Margery Vesta Mills’
strictions.
That exception was in Ward 2, tions were:
Turner, Isle au Haut; Lawrence Mil
Pritzie. and they will tell you what a domain in which the present
Looking ahead to the next Legis ler. Rockland; Dr. Nellis B. Foster,
Ward 1—Alderman. Frank S.
a fine dog she is.”
lature might well have been the
York; Philip Slingsby, Long
alderman, Lafayette W. Benner has Sherman; school board, Mrs. Clara topic of Judge Walter H. Butler, New
Cove; Charles E. Linscott, iiioma.sCurtis.
been well nigh unbeatable for a
GIVE IMAGINATION REIN
Ward 3—Alderman, Mrs. Anne chairman of the Legislative commit ton; Austin E. Gammon, Warren;
tee, who said that the paramount Clinton Cummings, Union.
long period of years. His strength Snow; school board, James Kent.
New York’s Tall Story Club Hears has been due to two primary causes
Ward 4—Alderman, H. M. Bowes;
Whoppers From Its Veracious Mem —his universal popularity with the school board, Mrs. Geneva Upham.
SELLIN G O U R W A R E S stimulate the town to do better
voters of the ward, and the fact that
bers
Ward 5—Alderman, E. Howard
____
housekeeping along its streets. . .
he has been able to secure so many Crockett; school board, William J. a l i i
k
i d
*
r>
Have you a natural scenic bit around
improvements
for
it
in
the
way
of
Sullivan.
Several ordinarily veracious citizens
A n d rio w It Is DCing L/one your town; a historic house; a
got together as members of the Tall street lights, sidewalks, etc. Be
Ward 6—Alderman. R. Francis SaT h ro u g h .he M aine P u b - 1
cause
of
his
years,
and
his
unfalter
Story Club and told some whoppers.
ville-; school board, W alter Snow.
Gar Wood, the speedboater, told ing service for his constituents it
Ward 7—Alderman, Russell Bart
the Ladies’ Sewing Circle busy and
licity Bureau
of a fish he had hooked—a great big was felt, when the Richardson ad lett; school board, Mrs. Russell Bart
have it marked? Who knows where
ministration
came
into
power,
that
lett.
fellow—who sped through the water,
stands the tablet to Elijah Parrish
(From Maine Publicity Bureau)
•
•
•
•
he
should
have
been
elected
perma
the hook in his mouth, pulling Wood's
Lovejoy, martyr, in th e town of AlT
h
at
Maine’s
attractions
for
outboat behind at great speed. When nent chairman when the Board of
Ward Two Republicans
,
...
.
_ , . , bion? Is the average traveler along
Wood finally hauled the fish in, he Aldermen organized two years ago.
Willis I. Ayer, who was nominated 01-State visitors are not confined to the highway Into Bath, Me., inwas surprised to find it was just a Instead, however, the office was for alderman Tuesday night, has summer alone is shown by the num- I formed anywhere th a t Gov. King,
minnow. Wood said the violent exer given to a newcomer, quite unfa withdrawn from the field, and the ber of letters received recently by the I
governor of Maine, is buried in
cise had reduced the fish to that size. miliar with aldermanic duties.
ward committee—authorized to fill Bureau regarding winter sports and
cemetery? Some person
This was quietly resented by Mr. vacancies—has endorsed Lafayet’e
Ely Culbertson said a bridge player
.
.. , .
*7
I might like to know it. We hunted
resorts that stay open the year , long to find the simple modest
in Hades, after years of abominable Benner’s friends both in and out of W. Benner.
luck, finally got the best possible Ward 2. and furnishes one of several
round. The following letter from C. stone over the ashes of Artemas
bridge hand and bid a grand slam in reasons why Mr. Benner finally con
STILL ON THE JOB
W. Gilbert of the U. a. Naval S ta Ward in Waterford.
• ♦• *
no trump. The man on his left. cluded to stand for one more term
tion, Philadelphia, is an example of
Mephisto, doubled and then led out in the City Government.
Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler Has a those th at have reached the Bureau;
The impression that deer hunting
Although a lifelong Democrat Mr.
the top cards of a new suit—green.
Platform Mapped Out For Re ‘‘It Is indeed with much pleasure to this season has been heavier than
A rthur C. Brady of Bristol, Pa., Benner has been outspoken in his
publicans
be able to speak so highly of the before is borne out by a statement
who is regarded as the champion tall admiration of Mayor Carver’s ad
wonderful real hospitality shown credited to Bob Hall of Skowhegan,
ministrations
and
has
not
hesitated
story teller of them all, told about a
Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler’s 14 bj the people in your State during who observed machines carrying 200
to
class
him
among
the
best
execu
rubber snake some friends owned.
point program for the Republican my visit last summer. Your pub deer pass through the street of the
They used the, snake on Mondays for tives the city has had.
party In Its 1932 campaign drew the licity service is, to say the least, town in which his barber shop is
A
concerted
attem
pt
to
oust
him
a clothesline, he said, but never
most efficient. Should you have any located In one day last week.
attention
of party leaders.
from
the
Democratic
ticket
was
stretched it more than 40 feet, because
circulars of winter resorts or hotels
made
on
the
day
of
the
Democratic
“The year 1932,” he told the Na in Maine would thank you for them.”
they did not want to impose upon
GRAVESTONE OBJECTIONS
caucus and to prevent the placing tional Republican club last night,
♦• • r
the snake’s good nature.
on
the
ticket
of
Mrs.
Irene
Moran
“will not be a very good year for
Bruce Barton informed the as
The American Legion has taken up
The advisory advertising commit
sembly the reason cottontail rabbits who had already been nominated for shirking issues, for sonorous plat tee, of which Charles H. Fogg is with the Quartermaster General of
the
school
board
by
the
Republican
itudes, or for what is called pussy chairman, met last week in Port the Army the proposition th a t certain
are so scarce this year in the South
footing.”
is th at the boll weevils, driven to it caucus.
land to discuss the coming year’s private cemeteries throughout the
It was by no means a still hunt.
In his 14 point program he listed: program.
by the scarcity of cotton, have been
United States are objecting to the
• • ♦ •
erection on their premises of the
chasing the rabbits for the cotton in Mr. Benner’s Democratic enemies repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment;
waged their war in the open, but in reconstruction and downward revision
their tails.
According to a letter recently re regulation headstones which are fur
This sort of thing went on for quite the light of w hat happened appar of tariff; balancing Federal budget: ceived a family of four was brought nished free of charge by the War De
ently stood no show in any event. If cooperation with the League of Na to Maine last summer solely through partment for the graves of veterans.
a while.
there had been any it was killed tions and the World Court; an in the service furnished them by the There has been a number of refusals
deader than the proverbial door nail ternational conference on repara Bureau. The writer says, in part: to permit the erection of these stones.
when the ward was invaded by ad tions; steps towards disarmament; “We were not decided in which of The principal objection appears to be
OLD FASHIONED
ministration forces from other sec constitutional amendment to seat five States we would spend our that they are made from marble
tions of the city.
members of Congress within two j summer holiday. We wrote to the rather than from granite, the latter
“I was not especially a Benner months of election; establishment of \ information Bureaus of the states. being considered much more durable.
man," said one Ward 2 Democrat, State systems of unemployment and From two we received no answer and —American Legion News.
“but I became one when ----- (nam old age Insurance; public control of from two others unsatisfactory re
I. O. O. F. HALL
ing a prominent official) came into natural resources; protection of rail plies. Your answer was comprehen Y O U R E A V O R IT E PO EM
the ward and undertook to tell us roads from unregulated competition; sive and told us exactly w hat we
Tuesday Night, Nov. 24
what we should do."
adjustment of the Sherman anti wanted to know. As a result we
If I had to live my life again I would
Auspices of The Rebekahs
The caucus organized with City trust law to present conditions; a spent our vacation in Maine." The have made a rule to read some poetry
and
listen to some music a t least once
Clerk E. R. Keene as chairman and study of the status of silver; measures writer also enclosed a budget of ex a week
The loss of these tastes Is a loss
Ralph U. Clark as secretary. L. W. for the relief of agriculture; penditures during the 14 days' stay of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
Clark’s Orchestra
Benner was nominated for alderman, simplification of the Federal Govern in Maine, showing that a booklet,
Prize For Best Old Fashioned
SONNET ON HIS OWN BLINDNESS
receiving 47 votes against 22 cast for ment.
envelope and three-cent stamp, the When I consider how my light Is spent
Costume
Osmond A. Palmer. Mrs. Irene S.
The first task of the Republican cost of
j
brought Ere half my days, ln this dark world and
140-lt
Moran was nominated for the school National convention of 1932,” he said, the s ta te $415
wide.
And that one talent which Is death to
"should be to make possible and to
hide.
invite a liberal forward-facing unified
Newspapers throughout the State Lodged with me useless, though my soul
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
more bent
nationwide Republican party that will are commentlng ln thelr editorial coltherewith my Maker, and pre
offer
to
the
people
of
the
United
umng
on the effort made b Harrle To serve
If you are a subscriber to
sent
My true account, lest He, returning,
33 UNION ST., CAMDEN, ME.
Coe.
manager
of
the
Bureau
to
The
Courier-Gazette
and
are
.85
chide;
Franklin Fort, former New Jersey secure standard signs to mark the
Tenderloin Steak Dinner,
leaving home for any time, long
God exact day-labor, light de
.85
Congressman, said foreign relations names of the towns and villages of ' Dothnied?”
Roast Chicken Dinner,
or
snort,
let
us
mail
the
paper
to
.85
and unemployment would be lead the State. An editorial in the Houl I fondly ask: but Patience, to prevent
Roast Weber Duck Dinner,
you during your absence. The
ing issues, but that he believed the ton Times says, in part: “We have That murmur, soon replies. "God doth
Chicken Patties, Vegetables
regular copy of the paper will
need
.50
major issue would be the Hoover done much ln Maine—for it is being Eithernot
man's work, or his own gifts; who
and Coffee,
go to the home as usual. Just
best
administration,
which
he
did
not
Meat Loaf, Vegetables and
gradually
improved.
But
many
com
telephone the address to the
Bear his mild yoke, they serve him best;
.50
think was open to serious attack.
Coffee,
his state
munities are slow about marking
office, or mail a card. The paper
Is kingly; thousands at his bidding
Fried Haddock, Vegetables and
the
names
of
their
places.
What
bet
will follow wherever you go, and
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
speed.
Coffee,
will stop on notice when you a r
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the ter small matter could the club And post o’er land and ocean without
Served Daily
rest:
home news, at the Old South News women do than see that every town
rive home. There will be no
Agency. Washington St., next Old South set up Its own marker. The very They also serve who only stand and
TEL. CAMDEN 628
charge.
wait.”
Church;
also
at
M
Andelman'a.
284
Tre
140-141
presence of the marker tends to
—John Milton (1608-1674). '
mont St.

TO BE

PLAYED

FOR CHARITY

THE SCRAP IN W A R D TW O

COSTUM E BALL

W A D SW O R T H INN

The C ourier-G azette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland, Me., Nov. 21. 1931.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle,
who on oath declares th a t he is Press
man in the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the issue of this paper of
Nov. 19. 1931. there was printed a total
of 6174 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.
Notary Public.

Every-O ther-D ay
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P age Tw o

COURT H A S A D JO U R N ED

SPU DS F O R H O O V E R

O x Cart L aden W ith M aine
Potatoes O n Its W ay T o
Fourteen Jury Trials Held, and 22 Divorces Granted—
the W hite H ouse
Convicts Get Long Extension

OUR

HOME

S E R V IC E

COLUM N

Thanksgiving Dinner
1931

H O T EL ROCKLAND

(By Florence Forem an E llis of the H om e Service Department o f the
C entral Maine Power Company)

Maine's potato crop is being
The November term of Knox Coun recover of Libelee the sum of $750 brought to the attention of the peoTherefore to him th a t knoweth to
to aid in support of minor child P'e
the United States in a most
Thanksgiving at Home
do good, and doeth it not, to him it ty Superior Court was finally ad which is to be in full and in lieu of interesting and effective manner this
journed
at
6.15
Thursday
night.
It
is sin.—James 4:17.
A t Thanksgiv
We open the oven door of the
weekly payments; together with the {wee'c through the sending of an ox
was a busy three-part session, during sum of $100 for counsel fees. Pay- cart ’oad
ing tim e one be- electric range. We know we aren't
potatoes to President
Hoover hv
by Gov. rmrrtino,
Gardiner „„a
and tb»
the po
c o m e s suddenly supposed to but then we m ust know.
THE WORLD S HOLIDAY
which eight civil and six criminal son for libellant.
conscious of rela There we find the turkey, roasting
Minnie P. Roberts from Christo tato growers of the State.
trials were heard by the traverse
The cart, built nearly a centurv
tives. No matter away and watched over by the oven
I t is not too early to be thinking juries. The cost of the term was pher S. Roberts of Rockland, cruel
how modern and control and we know nothing can
and abusive treatment. Libellant to ago. has the wooden axles, high
seriously upon the Christmas season,| 53300
sophisticated w e happen to it. In the oven we also
recover against the said libelee the wheels and the blue body tj-pical of ox
now only a little more than a month
may be in other find two large vegetable dishes, cov
sum of $100 a month until further drawn conveyances of the early nine
ways, we s t i l l ered tightly but they are of glass
away. We allude in particular to
The trial of Roy Cooke, George order of Court. Smalley for libellant. teenth century. It is drawn by a pair
cling to the old- and we know we are having
William B. Morse from Ruth S. of beautiful Herefords from the
these practical sides of the occasion Leavitt and William Merrill was com
Hawkes farm in Cumberland Center.
fashioned idea of creamed onions and escalloped po
Morse
of
Thomaston,
cruel
and
abu
pleted
Thursday
morning.
The
only
which receive their manifestation
a h earty Thanks- tatoes. On one of the top solid units
sive treatment. Payson for libellant.; Lenville Hawkes, driver of his father's
prize winning oxen in several county
after the example set by those Wise line of defence was that the prisoners
g i v i n g dinner, of the range is another glass casse
William A. Heath of Warren from fairs,
handles the goad stick.
eaten a t o u r role filled with cranberry sauce,
Men who traveled up out of the East, had been punished at the prison; that Cora J. H eath of Warren, desertion.
Laden with carefully selected stock
had not planned to escape and Wilbur for libellant.
own table. And cooked slowly and without water
and illustrated their love with gifts. they
displaying huge banners a n 
th a t it was impulsive. Their story
since tim e imme- ana retaining from such cooking,
Ruth L. Jacobson from Carl A. and
We shall discover this year, through was that they were outside painting;- Jacobson of St. George, desertion. nouncing the fact th a t the Maine po
m o r ia 1 it has its perfect taste and color. This
shown are going to the White
the special character of the times, that their paint became thick and Custody of minor children granted to tatoes
b e e n customary looks something like.
H
the ox
t arrived in New
B ut we have not looked inside the
enlarged channels for the exercise of that they went across the street with Ruth L. Jacobson until further order York
Mq
pedestrians and to share it with relatives or close
the guard, LeRoy Clark, to get some
friends.
electric refrigerator. Ah! There we
th a t spirit of generosity inseparable turpentine. While in the building of Court. Libellee to pay $8.00 a week mot<3rist/ of the metropolis gazed in
In the old days, for th e housewife, find all the goodies that the oldfor support of minor children until I astonishment as the picturesque
from the world's great anniversary. 1 they got into an argument with the further order of Court. Thompson yejjjgje moved slowly through lanes such a dinner meant days of really fashioned housekeeper, in order to
How admirably the Christmas Club guard and each of them struck him. for lib ella n t
of swift motor traffic in the sky- hard work. One saw very little of achieve the equivalent of, would
fits into this situation. Within th e ; Then, fearing the consequences of
Chester M. Overlock from Mertie scraper-walled street canyons. Many the hostess until dinner was served, have had to spend days. The fruit
their act they decided to run away.
li she did make an appearance it cocktail. The salads — tomatoes
M. Overlock of Rockland, cruel and
next few days the banks of Knox
The jury was out but 25 minutes abusive treatm ent. Tirrell for libel years have passed since an ox cart was a sudden rush into the living- stuffed with celery, pineapple and
has
been
seen
on
the
streets
of
New
County are to release into the homes and returned a verdict of “guilty." lant.
York and the scene created a sensa- room, red-faced, enveloped in a large nuts, a pan of biscuits placed there
apron, a careful closing of doors) the day before and waiting until the
of our people a sum of money ex The respondents were sentenced i Dorothy M. Richards from Albion tion
After leaving New York the ox cart behind in order not to let the aroma last possible moment to be baked.
ceeding $150,000, which during the t|ius: Roy Cooke, 8 to 16 years in [ r Richards of Rockland, desertion,
prison; George Leavitt, 8 to 16 years Tirrell for libellant,
of many intermingling odors into In th e trays we find apricot mousse
year past has been thriftily husband in prison; William Merrill 3 to 61 Austin J. Wilev from Doris S. Wiley appears in Philadelphia and Balti the living-room. Then, when din and we guess that some place within
more before its arrival iu Washing
ed by depositors against this very years. These sentences were for a s - ! 0( w arren, desertion. Smalley for ton. It will swing into >he White ner was finally ready an d everyone the confines of the kitchen there is
time. I t is easy to understand that sault upon Clark, the guard, and for libellant.
House grounds next Monday. Presi seated at table, the hostess was too a ja r of wafer-like cookies to be
! George M. Colburn of Camden from dent Hoover, it is expected, will ap- tired to eat and spent h er time tell served with it. There are some
the entrance into the channels of escaping from prison.
Bum s O. Wentworth, convicted oi Almena R. Colburn of Thom aston,! pear to receive Maine’s gift and ex ing the younger generation how to packages under the freezing unit and
business of so handsome a sum will assault upon Frank Herrick and ro b -, cruei ana abusive treatment. Pay- ’ press his appreciation,
prop rly manage its food.
a close inspection proves them to
potently operate to stimulate the bery. was sentenced to not less than son for libellant.
The sending of the presidential
Nowadays a Thanksgiving dinner be frozen peas. Will wonders never
Glenys L. Fish from Lewis A. Fish supply of potatoes from Maine was is a simple matter. Incoming rela cease? T hat’s to be our vegetable
spirit of optimism and correspond five nor more than ten years in
of Appleton, intoxication. Custody made possible through the generosity tives are greeted by a calm, un and they will cook while the biscuits
ingly lengthen the arm of generosity. prison.
Clair Lewis retracted his plea o f. of minor child granted to Glenys L. of the potato committee of the New ruffled hostess and after they are are baking. There is a jug of cider
Neither is it too early to be reading not guilty, of illegal possession, plead- Fish until further order of Court. England Shippers' advisory board, unhurriedly seated in the living- near the freezing unit. There are
ed guilty and was sentenced $100 and Libellant to recover of libelee the sum headed by A. J. Beck of Washburn, room she remains with them. Un- olives and celery.
"A Christmas Carol.”
costs and two months in jail, with six of $68. taxable costs. Dwinal for Arrangements for the ox cart trip less they are acquainted with the
We close the door and sigh.
months additional if the fine is not libellant.
were made in cooperation by th e : kitchen of the house th ere may be M artha is quite wonderful and upSl'RE, THEY'RE COMING
paid.
Grace M. Francis of Rockland from Maine Development Commission and j so<me worry on their p arts as to to-date.
* ♦ ♦ *
Manville H. Francis of New York, the State Agricultural Department. 1whether there will be a dinner or
We glance into the dining-room
T hat charming Florida friend of
Twenty-two divorce decrees had desertion. Gould for libellant.
--------------j not. There certainly is no sign I and see the beautifully set table,
Esther Anderson Mattonen of St.
curs. Col. Peter O. Knight of Tampa, been signed by Justice Fisher when
FIFTY H A P P Y Y E A R S I of one—even to odor. How can ! percolator in placefor th e
coffee.
_____
Martha remain so calm in the face There are small silver dishes of nuts
compact of optimism—possibly that the court finally adjourned Thurs George £rom Joel Mattonen of parts
day night. The wife was the libel unknown , desertion.
Libellant is LI
M 1 J T t
of 12 in-laws? Perhaps it’s a deli- ' and mints. Really, nothing has been
is what the middle initial of his name lant in 13 of the cases. The list fol permitted to resume her maiden H a v e M
a rk e d 1 he D o m e s tic catessen dinner Heavens!
I omitted.
stands for—returning from a visit to lows:
name, E sther Anderson. Campbell
Voyage
of
M
r.
and
M
rs.
'
us P^P into the kitchen. The j Now we understand why the gathJohn Johnson from Dorothy John for libellant.
New York, favors us with a letter
2, ®
‘
’ first thing we notice is a small ven- 1ct ing of relatives in the livingErving F. Chase from Audrey
J. E. Beggs
J tilating fan in the kitchen window, (room holds no terrors for Martha.
from which we may be allowed to son of St. George, cruel and abusive
treatment. Campbell for libellent.
Chase of Rockland, adultery. Camp
-----! T hat explains the absence of odor
Well, after all, there's a lot to be
quote this paragraph:
Charles B. Holdemess of Rockland bell for libellant.
Tuesday. Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Beggs in the living-room.
J thankful for.
I t was pretty hard <he writes) for from Alice B. Holdemess of Bath,
Kathleen Celia Bond from Charles celebrated their golden wedding at
me to keep optimistic after I arrived cruel and abusive treatment. Custody Arthur Bond of Rockland, cruel and their home on James street. They
I planner, but it takes more planning
IT’S ALWAYS NICE
in New York. Such gloom, despair of minor child, granted to Charles B. abusive treatm ent. Custody of minor spent the day very pleasantly, receiv
------I in the winter to accomplish the same
and melancholy I have never en Holdemess until further order of children, granted to Kathleen Celia ing a large number of callqrs, among
countered before.
Everybody up Court, Smalley for libellant.
Bond until th e further order of Court. them a niece, Mrs. Arthur Braith- A Good Salad Is An Asset To Any result.
Well Served Meal
j “Here are some salad combinations
there thinks we ought to give the
Cora L. Delano of Thomaston from Libellant to recover of libelee the sum waite of Bangor. Cards and letters
------which might be used all winter.
country back to the Indians. Only Virgil L. Delano, alias John Delano, of $50 and $3.00 a week for the sup were received frmo Boston, VinalA good salad will h it you in the eye , shredded cabbage, chopped green
Custody of minor port of children. Roberts for libel haven and other places, also a tele
they do not know what tribe to give intoxication.
it to. We will, however, pull through; children, granted to Cora L. Delano lant. Otis for libellee.
with a sock that is n o t unpleasant.! pepper, chopped onion, and chopped
gram from Barre, Vt.
the sun will shine again; and those until further order of Court. Thomp
Alwilda M .Snow of Digby. N. S„
A variety of prsnts—gold and sil- o f course, this is figuratively speak- i peanuts.
from Frederick William Snow of ver coins, a very pretty clock, silver ing, explains Therese E. Wood, foods
who are most dyspeptic and pessimis son for libellant.
Raw grated carrot, canned peas,
tic in New York will be the greatest
Richard B. Dyer from Agnes Dyer VinaHiaven, desertion. Custody of for the table, a pretty blanket, beauti- specialist for the Agricultural Exten-! chopped celery,
windjammers and optimists in the of Rockland, adultery. Tirrell for minor child, granted to Alwilda M. ful chrysanthemums and a delicious sion Service, who tells us below about | can n ed string beans, diced cqoked
Snow until the further order of cake made by Mrs. Fred M. Beggs the requirements of good winter sal- ! carrot, and chc;pcd celery, or celery
future when the thing rises again. libellant.
New York City is just like a thermo
Doris S. Watkins of Rockland from Court. Butterfield & Weatherbee for being among the articles contributed ! ads! seed.
meter.
Harry P. Watkins of Belfast, cruel libellant.
by intimate friends. Mrs. Clara Pen“The salad should be pleasing to the
Diced CQoked \ eets choDDed celerv
Hazel K. Cables of Rockland from dleton assisted in serving. Mr. and eye and shoukl harmonize in color and cho M « i dUl o i c X or ohv«
Supplementing which reflection the and abusive treatment. Custody of
Stephen
H.
Cables
of
Tyngsboro.
minor
child
granted
to
Doris
S.
Wat
Mrs.
Beggs,
formerly
Miss
Fronia
flavor
with
Se
rest
of
the
menu.
It
c
a
p
p e d dill pieces or olivw
Colonel sounds again his enthusiastic
Custody of Conic, were residents of Vinalhaven should be perfectly seasoned and the , R a * grated rutabaga and chopped
kins until further order of court. Mass., intoxication.
note upon Florida, a note that never Libellee to pay to libellant the sum minor children, granted to Hazel K. until a few years ago when they ingredients should be well blended. !celery. Place the grated rutabaga in
lacks conviction and brings its hearer of $6.00 a week. Libellant to recover Cables until the further order of moved to this city. For two years Canned fruits and vegetables should cheesecloth, squeeze out some of the
Mrs. Beggs was matron of the Home be well drained before being mixed : iuic® before combining with the celinto full concurrence with its proc the sum of $50. taxable costs. Smal Court Tirrell for libellan .
ley for libellant.
Catherine M. Grotton Of Camden For
por Aged
A?pf1 Women.
Wnmpn The
T h p n rrn n a n te n f
occupants of with salad dressing. A very important er'lamation of the present hopeful con
Beatrice M. Watts of Thomaston from A rthur Grotton of New York, the Home regretted exceedingly to thing to remember here is to boil a l l:
ditions of the Sunshine State, coupled from Ellis R. Watts of Warren, de non-support. Custody of Carlene
NO FIREPROOF PAINT
have her leave as all appreciated her canned vegetables for ten minutes bewith the certainty of its early return sertion. Custody of minor child Marie, minor child, is granted to many acts of kindness.
fore using to destroy any possibility :
------Catherine
M.
Grotton
until
further
granted
to
Beatrice
M.
W
atts
until
to those heights of prosperity which
Since then Mr. and Mrs. Beggs have of botulinus poisoning. When ingredi- I Paint manufacturers sometimes
further order of Court. Libellant to j order of Court. Otis for libellant.
made their home with their son Fred ents are diced or chopped, use a sharp claim th at certain ready-mixed oil
no long time ago fixed upon it the
M Beggs, and his wife, whom they knife and then toss them together and water paints are ‘fireproof." No
admiring eyes of th e world. The
affectionately regard as an own i g s ? • . j s r s . s f f . i a s s -»»>•
« A
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Colonel is always delightful and
daughter. They wish it said they
proof says the Bureau of Chemistry
stimulating company. Every com
D
/
7"z>
. p
| nave
have a nappy
happy ana
and congenial nome
home up look.
‘A good salad should be cold, crisp, and Soils, U S. Department of Agriv
Latest B atch Ot k jo s s ip v o n - and they appreciate everything that
Strand Theatre
munity is potentially the richer for
and free from surplus water. The j culture, although some paints resist
One of those events looked forward
cerning the Popular C oast 15^°rneanfodr ^hresmBeggs aged respec. greens
having within it a Peter Knight, sans
may be revived or kept fresh fire more than others. Fire-retarding
to, and cherished by movie millions,
peur et sans reproche.
G u a rd C raft
tively 75 and 72 years, retain much of by sprinkling with cold water, putting paint should contain as little oil as
is a new Ruth Chatterton picture,
_____
j their youthful spirit and charm and in an air-tight container, and keeping possible and a considerable percent“Once a Lady,” coming for Monday
(By H. F. R.)
are very pleasant people to meet, and them in a cold place. To vary your , age of fusible, incombustible, and inAMONG THE ISLANDS
and Tuesday.
, . .u ti e r r
ai‘ receive a cordial welcome from salad base, use cabbage leaves just as soluble material. Powdered boric
acid or pulverized zinc borate makes
you would lettuce.
The personnel of the u .o .l .g . j them whenever they go there
The story is of a Russian adven Kickapoo has recently undergone a
I t was an engaging story that
____________
•
‘There is a wide variety of foods a paint more resistant to fire for a
Superintendent Guptill laid before turess transplanted from Paris, scene I number of changes. The craft is now
to choose from an d a n unlimited short time. Most substances that
S2l number
of salad
combinations. have fire-retarding qualities are solu
the Rotary Club, of the achievements of many amorous conquests, by th e ! manned thus:
Another virtue of salads is that they ble in water and soon leach out of
Officers—A. Hays (captain) P T.
of the Maine Coast Mission among different wooing of an English son of ! Johnson,
A. A. Troy, E. B. Drinkare often an economy. Left-over foods paint th at is exposed to the weather.
R E A L E ST A TE
the people of the islands that con wealth. The changed environment, j water, M. J. Hoosick.
are just as delicious in salads as when
stitute Maine’s ocean outworks. The with the husband's disapproving! "crew —L. P. McWhirk, C.M.M.; K.
first cooked. However, salads made of
T
R
A
N
SA
C
T
IO
N
S
family
alienating
the
affection
of
a
p
Searles,
Q.M.lc;
F.
D.
Holbrook,
raw fruits and vegetables are super
HANDY
activities carried on in these isolated
daughter irom ner mother, and a ! m .M.Ic; G. A. Bray, MoM.M.lc; W.
ior to those made of cooked ones be
homes and communities, bewildering moment of indiscretion with a for H. Killey, RM .lc; C. B. Grimms, j 1
TO
HAVE IN
cause some minerals an d vitamins are
in their variety, deal with features mer admirer on the eve of an im Yeo.lc; C. A. Martin, BM.2c; H. F.
lost in cooking.
TH E HOME
“In the summer we have many fresh
social and religious, the problems of portant election in which the young i Rogall, Q.M.2c; W. I. Waggoner, i Guy U. Snowman of Vinalhaven
man is interested, provoke a breakup. G M 2c' C. H. Brooks, S.C.2c; H. F. sold land and buildings in Vinalha- things from the garden to whet the
health and education, the bringing Reported
Donnrtorl V
illzxzJ in a train wreck, the ! Joyce,
‘
-. tR.
-. tRamsey,
-,
DATIn'
TYISin ar.d Dnlln
killed
Q.M3c;. tR.
R.M.3c; I! Ven
‘ en tO
to LfAh
L*ah M
M finniV
Snowman
Belle appetite and give us our needed sup PnptrtdbrNorvtrMedieintCo .Norway.14*.
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED
to these remoter regions of the sea outcast wife remains "dead,” becom- - l . H. Knowlton, Sea le; A. H. Dickin- . - er of Vinalhaven.
ply of minerals and vitamins without I f it fa ll, to bonrilt yon when n x d aa directed oo
tbe
iaaadawTopper.T
•» » bottle .Sold by aiidaolan
some of the phases of life which are ing famous butterfly in Paris, but £on sea.lc; L. G. Pendleton, Sea le; | Lizzie E. Burdick of St. George sold much thought on the p a rt of the meal
r Swanson, Sea.lc; J. F. Snow, I land and buildings in Tenant's Harcommonplace to the favored com jealously watching the career of her j
daughter from a distance. The man- sea.lc; H. R. Jamieson, Sea.lc; H. N. bor to Inhabitants of St. George,
munities of the mainland. For a
ner in which the husband's faulty Robinson, Sea.lc; D. H. Choate, F.lc; Norman F. Parker of Rockport sold
quarter of a century this work of the divorce decree, fear of scandal, and M p Folan, F.lc; W. J. Carriger. land and buildings in Rockport to
Mission has been carried on, sup the woman's anonymous devotion to p ic; h . M. Huntley, Sea.2c; H. E. Charles F. Andrews of Searsmont
Marion F. Donohue of Ro-kland
ported by voluntary contributions, in her grown daughter’s love urge, are ; Drey, P 2c; S. H.Warren, F.2c; L. M.
dramatically woven into a happy Pendleton, F.2c; L. Lloyd, F.3c; T. sold land and buildings in Rockland
which the people of the islands take event
for the second generation, j Josuet off.Std.lc; A. C. Garland, i to John T. Donohue of Springvale
a loyal part to th e extent of their makes an impressive climax.
adv.
MAtt.lC.
Maine.
ability, while the summer residents
• *’ ’
j Frank B. Miller, Trustee, Rockland
of the coast supplement with charac
Park Theatre
Again the “Kick" was at hand in j sold land in Rockland to Velzora
teristic generosity whatever is re
Here is Zane Grey's greatest ro time of distress. When the tug Son- J Briggs of Fall River, Mass,
Velzora Gammons of Fall River.
quired to cover the annual budget mance “Riders Of The Purple Sage," I ittep lost her propeller off Damiscove
beautifully brought to life by an all-1 lsla,n d a
U
P
±
S°ld
, ? ocJkIand
Albe«
of $30,000. We hear little about it,
J
: Kick, which towed the tug and hei , L. Briggs of Rockland.
in gorgeous settings, by
but day and night “The Sunbeam” is star cast,
,
, .,
.
... , one barge to Portland.
i B. L. Mitchell of Appleton sold
H. M. Huntley, Sea.2c, is back land in Appleton to W. V Johnson of
voyaging these waters upon her means of some of the most magmfierrands of charity and relief. What cent photography the screen has ever j aboard after being treated for a , Appleton.
known. I t is coming for Monday and strained back at the Marine Hospital J phene B Rjpiey 0{ Appleton sold
a splendid thing.
Tuesday.
| in Portland.
| ]and in Appleton to Howard N
George
O’Brien,
Marguerite! H. N. Robinson, Sea.lc, is-back from , Proctor of Appleton.
COMPENSATION
Churchill and Noah Beery are fea -: a 15-day leave spent at his home in
Herbert L. Ulmer of Rockland sold
tured, and each is perfectly cast.
; Southwest Harbor.
Naturally it was with the regretful
The love theme is unusually preC. H. Brooks, S.C.2c, improved his land and buildings in Thomaston to
John E. Kirkpatrick of Thomaston
H E sort o f M in c e P ie N e w E n g la n d
heart that as a people we saw the dominant for a Zane Grey work, b u t! 5-day leave by shooting a nice deer.
Albert W. Merchant of Rockland
thrills.and
spectacle
have
not
been!
r r . Harter, R.M.3C, was honorStreet Railway withdraw itself from
cooks a re fa m e d f o r — th a t’s th e k in d
sold
land
and
buildings
in
South
subordinated. A stampede of mad- ably discharged and left for Boston,
y o u m ake w ith o u r N o . 3 can o f re a l o ld the sphere of its long and faithful dened cattle, a thrilling race on horse- | C. W. Reith, F.2c, has been trans- Thomaston to Wallace H. Bragg of
tim e , h o m e -m a d e m in c e m e a t (fa it h f u lly
public service. Sic transit gloria back. breath-taking conflict between ferred to the harbor tug Chicopee in Waterville.
Elijah M. York of Vinalhaven sold
p re p a re d fro m a good old “ D o w n E a s t ”
mundi. But usually in such occasions O’Brien and Noah Beery, a mountain Portland.
avalanche and a spectacular fire by J W. J. Carriger Flc, is on an 8-day land and buildings in Vinalhaven to
re c ip e.) Solid w i t h m e a t— fu ll o f raisin s,
of loss there remains something of which a large ranch house is de- ]leave which he is spending in Boston. Carrie F. Gould of Rockland.
c u rra n ts , and s p ic e — p u re — r ic h — w h o le 
recompense, if only one may search stroyed, all are interwoven into the ! In her last three bowling matches
______
_____ of Washington
_____ ___
Lucia
M. Wellman
som e, o u r m in c e m e a t is a ll re a d y fo r
!the “Kick” has taken 12 of the 15 1sold land in Washington to Leprelette
for it. Hence is to be recalled the action.
th e pie. Save y o u r s e lf tim e and la b o r a t
The
picture
was
filmed
in
entirety
i
points.
Not
bad
for
a
start.
\y
Hopkins
of
Brunswick,
Maine.
rails of steel that stretched the length
th is b usy bakin g tim e .
in
the
beautiful
red
rock
country
of
____
______
-|
William
B.
Fish
of
Hope
sold
land
of Main street, now through an the Verde Valley in Arizona, a region coS” Eof JTh ™ 0 ™ r ? ( S £
the in Union to M.' R. Miller of Union.'
ingenious process obliterated, and the of magnificent distances, vivid color-1 «home'news."at
_ _X Central
A— 1 X
T co.. 66 con —! T
J_ T
T, T
T 2 of
—
.f TT«
2—
—..sold
—
1-.1 T
— J and
News
Ida
F.
Kari
Union
land
A s k y o u r g ro c e r fo r
surface of this chief artery of travel ings, and imaginative sweep. Fox : Bress St.; or Ross News-stand. 381',i Con- buildings in Union to Otta Kari of
Films
deserves
high
praise
for
having
gress
at
___________________
Union.
smoothly presenting itself from curb
No. 3 can
given the subject this splendid treat
Harold B . Enright of Belmont,
makes
to curb, four cars in width and much ment. It gives the final, authentic
Mass.,and Alice A. Hilt of Union sold
two pies
FO R SALE
promoting traffic. Not to mention touch of reality. — adv.
land in Washington to Judson A. An
the flivver whose narrow wheels,
drews of Jefferson.
RUUD
sloshing into the track, visited your
Instantaneous
Automatic
new-washed sedan with a deluge of
P O R T CLYDE
For RHEUMATISM take
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Chaples and
muddy water.
granddaughter Mae of Clark Island
Old-fashioned — Home-made
were recent callers on Mr. and Mrs.
THANKSGIVING TIME
William Stone.
SPECIAL COMPOUND
M ade by the
Observing the signs, one gets the
Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Clark of
You will not regret it. For sale at all
Rockland spent Sunday with Mr. and
Size 4. Style F
impression that our people are pur leading drug stores. Let us send you
Mrs. William Stone.
M ED O M A K C A N N IN G CO., R ockland, M e .
Practically New
posing next week to exceed all records a booklet. Buxton Medicine Co., Ab
Miss Elsie Stone visited her aunts
Can Be Seen At This Office
in their generous consideration of the bot Village. Me.
Mrs. Annie Chaples and Mrs. Edna
130-tf
Graves a t Clark Island Sunday.
less fortunate.

Consomme Clear
Creamed Tomato Sonp
Boston Market Celery
Iced Cucumbers
Sweet MLxed Pickles
Queen Olives
Hothouse Tomatoes
Hearts of Lettuce, Russian Dressing
Fried Filet De Sole, Tartar Sauce, Potato Chips
Pineapple Fritters, Duchess Sauce
Compote of Rice with Mixed E'ruit
Roast Vermont Turkey, Oyster Dressing, Cranberry Sauce
Roast Rockland Goose, Priscilla Dressing, Apple Jelly
Roast Prime Ribs of Beef au Jus
Boiled Sweet Potatoes

Mashed Potatoes
Glazed Sweet Potatoes
Hubbard Squash
Mashed Turnips
Buttered Onions
Fresh Lobster Salad, Mayonnaise
Hot Raised Roils

Hot Dinner Biscuits

Green Apple Pie
Molasses Apple Pic
Pumpkin Pie
Hot Mince Pie. Home Made
English Plum Pudding, Hard Sauce
Fresh Strawberry Shorteake, Whipped Cream
Frozen Pudding
Assorted Cake
Oranges

Bananas
Raisins
Young American Cheese

Sweet Cider

$1.25 PER PLATE
140-141

SPECIAL LAMP VALUES
A n A nnouncem ent of P erson al Interest To
A ll H ouseholders A s L onger Eve
nings D em and M ore Lights

W ith the advent of the long evenings and the p e n e 
trating cold of w inter we all feel anew the urge to
rem ain at hom e w ith easy chair, a good book,.favorite
radio program an d — highly im p o rtan t— plenty of
good lam ps properly placed to add com fort and
charm .
L am ps of all types at new low prices. See the new
Silk and P archm ent Shades in pastel colors.

FURNITURE IS CHEAPER
Make U»e of Our Easy Payment Plan To Pay As You
Enjoy

STONINGTON FURNITURE GO.
Telephone 9 8 0
313-319 M ain Street,

Rockland, M e.

Thanksgiving pies
to be proud o f

T

M a in e -Ma id

M IN C E M E A T

B U X T O N ’ S

G A S HOT W ATER
HEATER

H O W T O A N S W E R BLIN D
C L A S S IF IE D A D S
In answ ering blind ads in these colum ns, please
be certain to use the precise address given in
the ads. W rite the address plainly. Letters
b rought to T he C ourier-G azette office do n ot
require stam ps. Always inclose your answ ers
in sealed envelopes. In reply to advertise
m ents w here references are asked for do not
send the original references— send copies of
them only.

Notice To Out Of City Readers
A ds containing only a p h o n e num ber m ay be
answ ered by sim ply addressing a letter to th at
phone num ber in care of T h e Courier-Gazette^

E very-O ther-D ay

TALK OF T H E TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Nov. 24—Old-fashioned dance, Miriam
Rebekah Lodge.
Nov. 24—Donation Tea at the Home
for Aged Women.
Nov. 26—Benefit football at Communi
ty Park. Rockland vs. Camden.
Nov. 26—Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 29—Musical vesper service at Unlversallst Church.
Dec. 1—Dramatic reading In Unlversa11st vestry, auspices Methebesec Club.
Dec. 2—Methodist Ladles' Aid fair.
Dec 2—Thomaston—Annual fair of
Methodist Ladles’ Aid.
Dec. 4-5 — Camden — Meguntlcook
Orange fair.
Dec 5—Knox Pomona meets with
Ml. Pleasant Orange. West Rockport.
Dfec. 7—City election.
Dfec 9 — Rockport — Christmas sals
Methodist Ladles' Aid.
Dec. 9—Thomaston—Christmas sale of
Episcopal Ladles' Oulld.
Dec. 11-12—Senior play, "Pollyanna,"
a t R. H. S. auditorium.

TO PRINT WEDNESDAY
In recognition of the coming
Thursday holiday, the regular
issue of this paper will go to press
Wednesday afternoon. Contribu
tors and advertisers will kindly
take notice.
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J. Donald Coughlin returned home
last night from Northern Maine with
a 200 pound buck.
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There will be a chorus rehearsal
a t the Universalist Church Sunday
at 3 in preparation of the vesper
service of Nov. 29.
The American Legion Junior
Auxiliary meets Monday afternoon,
as does the auxiliary sewing circle,
with picnic supper, and business
session at 7.30.
The dance in Peter Edwards’ barn
Wednesday drew 155 people who
tripped the light fantastic to jolly
strains from a four-piece orchestra
from Clark Island. Charles MacWhinnle won a handsome turkey.
Mr. Edwards has had heat installed
in the barn so th a t these popular
dances are to be continued indefi
nitely.

•
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SERMONETTE
Thanksgiving 1931
Probably not since Governor
Bradford proclaimed the first
day to be set apart for returning
thanks to God, in the early days
of Cape Cod, has it been more
difficult to celebrate Thanksgiv
ing than this fall. And yet our
crops have not failed; we have
failed. Thanksgiving is insepara
bly associated with wife and
mother, for on the women-folks
rests the responsibility for the
great dinner of the year.
Whistler drew a portrait of his
mother, that he might ever have
her face before him. He drew the
tears of the world as well, for un
consciously he had drawn your
mother and mine.
A similar picture hangs in the
writer’s study—it also is familiar.
At the close of the great war it
was on the covet of the Literary
Digest. A white-haired peasant
mother of France, is seated with
bowed head and hands folded
above the snowy table-cloth on her
humble table. Alone, only va
cant chairs opposite her. Her
face is seamed with the line of
unspeakable sorrow; marked by
the horror of the terrible scenes
she has lived through. She has
seen her country invaded and
ruined; lost husband, sons and
daughters; everything of value.
On the table a single roll and a
dish of porridge. Bowed before
God she can still return thanks.
In the undaunted spirit of this
woman of France we appeal to all
who are suffering; all who are
unemployed and desolate on this
day set apart; still to give thanks
to Him1 who suffered so much
more than any of us, and died
th a t we might live.
W. A. H.

Lively interest is taken in the oldtime dance to be given by Miriam Re
bekah Lodge Tuesday evening. The
committee, headed by Mrs. Lina Carroll, is arranging a program in keep
ing with old-fashioned costumes,
dances, music and refreshments. An
invitation has been extended to Odd
WEATHER
Fellows and Rebekahs and ''th e ir
Over the radio yesterday came the families also to visiting members to
advice to buy a slicker before going appear in old-fashioned costume if
to the Harvard-Yale game today, and possible.
prospects are about the same down
here—the familiar fog and mist again
Inspection night was observed by
this morning, wind south, tempera
Orient Chapter, O.ES. Wednesday,
ture 51 at 8 o'clock. This has been with
Mrs. Belle Frost, D.D.G.M. in
a week easy on the coal bill, but lean specting
officer. About 50 members
ing heavily on the electricity end of of Golden Rod Chapter were in a t
the budget. Surely by sometime next tendance, in addition to visitors from
week we will have a little sunshine 'o several other nearby chapters. A
be thankful for, but for tomorrow supper preceded the meeting. The
the forecast gives probably showers, degrees were conferred upon Holman
adding that it may turn colder a t Robbins. In the entertainment Mrs.
night—which sounds like a hopeful Orace Rollins was featured in read
sign. But how gloriously this Novem ings.
ber has Indian Summer remained
with us. It is doubtful if that famous
These chairmen are announced for
citizen The Oldest Inhabitant can
th% coming Methodist fair: General
recall its superior.
chairman, Mrs. Mae Gregory; fancy
Guy Walker has moved into the table, Mrs. Margaret Philbrook; baby
Walker house at 91 North Main street. table, Mrs. Minnie Strout; candy,
Misses Alice and Nettie Britt; cooked
Levi T. Flint has moved from the food, Mrs. Lena deRochemont; flow
Silsby apartments on Summer street ers, Mrs. Thelma Stanley; aprons,
Mrs. Ella Lurvey; 5 cent and 10 cent
to 72 Rankin street.
table, Mrs. Leona Whitehill and Mrs.
Nelson Olidden who has been in a Ethel Richards; supper. Mrs. Edith
At the Congregational Church to
Portland hospital for medical atten Tweedie; ice cream, Mrs. Ida Sim morrow morning Mr. Rounds7will
mons.
tion returned home Thursday .
preach o n ’the subject “The Spirit of
Down on Cape Cod they have gone Praise.” The Sunday School will
Alfred Freddette and Randall Dyer
at the noon hour. The Com
have returned from Pleasant Ridge football crazy, all because of the fine convene
rades of the Way will meet in the
record
made
by
the
Scituate
High
with a six point buck. No guide was
School team, led by a 262-pound boy. vestry at 6.30 o'clock, when the Ad
employed by these hunters.
and coached by a 23-year-old Rock mission Step will be given to new
members.
Capt. Herbert A. Philbrook has a land boy—Wendell Thornton by
« . . .
winter's position as one of the officers name. The Boston Transcript re
cently
devoted
nearly
a
column
to
the
At
First
Church
of Christ, Scien
of the steamship Sandwich, running
team, and Coach Thornton, and inti tist, comer of Cedar and Brewster
between Portland and New York.
mated that if Scituate won its final streets, Sunday services are at 10.30
Lorenzo Dodge who has been having game on the schedule, and with it end the subject of the lesson sermon
a fortnight’s vacation from the J. A. the South Shore League champion tomorrow will be “Soul and Body.”
that Coach Thornton might Sunday School is a t 11.45. Wednes
Jameson Co. store returns Monday ship,
his eleven to Waterville or day evening testimony meeting is at
and Perley B artlett goes out tonight bring
Rockland to show the home folks 7.30. The reading room is located at
for his vacation.
what it is like.
400 Main street, and is open week
days from 2 until 5 p. m.
Winslow-Holbrook Post has donat
The Congregatonal ladies held an
• • • *
ed $50 to the local unemployment all-day session Thursday for relief
fund. All of the Posts in Knox Coun sewing for Miss Corbett, who was
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal)
ty are invited to the get-together guest of honor a t luncheon served Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services
tomorrow will be appropriate for
meeting Dec. 1st.
under direction of Mrs. Charles Mer for
the Sunday next before Advent: Holy
ritt
and
Mrs.
L.
A.
Thurston.
Miss
Communion a t 7.30; church school at
Charles Small and Lalim Ruohoma
have the contract for remodeling the Cofbett gave an interesting talk on 9.30; Matins and sermon at 1030;
how
she
disposes
of
the
articles
made
vespers at 7 o’clock. Thursday.
house at the corner of Cedar street
the various organizations, and Thanksgiving Day: Holy Communion
and Old County road recently bought by
touched
upon
the
needs
encountered
at 7.30, vespers a t 7.30. Friday, Holy
by Mrs. Florence Bragg.
in her work and some of her experi Communion a t 7.30.
ences.
The
Congregational
ladies
♦ ♦ * »
The Courier-Gazette's delivery car
the first of the season present
sustained a broken axle Thursday as since
In
keeping
with
the Thanksgiving
Mss Corbett 17 pairs of bloomers
a result of illegal parking of an auto ed
season. Rev. George H. Welch at the
and
15
nightgowns
for
children;
six
mobile at the Main street entrance
Universalist Church at the 10.30 serv
to the office drive. These dnives quilts, five boys’ shirts and a petti ice will have as his topic “For What
coat.
Next
Wednesday's
meeting
will
must be kept unobstructed.
Shall We Be Thankful?” The quar
be an all-day session.
tet will sing as anthems “O Clap Your
Rev. Walter S. Rounds addressed
Hands Together,” Turner, and “Now
the Camden-Rockport Lions at their
Thank Ye Ail Our God," Shelley.
THRIFT SHOP SEWING
Wednesday meeting, his topic “Pres
Beginning tomorrow the service will
ent Conditions in Ja p an and Russia.”
be only an hour in length, a custom
The
Thrift
Shop
is
joyous
over
presented in an interesting and
observed in the churches of larger
a gift of countless yards of
authoritative manner.
cities. Church school at 11.45; junior
shirting material from the
Y.P.C.U. at 5 p. m., senior Y.P.C.U. at
The Registration Board is about to
6. Chapin Class will meet Tuesday
friendly hand of E. K. Leighton.
issue notices to women who have not
evening with Miss Ellen J. Cochran.
Volunteers
are
now
wanted
to
• # * *
had their names changed since their
make this material into blouses
marriage. Their names will be
There will be a Thanksgiving serv
stricken from the list unless the law
for boys and dresses for little
ice at the Littlefield Memorial
has been complied with.
Church Sunday morning with a
girls, for Miss Corbett’s Christ
Thanksgiving sermon by the pastor.
mas work. All plain sewing, for
Unusual summer evidences finding
The Thanksgiving mite boxes are to
Mr. Leighton will take the gar
their way into late fall did not escape
be brought in. The choir will sing
the keen eyes of William H. Larrabee,
ments to his Waterville factory
the anthem, “I t is a good thing to
who brought to this office Thursday
give thanks.” Junjor Church will
and make the buttonholes. Tele
clover blossoms, calendulas, wild as
meet at 10.30 under the direction of
phone Mrs. Leighton (210) and
ters and dwarf dandelions.
Miss Olive Bragg; Sunday Schoo] at
tell her you’ll be glad to help.
11.45 with a place for everybody. The
The handsome cup to be given away
topic of the young people's meeting
I t ’s a grand opportunity.
in connection with the Monday night
is “God’s Gift." which will be pre
dances at Watts hall, Thomaston
sented by four young people in the
has arrived and will later be on dis
Oscar Dellherin, veteran motion form of a pageant directed by Miss
play at the Param ount Restaurant. picture operator, had a busy 60 sec Ernestine Simmons. At 7.15 the eve
Last Mondays winners were Mr. and onds last night at The Strand when ning meeting will be opened by a
Mrs. Ernest Mead and Mr. and Mrs. one of the big projection machines sing accompanied by the orchestra.
Clifford Alien.
jammed and a section of the film was The young people's choir will furnish
destroyed in a sharp flare of flame. the- music and the sermon subject
Some rather extraordinary floral Mr. Dellherin proved himself master will be “The things Christ said he
offerings have found their way to The of the situation though he was some came into the world for.” Prayer
Courier-Gazette office during this what scorched in the process. All the meeting is at 7.30 on Tuesday evening.
• « « •
misplaced summer of ours, but none audience knew was th a t the picture
which could quite touch the beautiful stopped and there were twin clicks
The subject of the sermon at the
roses sent from North Haven by Mrs. as the automatic shutters of the First Baptist Church on Thanksgiv
W. L. Ames, who pickedd them out booth dropped. The instance demon ing Sunday morning will be. “Are
of doors.
strated the complete safety of the You Filling Both Baskets?" The
Strand's fine equipment and the choir will sing, “Jubilate Deo,”
The Garden Club met at the Cop competence of the theatre staff Nevin and "Thanks Be To God”
per Kettle Tuesday evening, with which behaved perfectly. No damage Gabriel, Jr.
A growing church
Mrs. Ava Lawry as hostess. County resulted beyond the loss of part of school which meets at noon will give
Agent Ralph C. Wentworth gave an the film and Mr. Dellherin's eyebrows. an hour of profit. The Christian Eninstructive talk on “Small Fruits,” The large audience was given deavorers are to observe “Alumni
dealing chiefly with strawberries and passes for today’s show, when the Night” at the 6 o’clock hour. W. O.
raspberries, and in the open discus film is patched, departing with reluc Fuller and Mrs. Evelyn McKusic will
sion which followed a wealth of in tance, mostly In ignorance of a thrill represent the Alumni, and Millard
formation was derived.
less thriller. Two small boys in the H art and Walter Staples. Jr. the
gallery caught the flicker as the shut present day members. The people's
Congregational ladies are planning ters dropped and brought the fire de evening service will be a t 7.15 when
to send Thanksgiving baskets. Do partment with a diaphone call from there will be an “everybody's Thanks
nations of money may be sent to Mrs. 37 but there was no work to be done. giving sing.” The choir will sing,
Basil Stinson, Masonic street. Those
“O, Give Thanks Unto the Lord,”
who are contributing vegetables, gro
BORN
Lowden, and "Mighty Jehovah,” Arr.
ceries, cooked food, etc., are asked to EATON—At Knox Hospital. Rockland. from Bellini. Mr. MacDonald will
Nov. 11. to Mr. and Mrs Roswell F. speak on the subject, “Thankful
have them at the vestry not later
Eaton ot Rockport, a daughter. Ethel
than Wednesday morning, as the bas
Though-----” The happv prayer and |
May.
kets are to be sent out that after GRIFFIN—At Appleton. Nov. —. to \V thanksgiving service will be held on
noon.
and Mrs. Charles Griffin, a daughter.
Tuesday evening at 7.15. The annual
Thanksgiving day service will be held
MARRIED
The Salvation Army is in the midst
New Hampshire. in this church on Thursday morning
of a campaign to banish spiritual de HOWES-BISHOP—At
Oct 28. by Rev. Frank Hooper. Leroy at 10 o'clock.
pression. the slogan adopted being
F. Howes of Liberty and Alice Bishop
“Fight It Through." At the opening
of La Orange.
Donation Day, an annual Thanks
service Wednesdav night an appreci FEEHAN-DONOVAN—At Warren. Nov.
18. by Rev. Howaard A. Welch. Richard giving observance a t the Home for
ative audience witnessed a stereopti
Feehan of Thomaston and Miss Eliza Aged Women, will take place Tues
con lecture presentd by Ensign and
beth Donovan of Philadelphia.
day Open house will be kept in J
Mrs. W. Valentine of Bangor. Next
the afternoon and the ladies of the I
DIED
Tuesday night Captain and Mrs.
Hope. Nov. 19. Leonard G. board will serve tea. Donations of I
David Dalzell, officers in charge of JACKSON—At
Jackson, aged 64 years. 7 months. 13 preserves, vegetables, fruit, groc
the Lewiston Corps, will have charge
days Funeral Saturday at 2 o'clock. eries, money, etc., will be gratefully
of the meetings, on the street corner
Burial at West Rockport.
CUSHMAN—At
Friendship. Nov. 18, received. Anyone wishing to have
and in the hall.
Willie D. Cushman, aged 69 years. 3 articles called for is asked to com
months. 26 days. Funeral Sunday at municate with Mrs. Lester Sherman,
If the person who found the five
12 o'clock.
gallon green measuring can at Knox HALL—At North Searsmont. Nov. 13. Beech street.
Addle
(McLain), wife of Frank Hall
railway crossing on North Warren
aged 55 years, 6 months. 5 days.
The Knight Templar degree was
road will notify A. T. Thurston, DAVIS—At
East Liberty. Nov. 13. Jeffer
Rockland, they will receive reward,
son A Davis, aged 83 years, 9 months. conferred upon Earl Perry Monday
Hight.
11 days.
adv,
It*
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S T A R T S M O N D A Y M O R N IN G
AMONG THE REASONS TO BE TH ANKFUL THIS YEAR IS TH E LOW PRICE AT W HICH YOU
WILL BE ABLE TO BU Y YOUR TABLE NEEDS FOR THE FAM ILY FEAST. A S USUAL W E HAVE
A COMPLETE STOCK OF FINE FO ODS FO R YOUR INSPECTION AND SELECTION. TURKEYS
THIS YEAR ARE EX TRA GOOD, WHILE NATIVE BIRD S INCLUDE A FINE SELECTION O F GEESE,
CHICKENS, DUCKS A N D TURKEYS. IT IS SELDOM YOU WILL FIND SU C H A COMPLETE D IS
PLAY OF HOLIDAY FOODS A S WE ARE ABLE TO OFFER.

ZA

FA N C Y FR ESH -

T U R K E Y S lb 3 8 c
W e shall h av e a larg e lot of T u rk ey s to select
from , including all sizes fro m 8 to 2 0 pounds. It is
a good plan to select your b ird e a rly . Y our b ird
can re m ain in our cooler u n til needed.
N A T IV E S P E C IA L S

TURKEYS
GEESE
CHICKENS
DUCKS
FOW L

lb
lb
lb
lb
lb

42c
33c
35c
33c
32c

HOLIDAY NEEDS
FANCY SUET, for your p u d d in g,

lb

10c

CITRON, latest crop, in p ieces to suit,

lb

39c

W ALNUTS, sw e e t n ew crop,

lb

25 c

MIXED NUTS, all fan cy new n u ts,

lb

23 c

ORANGE OR LEMON PEEL,

lb

29c

2 lb b o x

39c

RIBBON CANDY,
S w eet C ucum ber

PLA IN

PICKLES

OLIVES
i onvisj

Q u a rt Ja r

Quart Jar

39c

39c

BUTTER
FANCY ROLL, fresh d a ily arrivals,
CLOVERBLOOM, q uarter pound cuts,
BROOKFIELD, quarter p ou n d cuts,
HOLLAND ROLL, tw o pound roll,

FRU ITS A N D
V EG ETABLES
3 q t s 25c
CRANBERRIES,
b u n ch 17c
CELERY,
5 for 25c
GRAPEFRUIT,
ISUNKIST ORANGES,
doz 59c
'NAVEL ORANGES,
d oz 29c
6 fo r 25c
EATING APPLES,
$ lb 15c
CHESTNUTS,
SWEET POTATOES, 1 0 lbs 19c
b u n ch 10c
PARSLEY,
5 lb s 25c
ONIONS,
2 lb s 19c
SOUR K R O U T,
e a c h 18c
CUCUMBERS,
lb 15c
SWEET PEPPERS,
3 lbs 29c
FANCY GRAPES,
lb 39c
M USHROOM S,
FRESH FROZEN

RASPBERRIES or
STRAW BERRIES,

pkg29c

lb
lb
lb
each

35c
39c
39c
75c

SW EET MIXED PICKLES,

q u a rt jar

37c

SOUR CUCUMBER PICKLES,

q u a rt jar

29c

DILL PICKLES,

q u a rt jar

29 c

STUFFED OLIVES,

q u a rt jar

59c

SPECIALTIES
HONEY IN COMB,
35c
STRAINED HONEY, j a r 1 0 c, 15c 2 5 c
CREAM CHEESE,
lb 4 9 c
VELVEETA CHEESE,
pkg 18c
SAGE CHEESE,
lb 2 9 c
Y oung A m erican CHEESE lb 2 9 c
ROQUEFORT CHEESE, lb 7 9 c
BULK D A TES,
2 lbs 2 5 c
PITTED D A TES,
pkg 2 3 e
STUFFED DATES,
pkg 2 3 c
CLUSTER RAISINS,
pkg 2 9 c
F IG S-m any kinds, p k g 18c, 3 3 c
CIGARETTES,

carton 1.25

POPULAR BRANDS

W ALNUT M EATS,
lb 5 9 c
HEINZ PU D D IN G S,
2 for 6 3 c
LAYER FIGS, new crop , 2 lbs 3 5 c

M ANY G O O D
DRINKS
LIME RICKEY,
2 b ots 3 5 c
CLIQUO TPALE,
2 b o ts 2 5 c
CLIQUOT SEC.,
bot 15c
CLIQUOT GOLDEN, 2 bots 2 5 c
C A N A D A DRY,
2 bots 2 9 c
MOXIE,
2 bots 25 c
ORANGE CRUSH,
2 bots 19c
TOM COLLINS,
bot 19c
GRAPE JUICE, '
bot 20 c
NISSEN’S

PLUM PU DD IN G ,

25 c

Comm on CRACKERS, 1 lb bx 19c
Bulk S eed less RAISINS, 31b 2 3 c
FANCY SWEET NATIVE

CIDER,

gallon 3 9 c
Price Includes Jug

PER R Y ’S M A R K ET

UNION HIGH SCHOOL

RED CROSS NURSES PROTECT
HEALTH OF FUTURE CITIZENS
rx«tSs8S«>«
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UNION

Notes of the Doings of T hat WideThe Methodist Sunday School is
Awake Group
observing Nov. 22 as visitors’ day, and
all who can are urged to attend. The
The seniors will have a Thanks school opens at 11.45 and has inter
giving dance at East Union Nov. 25. esting classes for all. Sunday the
music by Robbins’ orchestra. A male quartet will sing, which is al
chicken, donated by A rthur Hart, ways much enjoyed.
will be given away to the fortunate
Juno, the black spaniel owned by
one.
Watch for announcements about Mr. and Mrs. Will Sayward, gave
the senior class play, "The Dutch birth to 12 puppies Sunday night—
and this isn’t dog days either.
Detective.”
Through the kindness of Edward
Friday many parents and friends
i Ames of Appleton his relatives here
visited the Union schools.
The biology class observed the are frosting on deer meat,
moth which infests the goldenrod
Mrs. Helen Hall, with her mother
and many interesting facts were; Mrs. Hubert Small of Glencove were
noted.
i at Edward Creighton's over the weekMr. Anderson, a new member o f ) end.
the sophomore class, has added
The Epworth League, lately organgreatly to the orchestra, which is ized, seems to be doing good work,
now composed of: Piano. Philip The meeting Sunday evening led by
Creighton: violin. Arthur H art; saxo Miss Marguerite Webber, was one of
phone, Richard Gordon; accordi much interest.
on. Nicholas Anderson; banjo. Lil
Mr. and Mrs. F. Berry Gouid have
lian Messer; ukulele, Elizabeth An returned from a trip to New York and
derson.
other places of interest. Mrs. Kate
These pupils received 80 per cent Gculd accompanied them home from
or over In each of their subjects for Portland.
the first six weeks:
Mrs. Sadie Burgess is suffering
1932—Lucille Gath, Dorothy Mo- from an attack of erysipelas in her
l rine, Gertrude Antilla.
face.
1933—Laura Wallace. Annie Rhodes. Howard Messer is receiving many
Sybil Hawes, Robert Farris, Philip attent-,ons from his schoolmates and
Creighton. Arlene Cummings. Kanko Q^gj. friends, with whom he is quite
Aho.
popular, and who are trying to make
1934—Frances MacDonald, Elea- his days of enforced idleness less
nor Bums.
tedious.
1935—Mary Pekkanen, James McEdward, Wameta Cummings, Doro
Grammar School Notes
thy Barker.
Education Week. Friday, the gram
• • • •
mar school was delighted to have 15
The fyeshmen English class has visitors, and hope that those who
been writing themes on “A Small were unable to be present at th a t
Boy's Pocket,” and the following time can do so later.
poem was handed in by Mary Pek
During the past two weeks. Howard
kanen:
Messer and Leon Esancy have been
Our Bobby is a little boy six years old injured, and their schoolmates have
or so:
And every kind of rubbish in his pocket sent each of them remembrances. It
is sincerely hoped that they will soon
he will stow.
One day he thought he’d empty it
be able to return to school.
So he again could stock It.
Members of this school have just
And here’s an alphabet of what was
paid $4 for a large framed picture of
found in Bobby’s pocket:
A—was a rosy apple, with some bites George Washington, and now they
out here and there:
. _ for a new school building
are hoping

/’ *’ *

Red Cross nutritionists have taught Little Miss Muffett properfood habits.
At right, this little girl's best friend is the Red Cross Public Health nurse.
r p ilE grave necessity for the pro* tection of children’s and moth
ers’ health, if good physical stand
ards of the American race are to be
maintained in the future, is illus
trated in statistics made public by
the American P.ed Cross in connec
tion with Its health services in Red
Cross Chapters.
Of tho 43,000,000 children in this
country, ony about 35,000,000 are
reasonably normal. The greatest
menace to children's health is
through malnutrition; 6,000,000
children are shown to be improperly
nourished. The second most pro
lific defect is in impaired hearing—
3,000,000 children suffering from
this. Weak and damaged hearts and
defective speech affect one million
children each, and lesser numbers

E very-O ther-D ay
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are affected by being mentally re
tarded, tubercular, crippled, blind
and deaf or from behavior problems.
The statistics are from the report
of the White House Conference on
Child Health and Protection.
This report also shows that tuber
culosis is the chief foe of women,
and the second greatest death rate
among women is in childbirth.
The Red Cross health agencies
have attacked these problems from
several angles. Through its Public
Health Nursing Service—the larg
est employer of rural nurses in the
nation—the Red Cross reaches
mothers in their farm homes, and
children through the schools. The
Red Cross Home Hygiene and Care
of the Sick Service teaches ,home
sanitation and simple methods of
home nursing and care of infants.

Its Nutrition. Service reaches thou
sands of children through schools,
and mothers through adult classes,
teaching proper food selection and
food habits. The 769 Red Cross pub
lic health nurses made 1,338,550
visits during the past year.
This highly important work by
the Red Cross is supported through
funds resulting from the annual roll
call for members, which occurs
from Armistice Day to Thanksgiv
ing Day. By enrolling as members
in Red Cross Chapters, all citizens
participate in this drive for better
health for mothers and children.

B—was a bouncing rubber ball that to n u t "it in
bounded in the air.
- i u
v. -« ™ x
C—was a crispy, crusty, cake, with a
Four Oi the pupils have had 100 in
citron on the top:
; spelling for a week. They are Louise
1> wafump around an^hop.
C°Uld , Newbert and Pauline Young in the
E -w a s a little robin's egg. all speckled I sixth grade, Phyllis Hannan and Isablue and brown;
bel Abbott in the eighth grade.
F—was a fluffy feather th a t was white
. p h .ir f - ,-.
j
and soft as down
As Christmas is drawing near the
G—was a lively grasshopper, whose legs school is going to begin practicing for
and wings were green.
the Christmas program soon after
I H—was a grimy handkerchief th a t once
Thanksgiving. ” °
perhaps was clean
I—was a plaster Image th at had lost Its
Pupils of the seventh and eighth
plaster head:
•J—was a Jolly Jumping Jack all painted grades wrote compositions on: “How
Our Schools Make Us Better Citi
blue and red.
K—was a keen and shining knife. zens.” of which, the following by
sentation
speech
by
Past
President
'twould
cut
the
toughest
bark;
SEA R SM O N T
V IN A LH A V E N
Gwendoline Green and a gift to Mrs. L—was a little wooden lion, strayed out Pearl Morine was chosen as the best:
of Noah's Ark.
Education is a tool used in this
Mrs. Alvin Cobb entertained the Abbo” ’
six o’clock supper was >1—was a marble, large and round, with huge 'melting pot.’ the United States
Mrs. Addie Morton and daughter
colors
bright
and
clear;
___,
.,7 “ .
,
Marion of Portland were weekend I Butterfly Club Friday, an all-day ' ?er' ed'
U?ltin£ offl^ r ,was 5??
and rusty nail, of little
and all other countries—to help us
omoctc r.f
picnjc dinner and supper. ’ tertalned bY Mrs- Elvle Teele while N—wasuse.a bent
guests
of tho
the former’s ctetosister Mrs. xioo
Mae I
I fear
to become better citizens. A tool,
in town.
Brown.
° —was^a^tmy^oU^can. which was always which is not only to improve our life
Housekeepers at Union Church

Severan Nelson who has been i n 1
Sunday visitors at the home cl Mr. Circle Thursday were Mrs. Bert town
thV'pa^y week"rettumed Monday p~ was a Pe" nJ ,?°?nbad saved- t0 spend and llvin<- but it is also a key to betarid Mrs. John Levenseller were Mrs. Smith, M O. V. Drew. Mrs. Ralph
•’ i
some day in town
ter homes. In the end it will put the
to Quincy. Mass.
Q—was a quilted ear tab. which had lost «
Northrop and friend of Palermo, Fred Robin^m Mrs. Max Conway.
its velvet mate:
Gclaen Rule into the hearts of men:
Ames of Matinicus, Oren Jackson of
R—was a ring with glassy gem of won- Do unto others as you would have
Mis
Coburn has been in RockRockport, and Fred Joyce of Camden. land the p ist week.
N O R TH H A V EN
drous size and weight.
them do unto you.’ ”
S—was a string, a piece of soap, a stone,
J
James Robbins and son are up in
a
sponge,
a
stick:
Mis
entertained at h e r • Several hunting parties are ventur T—was a lump of taffy, exceedingly soft
VINALHAVEN
BOWLERS
Northern Maine on a hunting trip ., h ’“
‘pt Cle , Drew
sdav evening, Pauline ing into the woods of the main in
and thick.
It has been reported that each shot a
U—An umbrella handle of sllver-mounSunborn
Elizabeth
Gray
Nathalie
search
of
Among
them
are
fine deer.
Hebo’s Hobos again Turn Tables On
ed horn:
Smith Cecile Columb Malcolm Hop- A ,e MacDonaid. Ben Ames. Mr.
a comic valentine, a little
Jimmie Griffin of North Union *lns’ Ed??,n Woodcock. Horatio Tor- Pierce Joel Worcester, Thorne Dyer V—wascreased
Drew, With High Total
and worn.
spent the day Sunday with Mr. and fason. V>illiam Clayter, Douglass Gil- and
W—was some sticky wax. lovely to pinch
--------Beverage
Mrs. Charles Bryant with whom he Christ. Games were played and lunch j
and mould;
Bowling the highest total of the
, .. ' ,
„
formerly made his home.
served
7
Friends of Mrs. Lucy Carver are
'
Pres6, w°rn °ut
evcry '-cason thl>s far Hebo* Hobos took
Miss'Gertrude Vinal entertained at PleMed ‘hat sbe is recovering from Y—was a lot of yellow yam all bunched Captain Drew's outfit across the
Gardiner Hemenway Monday got a
a mop;
boards to the tune of 123 pins when
fine buck deer weighing 210 pounds. two tables of bridge Tuesday night heJ ml"ha? „of, seve5al ’ eeks ag0 Z—wasupa like
jagged piece of zinc, found. In
when she fell from her chair. Mrs.
they clashed for the seventh time at
a plumber’s shop.
Mrs. E. C. Gallop is visiting friends j at her
her home
home,
Silver Birch Patrol of Girl Scouts ' Ero™ of Vinalhaven has been caring All these are Bob's possessions: he loves the Cascade Alleys Thursday night.
in Knox.
each
single
thing;
This makes it three straight wins for
John W. Hunt is having his house ‘ met Thursday night with their leader I f°r berall these treasures, he's as the Hobos, but the honors still go to
Miss Helen Orcutt.
i From Colorado Springs Carlton Snow And owning
wired for electric lights.
happy as a king.
the Drews as they are credited with
The Merrv Mates met Thursday writes: “This surely is a great country,
Russell Buck returned Saturday
four straight over the Hobos. The
I The mountains thrill, and one
from Brownville where he has been with Carolyn Dyer.
Mr. and Mrs' A. M. Cassie enter- thoroughly enjoys th e tramps through circle of friends in Appleton as well, Hobos crashed them for 505 in the
on a hunting trip bringing with him
tained the Buddies at a rabbit supper them. The people here are mostly 1as her home town, who unite in ex- i last string marking the first time this
a large doe.
, those who have come for their health tending sympathy to the bereaved * has been done this season.
Recent visitors at Mr. and Mrs. H. Wednesday evening.
Herbert, son of Mr. and Mrs. Max and they are very friendly. Every time husband and daughter, Frances.
I Tom Dario, the Italian fisherman,
P. Cobb's were Mrs. Sarah L. Burgess
. . . .
led the field with 296 and his single
of Union and Mr. and Mrs. John T. Conway celebrated his fifth b irth d ay ; you go down town you meet from one j
Burgess and three children of Waldo i Tuesday afternoon bv inviting his i to a dozen who greet you with a cheer- j
Jefferson A. Davis
of 117 was also biSh. Captain “Hebo”
I little friends to share it with him a t ; ful ’good morning.’ I went down to (
dPath of j efferson A Davis Clayter with 108 and Captain Drew
boro.
Doubtless every hunter had a smile the home of his grandmother Mrs. the Baptist Church last night and cccun.ed fjov. 13 jn the home where i with an even 109 were the only others
on when upon awakening Monday Angus Hennigar on Charles street, met some fine people. When any of he was born. Feb. 2. 1848, and where * enter lhe magic circle of the cen*
morning they found about three Lunch consisted of assorted cake, ice , the young folks leave the island and he had passed his entire life. Until
marK, ,
..
, .
inches of snow on the ground.
A date was made for another clash
; cream and two decorated birthday go to places where everything is new about a year ago when he was
to
them
I
hope
they
will’find
a
Bapt
stricken with a serious illness he had next Thursday night and expectations
! cakes, one being made by his daddy
th at somebody is going to burn
' and one by his aunt Mrs. Langtry ist young people's meeting. The led a very active life -b u t seldom I
N O R T H A P PL E T O N
church
here
is
a
fine
one.
I
have
been
■Smith. Games were played and the
leaving home, except when urgent I
for
two
Sunday
mornings.”
___
is I prize for pinning on the donkey’s tail
I business called him.
' A £ ^C0Le ‘
m
Mrs. Prince ___
Luce of Camden
Mr. Davis was a man of a retiring
£J,ayt£r .291’
In spite of the unpleasant weather
visiting her sisters, Laura and Lottie was won bY Philip Dyer; prizes for
d£J “74 „A' Warren 261, Grlmes
Waterman.
tb*e peanut hunt were awarded to there were 30 or more at the old disposition and yet enjoyed meeting
friends.
can , 267, Dar‘° a296. ,otaln 1389. r>
Mrs. Perry and grandson Frankie Geraldine Robertson and Marion church Tuesday night. It does one and
„„„ conversing
,B with
............
™ _ . .It. —
Cullinan
guests were Jane . good tc join in the social sing, the be truly said that a man who was
v.ui.n.o.1 are in
... Sangerville where | Oakes.
------- The
---- young
.
„ !y? 73’ Pj/T,*’7’ .;? V a’l"
they will spend the winter with Mr. Libby. Marion Oakes. Geraldine Rob- fellowship, and good cheer, and in- upright in his dealings and interested
Warren 235, H. Smith 235,
and Mrs. Benjamin Cullinan.
ertson. Stewart Davis Jr. Robert Tol- terest is growing week by week. The to see affairs move in the right trend
1
.
Alonzo Meservey had the good fo r-1man, Philip Dyer. Others present, electric lights shed a real radiance has passed from our midst. He had
, , e b*gA J®01-®
three string
tune to shoot a fine deer Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Townsend. Mrs. anout the room. The gift of $5 from been faithfully cared for by his son total with a 15-pound turkey as prize
Mrs. Frank Meservey visited her; Ralph Clayter. Mrs. Nelson B unker.:
grange jS greatly appreciated and Elbridge N. Davis and wife who! rammns at'325. for Earl Calder. He
mother Mrs. Ada Wadsworth Sunday Mrs. Conway was assisted in serving a V0(^ 0{ thanks was expressed Tues- moved to the home for that purpose a"s0 ias 121 for nigh single string with
at the home of Mrs. Meservey's sister by her mother Mrs. Angus Hennigar daJ. njght.
more than a year ago. He also leaves a P®lr of chickens as prize. High
Mrs. Joseph Bryant in Knox. Friends »nd sister Mrs. Langtry Smith. T h e : Sunday night at 7 o’clock at the a daughter Mrs. Lena F. Miller of
, Ag wlE10Ut spare or strike is set
are sorry to hear th at Mrs. Wads- , little host was the recipient of some new church there will be another il- Union and several grandchildren.
at 92 by Tom Dario and most 10’s in
worth is ill.
I very nice gifts.
lustrated address. “East China in
Funeral services were held from one strm & “ held by Gray with six.
Edw. Richards has been doing car- j A game of basketball was played | Transformation." The crisis in China Liberty Church Sunday conducted by
--- ------ -------penter work the past week on thej Thursday night in Scout Hall be- at
present tim e lends interest to Rev. Mr. Raven of Knox. The floral .
.J’0 gaVe good servicc,
buildings of James Waterman.
i tween the Flying Demons and The
pictures Concerning the present offerings were beautiful. Interment sbould be lald over a smooth floor in
such a way that it does not buckle.
Mr. and Mrs. George Sherman o f ' Whizzers with score 26 to 24 in favor trouble between Japan and China, was 'n Hunt Memorial cemetery.
Clean It with a damp cloth wrung
Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. Wilder j of Flying Demons.
Mr. Huse will speak briefly upon some
The subject of the morning serv ice of
jssues involved. The orchestra i when in Portland—You can buy out of suds made with mild soap. AlMoore of Warren were recent guests
of The Courier-Gazette, with t h e , kali washing powders, strong soap or
of Charles Towle.
at Union Church Sunday will be wdj
seVerai . selections, and the coples news,
at Central News Co.. 66 C on-1too m uPb w at Pr wni r t,in PVen th e
Mrs. Adella Martin of Appleton Thanksgiving” and for the evening addition of M urray Stone with his home
gress St.; or Ross News-stand. 381‘i Con- ,
, wat-eL wlu ruin even tne
gross
st.
I best linoleum.
„
„
„
„
„
Ridge was a recent guest of Bernard Good Neighbors."
violin is also appreciated. Sunday
Pitman.
Mrs- ®5ax c °Il?’ay ?Tas
' ni?ht ought to be another great ocMr. and Mrs. P. H. Rolfe and son; the Mother and Daughter Club Wed- , „„sinrl
thp Pb1lrrh
all get
Clarence Rolfe of West Bethel were nesday evening. Lunch was served. back Q[ [he servjce and make u &
in town over the weekend^ Mrs Honors a t cards were awarded Mrs
fQr North Hayen
Rolfe’s mother Mrs. Ellen Conant. Langtry Smith and Mrs. Harry
Friday morning the North Haven
who was injured last summer by fall- j Coombs. Next meeting will be with j group left for the annual confer-1
ing down the celku- stairs is as yet; Mrs. Madeline Smith.
| ence under the a
ices of the sta te
confined to her bed and the chair,
Meredith Trefrey has returned
he held a t Augusta I
being unable to walk. She has many from New York.
p ri
Sa?urdav and Sundav It U '
friends in this place who hold best
Considerable interest was shown in ; f ™ a^ H
™
that 700 or more boys will be
wishes for her.
Book Week at the Public Library. expected
in
attendance.
going from
Posters made a t school by pupils in North Haven areThose
Edward Beverage, i
the
grades
are
on
display
and
proved
E A ST W A SH IN G T O N
Brown. N at Stone, Roy Pierce,
an interesting attraction at th e James
with Ernest Jones as leader.
library
Thursday
evening.
Twenty
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Ripley enter
—
tained a t a houseparty last Wednes books have been loaned by the S tate
EA
ST LIBER TY
j
Library;
several
new
books
have
been
day evening and among the guests,
-■
,
.
were Mr. and Mrs. Stevens of Bur- purchased and 25 gift books accepted,
Eben G. Maddocks who has worked
kettville. Melvin Jackson of Waltham. I Mrs- Mary L. Arey went Friday to
Mass.. Mr. and Mrs. George Ripley [ Somerville, Mass, for a visit with her for Clarence M. Howes during the
summer is now in Rockland where he
of Stickney’s Corner and Arleen Luce I son Ernest Arey.
of Liberty.
' Jack Phillips and Arthur Arey who will spend the winter with relatives. I
Mrs. Lucy Nason and son Albert of
MTs. Sadie Jackson of Jefferson i have been attending Court at Rockvisited her aunt Mrs. W. M. Prescott1land as jurymen returned Thursday, Amesbury. Mass., are on a brief visit
last week returning home Sunday.
I Mrs. Fred K. Coombs entertained to her sister Mrs. J. F. Hooper.
Leroy F. Howes of Liberty and Alice
Carl Sukeforth and Burton Ludwig ] the Bridge Eight Friday. A New
Bishop of La Grange were united in
were callers at C. E. Overlock’s Mon- ' Frviand boiled dinner was served.
day.
| There will be a rejiearsal of the marriage Oct. 28. by Rev. Frank
Joseph Meyer. William Taylor and work a' C an Bound Rebekah Lodge Hooper in New Hampshire.
Mrs G. S. Colby passed the week- i
Mr. Mullen of Malden enjoyed a va- Tuesday evening.
the American Legion end with friends in Thorndike,
Offic
cation last week which they passed
re installed Tuesday
Auxilif
Mrs. Ella F. Bennett who came I
a t the home of William Prescott.
By Jane Rogers
Red Men’s hall by Past from Everett, Mass., to attend the i
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Barnes and even;
HAT old-fashioned delicacy, a sequence, they require what seems
Mrs. Bertha Abbott of j funeral of her sister, Mrs. Addie E!
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gorham of Wis p r 'Sia
. assisted by Mrs. Ida i Hall, was also called to Rockland on
casset with their children were visit Sou’’
piece of bread and jam, Is an to many adults an enormous
ant-at-arms. The offi-1 her return trip bv the death of her
ors Sunday at the homes of Mr. and Li’obj
ideal solution of the problem of amount of food, and frequently
Mrs. Charles Overlock and W. M .leers: F. -id en t, Ada Creed: vice ] uncle, Roscoe Staples.
what to give the children when really need a snack In mid-morning
presidents. Marion Sholes and Mary ■ The families of Carl L. Adams and
their tummies begin to demand a or mid-afternoon.
Prescott.
Ernest Light and son Lloyd o.. D; er; secretary. Florence Gross; George W. McLain attended the fuThe bread and jam meet all the
re-fill to carry them over from one
requirements of such occasions.
Camden were at the home of Mr. an treasurtr. Della Simmers: chaplain, i neral of Mrs. Addie McLain Hall in
meal to another.
Flora Brown; historian, Gwendoline, North Searsmont, Sunday. Mrs. Hall
Mrs. W. W. L ight'last week.
Children have less storage capa The sugar In the jam, and the
There were deer hunters a-plenty Green; sergeant-at-arms, Hazel Rob- was daughter of the late William and
city than adults, they are usually bread, supply fuel for energy. The
on Monday improving the snow erts. At the close of ceremonies, in- Georgia (Hilton) McLain of West
much more active, and in addition fruit in the jam is an excellent
which fell on Sunday night. Or.e teresting remarks were made by thej Appleton and wife of Frank Hall of
they must supply the demands of source of needed minerals and
both growth and energy. As a con vitamins.
visiting official, followed by a pre- J North Searsmont. She had a large
deer was reported.

When The Children Are Hungry

T

W hen D re a m s Com e
T ru e

COURIER-GAZETTE CRO SS-W O RD PUZZLE

By LEETE STONE
N THE spring of 1925 a boy of
sixteen and a girl of fourteen
sat on a great, gnarled apple log
In a sun-patched orchard back of
the Higginsville high school. They
were munching their lunches from
neat carrying tins. Their conver
sation ran like this;
“Daisy, ever since I was a kid,
and Dad tools me to see ‘East
Lynne' at the opera house, I’ve
wanted to write a play some day
. . . and, you know . . . just this
morning Professor Lyons said m.v
sketch of a play idea was the best
he’d got. Maybe I’ll get one over
some day, Daisy. It’s a dream of
mine.”
Daisy was quick to reply:
“That’s your dream. Now I ’ll tell
you mine, Joe. Five years ago
Mother took me to the stock com
pany play at Worcester. Ever
since that night I’ve wanted to be
an actress—play, oh; you know—
emotional roles. I go now every
chance I get. And I’m saving my
allowance; and studying; and I’ve
about got Dad and Mother to
promise to help send me to dra
matic school if I work summers to
help along. SargAit’s in New York!
Think of it, Joe.”
“Oh, that’s great, Daisy! Say,
Daisy! You hurry and go to Sar
gent's and get some experience;
and I’ll write my head off; and—”
Joe became sudenly shy and hesi
tant—"and maybe if my play
should get taken you’d be my lead
ing lady."
“Oil, Joe dear! Wouldn’t it be
wonderful?” Daisy wtiispered in
low ecstatic accents.

I

Five years later! Axel Hanford
was the most dillicult producer to
see in New York. He was the czar
of a theatrical producing company
that had risen front small begin
nings to the point where they of
fered the finest intellectual enter
tainment in New York. He bought
most of his plays abroad, A few
he secured from diamond-studded
American playwrights.
But there was something about
this carefully penciled note re
questing an audience, that lay on
his desk, that gave him pause.
Tlie signature meant nothing to
him. There was something to pon
der In the simple, sincere wording.
All his life Axel Hanford had wor
shiped sincerity. There is not much
of it on Broadway. About to con
sign the note to the basket some
strange force withheld his hand,
and he was prompted to say to the
waiting secretary:
‘Til see him!”
A sober-faced, blue-eyed, redhaired yqungster of twenty-one
walked in and towered quietly,
without ostentation, over Axel
Hanford.
“I want to tell you about my
play,” he said simply.
“All right; sit down and do so.”
A crisp command.
Joe: for It was Joe, sat down
nnd his shoulders bulked bigger
than ever. During the recital tears
started to bis eyes. The story
was an arraignment ngainst war.
He was impressive without mean
ing to be. He lived the story. And
he ended by saying:
“Mr. Hanford, this Isn’t my first
play. I’ve written five before this
and chucked ’em all away. But
my old English professor at Hig
ginsville says this packs a better
wallop than ‘All’s Quiet on the
Western Front.’ Flense Just read
the last act while I’m here.” Joe
extended a sheaf of typewritten
manuscript
Axel Hanford did not reach for
the manuscript. What rot, ran
through his mind. He, Axel Han
ford, moved by the story of a
fledgling small town boy when It
was his custom to dicker about re
turns with finished, able and suc
cessful playwrights.
Rot, he
mouthed to himself; and then that
strange Impulse seized his mind
again. His hand shot out:
“All right! Let’s have it!"
He crackled briskly through page
after page. Finally he laid the last
page down quietly on his desk;
leaned back and gazed at the ceil
ing for a matter of several min
utes. He did not once glance at
Joe; sitting tremulous on the edge
of his chair. Axel Hanford pressed
a desk button. The soft-footed and
Immaculate secretary appeared
from apparently nowhere. Again,
crisp commands:
“Take down this young man’s
name and address and where he
can be reached at any time of day.
I’m buying his play, ‘War Is H ell!’
Got everything?”
Then to Joe:
“It’s a play, young man! It’ll
need a little softening here and
there; but we’ll do that at re
hearsals. Come In tomorrow and
I’ll talk terms with you. I’ll give
you flie best you can get—because
I want to do this play.”
“Just a minute, sir! Excuse me,
sir! But there’s Just one condi
tion attached to your taking this
play. And that is that you be will
ing to try out and take if satis
factory an actress whom I know
for the one woman’s part in the
play. That goes, Mr. Hanford. It’s
got to be. We built our dreams to
gether.”
Axel Hanford fum ed; blew his
nose; ejaculated, “Well, I'll be
d—d," a time or two, and capitu
lated.
“Get her here by Monday when
rehearsals start,” was all lie said.
Which explains the telegram
that flashed its way from Joe to
Daisy ten minutes after Joe left
Axel Hanford's office.
“Be at the Itansome theater for
rehearsal of ’War is Hell’ Monday
sure stop you are my leading Indy
now and always stop I love you
stop Joe.”
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HORIZONTAL
l-T o give public

expression to
4-Part of ship
8- To refer to spe
cifically
9 - The raccoon

11-Thus
12- Agrees
1G-Near
1S-3kilful
20- '«Vearies

VERTICAL (Cont.)
14- Epochs
15- Lace fabric
17-Gull-like bird
19-Calvaryman
21-Supplied with air
23-A frame for holding
pictures
25-Peels
27- Half a score
28- A pulpy, sweet con
serve of fruit
31-At a distance
33-Liquid measure
35-Part of a plant
37- Gain
38- Steep, as flax
39- Comrade
41-Lowest ebb
43- Wan
44- Not so much
47- Bind
48- Female deer
51-Since
53-College degree
(abbr.)

HORIZONTAL (Cont)
42- Swiss river
43- Pertainlng to
punishment

45- Scotch river
46- Railroad (abbr.)
47- Gossiped
49- Exist
50- A claw
52-A cleanser
54- Was observed
55- At sea

21- Lsrge monkey
22- Nothing but
24-To strike gently
23- A noble
CC-A grain
28-Tc raure to tremble
29- An inland on the

G'llf of Riga
30- A kind of rubber
22-En;!osere
34—Icincd

Se-Sensaiion '■
38-Tear
40-Diipatche I

VERTICAL
1- Six (Roman)
2- Greek letter
3- Bird’s home
5- Deeds
6 - Mafitime signal of
* distress

7- Towards
8- To contend with
10- Back of neck
11- ldentical
13-A taste

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

NORTH H O PE
About six inches of snow fell Sun
day night and Monday morning th e !
ground was dressed in white. Early
morning motorists found very slip
pery traveling.
E. Donald Perry while returning to
Rockland Commercial College early
Monday morning met with a mishap,
overturning his car. Very fortu
nately he escaped unhurt, although
his car was quite badly damaged.
Near the Grant Turn he saw ahead
of him two autos which had stopped
in the road and several person?
blocking the space beside them. It
proved to be Herbert Hardy and Mr.
Eugley, exchanging a load of High
School students enroute for Camden.
Donald realizing that he could n o t1
pass them on the slippery roadside,
put on his brakes intending to stop
several feet away, but his car slewed
around and then slid sideways out
the road, hit a rock and turned
over. It was promptly righted by
the men present and headed back
towards home, with broken body,
windshield and windows. Donald re
turned to Rockland, going as far as
Camden in his uncle’s car and tak
ing the bus from there on Monday i
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. James Burgess of |
Rockland were guests of Mrs. Clara
Hall Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Plummer were also there Sunday
evening. Mrs. Hall is planning to
spend a few months with her sister
ir. Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Plummer
were visitors at Willow Brook Mon
day.
Mrs. R. L. Coose of Searsmont was
the guest of her mother a t Willow
Brook two days last week.
It was pleasing to read an item
from “Sea Breeze” in a recent issue.
Hope to see more of them—and
often.
It was planned to have the first
meeting of the Hilltop sewing circle
with Mrs. Allie Wellman Nov. 21.
A change was made, however, Mrs.
Wellman exchanging dates with Mrs.
U. G. Pease. T hat is the reason so
many twinkling lights were seen
Saturday evening at and near the
heme of Mr. and Mrs. Pease. The
ladies met in the afternoon with
sewing, and supper served at the
usual hour. The evening was given
to cards and a general social good
time. Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Morse and little daughtei Joan, Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Pease.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Hall, Mr. and
Mrs. A. I. Perry, E. Donald Perry, Mr.
and Mrs Alton Pease, Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Pease and two young sons.
Samuel Pease, Mr. and Mrs. George
Fish and daughter Elizabeth, Mrs.
Clara Hall, Loren Bennett. Daniel
Ludwig, Mrs. Frances Pease, Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Ludwig, and the host
and hostess.

PA LERM O

Mrs. Leonard Glendenning has re
turned from the hospital much im
proved in health.
Mr. and Mrs. I. N. Quigg were in
Liberty Sunday to attend the funeral
of his uncle Jefferson Davis.Many friends in this place were
saddened a t news of the death of
Fred Worthing which occurred last
Friday after a long illness.
The hunters are plentiful here and
a few deer have been brought in.
Raymond Hannon has returned
from the Sisters Hospital in Water
ville where he has been receiving
treatment for a broken leg.
Mrs. Forest Bryant and two chil
dren of Jefferson are spending a few
((c). by McCJuro N e w s p a p e r 8 v n d lc a te .)
weeks here with her parents Mr. and
( W N U S e r v ic e .)
Mrs. Silas Hannon.
Clement Quigg of Augusta and two
A Definition
A dictator is h wife who would friends from Auburn have been in
rather keep her husband straight this vicinity the past week on a hunt
ing trip. They got one deer.
than happy.—Cincinnati Enquirer.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Sennett were
guests Monday evening of Mr. anti
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
Mrs. Forest Tibbetts.
STEAMBOAT CO.
Several from this place attended
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30 the American Legion dance at Union
A. M . Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25, town hall Armistice night.
Vinalhaven 8 15, due to arrive at Rock
Miss Theresa Morang spent Armis
land about 9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M. tice Day with her sister Mrs. Harold
Vinalhaven 2.45. North Haven 3.30. Ston Saban.
lngton at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan
The death of Mrs. Alice Fuller of
Island about,
Oeneral
t
| South Liberty has brought sorrow to
140-tf many friends in this town.
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Why suffer tortures from Rheu
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
when

METHYL BALM
will bring almost instant relief?
A scientifically compounded ex
ternal application that should be
in every home. Sold only at

Johnston’s Drug Store

73 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
75 cents
62-tf

RECTAL DISEASES
JAMES KENT, D. O.
TEL. ROCKLAND 1076
1228tf

WORK
DONE ANYWHERE

PROMPT SERVICE
Water Pipes Repaired and Relald.
Inside and Out Digging Included.
Pipes Wired Out. Sewers Dug,
Laid Out and Cleaned when
Plugged.
Cesspools Dug and
Rocked, and Septic Tanks, Shallow
Cellars Dug Deeper, Floors Ce
mented and Walls Repaired, Cel
lars Whitewashed.
S. E. EATON
Tel. 1187-Y
Rockland, Maine
— ----------------------------- - 197-9-tf.

COHEN BROS.

FOWL
A N D CHICKENS
W ANTED
HIGHEST PRICES '
No lot too small; none too large.

Charles McKeller
TEL. 2-3

WARREN
124Stf

DR. ETHEL CR1E
O stepathic Physician
THOMASTON, MAINE
Office Phone 136 Residence Phone 83
Free Children's Clinic every Saturday
morning 9-10. Continuous through
out the year. Bring children for
check-up.
132-143
1855

1911

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.

Waldoboro and Rockland
Highlands
Artistic Memorials in Stone
1238-tf

WHLUXL SLIWHI
► E M B A L M IN G
MOTOR AMBUIANCI
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
D a, Tel. 450 781-1

B U R P E E ’S
ROCKLAND, ME.
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ROCKLAND A S IT IS TODA Y

F O R D S E R V I C E ...
By Expert W orkm en
W ith E xpert Equipm ent

KNOX C O U N TY M OTOR SALES CO.
, SERVICE

SALES
583 MAIN STREET

PHONES 333—334

“M I C K Y

&

H IS

ROCKLAND

MA’

WHEN XCtftOWuv> X'fA
&ONNH BE a S-toONG-U
(ARN IN ft CIRCUS.'

* GRAN’ M A S E Z J“Just because folks were born fifty or sixty
years ago is no reason why their furniture
should belong to th a t period.” She sez she
may be old fashioned, but she has modern
ideas about furniture. I guess that's why she
always deals at the Studley Furniture Co.

STU DLEY

COM PLETE
6 1 PARK

Handsome New Park Street Home of Studley Furniture Co., Located In

Above is pictured the attractive crowded to capacity with excellent
home of one of Rockland’s best fur furniture.
The firm sells everything for the
niture stores, The Studley Furni home. “Home furnishings com
ture Co., located at 61-65 Park plete” their sign says and means
street in the heart of the “ New exactly that for everything may be
Rockland” development. The pic obtained there except occupants for
ture scarcely does justice to the the home. The front store makes
{an ideal location for display purplant for there is visible only the
j poses, directly on much travelled
brick block section which serves as ! Park street with an all glass front
„a display room and entrance to the and recessed entrance. It is finhuge wooden structure in the rear, }ished in white and mahogany which
just a glimpse of which is visible in furnishes a fine background for the
the background. This layout, with suites and pieces displayed.
The office is located conveniently
another wooden structure at the
in this section, presided over by the
rear gives the firm approximately
pleasant person of Miss Lora Mc20,000 square feet of floor space, J Gaffey, cashier. The large twin
and a visit will show this to be floored display rooms give directly

F U R N IT U R E C O .

HOME

ST .

F U R N IS H IN G S

R O C K L A N D ,M A IN E

PLUMBING AND HEATING
INSTALLING—REPAIRING
Phone 956 fo r Quick D ependable Service
ASK VS ABOUT SPENCER AUTOMATIC HEAT

W ILLIAM T. SMITH
477 MAIN STREET,

installation and general handling
of the larger pieces. Stanley Walsh
is the outside man looking after col
lections. Every article sold by this
firm is of certainteed, known quali
ty, else it wouldn’t be on their
floors and they stand solidly be
hind their goods.
A word should be said in this
connection about the prices in vogue
at this store. It advertises lower
prices because of lower overhead,
and in this instance too, means what
it says and stands solidly behind the
claim. Located as it is outside of
the high rent district, operating a
compact, modern plant with the
owners actively participating in the
daily work, a very low overhead
prevails and this saving is passed on
to the consumer, the management
contenting itself with that modest
profit necessary to the conduct of
business on a sound basis.
T he Studley Furniture Co. was
incorporated in 1928, hence its
stock can produce no deadwood.
At that time the company had two
stores one on North Main street
and another on Main street. In
May of that year one half of the
newly completed Rubenstein Block
on Park street was available and
the Heart of the New Rockland
the firm had the vision to grasp its
opportunity, abandoning the Main
off this section and here may be seen
street store and keeping that on
great varieties of furniture, stoves,
North Main for storage. Shortly
bedding and general merchandise.
after this David Rubenstein vacat
T he second floor is used for carpets
ed the huge warehouse at the rear
and rugs with a large bedding de
and this was promptly consolidated
partment. The firm makes a spe
with the Studley store, which was
cialty of beds and mattresses pre- |
then able to give up its North Main
senting very complete lines for con- 1
street holdings. In 1929 pressure
sideration and at very reasonable
prices. Still further at the rear is of business necessitated more room
and the entire Rubenstein block was
the second hand department where
secured and remodelled into the
repossessed and reconditioned fur
niture may be bought for little more present excellent plant.
Harold Pearl Studley, head of
than the celebrated song.
the
firm, has devoted his whole life
A complete service is maintained
to the furniture game and is well
by this firm. H. P. Studley and
and favorably know in all the fur
John Newman are in charge of sales niture centers of the trade in the
and always courteously on 'the job. East. H is boyhood was spent al
Herman Shannon is the technical most entirely in the old V. F. Studman in charge of stove and furnace lev Co. store and he absorbed the

This Y outhful F irm of Studley F u rn itu re
C om pany Is C om posed of G o -G etters—
Interesting Business H istory

With our ability to handle
your car expertly you’ll be
agreeably surprised to learn
how cheaply a good job can be
done within a reasonable time.

REPA

P age Five

ROCKLAND

S P E C IA L S

C h u ck R o a st
C o rn ed B e e f

OILBURNEIL
Tower Oil Burners have made a reputation for themselves In this
locality. We also handle extra quality Range and Fuel Oil

TEL. 993

i L_

ROCKLAND

TEL.

P R E S C R IP T IO N

lb 15c
lb 19c

Q U IC K

DELIVERY SERVICE
OPP. PUBLIC LANDING

1
8
15
22

2
9
16
23

3
10
17
24

4 5 6
11 12 13
18 19 20
25 26 27

7
14
21
28

ROCKLAND

FISH AND SCALLOPS
WHOLESALE DEALER

RONALD W . MESSER

FISH PEDLER TRADE
A SPECIALTY

GARAGE AUTOMOBILE SERVICE
GAS, OILS, GREASING
ROCKLAND

—

TEL. 197-W

HOTEL ROCKLAND

p resent problem o f home heating and w inter health.

T. F. KEATING, Prop.

T o those who h a v e chosen oil h e a t

E a se of O peration
are assured, providing the correct fuel is used

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Always Open Week Days
from 7 A. M. to 5 P. M.
HIGHEST QUALITY FEEDS AT
LOWEST PRICES

EVERYBODY LIKES OUR

BREAD & PA STRY
Because I l’s Tasty and Fresh
All Our Products Baked Fresh
Every Day
Best Ingredients Used
DELIVERY SERVICE

S A N D N E R ’S

HOME M ETHODS KITCHEN
ROCKLAND

EASTERN M OTOR EXPRESS

AND WAY STATIONS
Reasonable Rates
Good Service
Local and Long Distance Furniture
Moving
3 Rockland St. Rockland, Phone 1134
515 Fore St. Portland, Phone Forest 1048

FAMOUS FOOD

T hat a n y standard w ire fence can be fast
ened to them ?
T hat y o u can make th em yourself?
Ask y o u r dealer!

J

Rockland
New C o u n ty Road

L

Ardie Thomas of St. George were
guests last Sunday of Miss Lottie
Ewell and Mrs. Ida Barrows.
The Thanksgiving pageant which} Word has been received from Wolfthe Sunday School has been rehears- | boro. N. H., of the death of Mrs. Faroing will be given at the Rockville} lin Parshley which occurred Wed
Church Sunday evening at 7.30. Let's | nesday. The remains will be brought
show our interest in the effort of here for interment and services will
these young people and our co-opera be held at the Rockville Church Sun
tion with the work of their director, day a t 1 o’clock.
Miss Margaret McKnight, by being
present Sunday evening.
W E ST R O C K PO R T
Miss Eila Lofman is home from
Mrs. Emma Leach arrived in Haw
Boston and will spend a few weeks thorne, Fla., Nov. 9, after a very
with her parents before returning to pleasant trip of ten days, visiting her
take up the training for nurses at a son W. H. Vinal in Portland and her
private hospital.
niece Mrs. Lloyd Kelly in Dorchester,
Lester Sherer who with his Mass.
brother-in-law Herbert
Waldron,
Mrs. Robert N utt entertained the
spent a few days hunting in Aroos Tuesday Club this week.
took County has returned. The
The Ladies’ Mission Circle met at
failure to bring home what they went the church Thursday for an all-day
for, did not mar a fine camping trip. session.
Miss Elsie Lofman has fully recov
Mrs. Sidney Andrews has been con
TEETH EXTRACTED
ered from her accident and returned fined to her home by illness the past
AND TREATED
week.
to school {his week.
PAINLESS METHODS
Friends of George Tolman will re- j Mrs. Charles Rhodes of Rockport
DR. PERLEY R. DAMON gret th at he is in failing health and i visited her parents Mr. and Mrs. J. F.
Heal the first of the week while Mr.
302 Main St. Tel. 915-M Rockland now confined to his bed.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ewell, J. A. Rhodes was on a trip into Northern
139*60
Ewell, Mrs. Sarah Snow, and Mrs. Maine with supplies for the party

Tuesday to Jonesport. They were
accompaned by Mr. and Mrs. Noyes
Alley and son James, the latter of
Lyell Drinkwater has returned to
the station after a ten days' furlough,
whom will remain in Jonesport for the
winter, and Mr. Alley for a 10-days'
furlough. Capt. and Mrs. Mills re
turned Wednesday.
George Porter, clothing salesman of
Massachusetts, was at the coast guard
station Saturday leaving Monday for
eastern stations.
Charles Howard of Beverly, Mass,
has been guest of friend6 here for a
few days.
Chester Wall, Sanford Maker and
William Dennison and son Claude
are on a hunting trip in Northern
Maine.

LAW RENCE PORTLAND CEMENT CO.

Tel. Rockland 580

ROCKLAND

RO CK V ILLE

o

13 PLATE
AND UP

A RECORD BREAKING LOW PRICE

Low Prices For R epairing and R echarging
All M akes of Batteries

ROCKLAND

SPECIAL!

Consider O u r Hom e Y our H om e . . .

291 Main S treet

.9

W IL L A R D
v ,m
B A T T E R IE S N 0 W

searching for Maurice Poland. While
there Mr. Rhodes also repaired a car
that needed the attention of a me
chanic.
Donald Tolman has traded his
Studebaker touring car for an Essex
sedan.
There is a box social scheduled to
take place at the Engine hall Friday
evening. It is sponsored by the
school here. Pop com balls and
candy are to be on sale.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney McIntyre of
Warren were recent guests of their
daughter Mrs. John Greenrose.
Elmer Starr is having a sunporch
added to his house. Ervin L. Curtis
of Rockland is -the contractor.
Mr. and Mrs. U. E. Leach are occu
pying an apartment at The Silsbv,
Summer street, Rockland, for the
winter.
Mrs. M. J. Oxton went to Rockland
Wednesday to visit her daughter Mrs.
W. N. Benner for a few days.

W h a tY c

I n th e

ADS1

FOR

TEN DAYS

VALVES GROUND AND CARBON CLEANED—$1.25 PER
CYLINDER, REGARDLESS OF SIZE OR MAKE OF MOTOR
JOB GUARANTEED
PLUGS, POINTS AND CARBURETOR CLEANED AND
CHECKED FREE OF CHARGE

T hat concrete fence p o sts last a lifetim e or
longer? T hat they a re fireproof and rotproof?

A m erican Plan R ates R easonable

And At l-5th Less Cost Than Coal

TEL. 250

TUNE U P YOUR CAR FOR W INTER

Do You
Know

WE CAN SUPPLY THE CORRECT FUEL OIL

n the date of Nov. 16 on these
nds birds were singing, hundreds
tarlings were in the fields and Mrs.
N. Andrews picked the last of her
lias Nov. 14. Truly November thus
has proven a wonderful month.
[r. and Mrs. Edwin Faulkingham
,he coast guard and Mr. and Mrs.
r. Beale of the lighthouse have reled from a short motor trip to
;tbrook and Portland.
[rs. Clifford Elwell and children
Rockland are moving to White
id and will occupy th e cottage
ated by Mrs. Noyes Alley,
ongratulations are extended to
de G rant of the coast guard and
bride (Ina Kinney) of Wiley's
ner.
upt. and Mrs. Morse, Mrs. Eugenia
ifrey of Spruce Head, and Mrs.
•vey Crowley of South Thomaston
ted the school here last week.
Irs. Andrew Flower who has been
st of Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Lowe at
•uce Lodge several days, returned
iday to Beverly, Mass,
lapt. and Mrs. E. M. MiUs motored

D airy and P oultry F eeds

FARM ERS—

“ A H om e A w ay From H o m e”

D ep en d ab ility, Efficiency, Econom y and

W H IT E H E A D

Elm ore and G randins F eeds

ALFRED P . CONDON

*

ROCKLAND’S LEADING HOTEL

W ith the approach of colder w eath er comes the ever

TEL. 51

D istributors of

75 PARK STREET

DON’T GAM BLE
W ITH F U E L OIL!

A . C . McLOON & CO.

Tel. Rockland Night 1 105— 243

TELEPHONE 1191, ROCKLAND

TEL. 1282

B A L D M O U N T A IN C O M P A N Y
ROCKLAND

Tel. R ockland, 1 107

TRUCKS DAILY BETWEEN

RODNEY E . FEYLER

110 PARK STREET

Rockland

PORTLAND & ROCKLAND

TEL. 378

422 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

CALENDARS
ALL STYLES AND SIZES

Holm es St., Near B roadw ay,

Insured and bonded

CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.

IGNITION WORK A SPECIALTY

29 30

414 MAIN STREET

S E R V IC E

WE DELIVER

AUTOMOBILE ELECTRICAL SERVICE
Su Mo Tu We 111 Fr Sa

EXPERT

127

NOVEM BER

H ouse-Sherm an, Inc.
585 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Also on display at
Studley Furniture Co.

W EEK

G L E N D E N N IN aS CASH MARKET

TH U R STO N OIL CO.
TILLSON AVE.,

FO R T H IS

the
old
has
the

ECONOMY FLOUR & FEED CO., Inc.

476 MAIN STREET

—__ » $
SLAVERY

been buyer and in charge of
second floor departments of the
W . O. Hewett Co. He too
had considerable experience in
furniture business.

rudiments of the business while in
his teens. He rose to buyer and
manager of the big store, holding
that position until the Eastern F ur
niture Co. bought the plant. He
stayed on with the Eastern a year
before starting in for himself in
the present venture. His associate
in this hustling firm is Harold John
Newman and the combination has
proven congenial and successful.
M r. Newman has long had experi
ence in meeting the public having

LINCOLN VILLE
Schools in town close Friday for a
week’s vacation.
Earl McKenzie and Lester Morse
were in Bangor Monday on a busi
ness trip.
Miss Velma Basford arrived home
Sunday from a week's visit in Cam
den.
Mrs. Effie Dickey who has been
suffering several weeks with a rth 
ritis is now much improved.
The new piece of State road work
is nearly completed. A large crew
of men are employed.
Mrs. Annie Lermond and daugh
ter Bernice arrived home Monday
from Boston where they have been
visiting relatives.
Friends are pleased to learn that
Miss Doris Miller is much improved
in health.
E arl Mahoney and sisters Mar, jorie and Leone of Medford, Mass.,
were called here Saturday by the
}illness of their mother Mrs. Edith
Mahoney.

DYER’S GARAGE, Inc.
54 PARK STREET

JOHN G. SNOW, Prop.
ROCKLAND

TEL. 124

R ead A b o u t T h e B u s in e s s
H o u s e s L is t e d H e r e = = T h e y
M e r it Y o u r P a t r o n g e
THE FISHING INDUSTRY

PL E A S A N T PO IN T

Miss Grace Moran and her pupils
are to give an entertainment Mon
day evening in the schoolhouse.
Scope
Evervone is invited.
Miss Marian Orne who has been
Fifty-nine fish, or fish eggs, for
attending Normal School at Presque
every person in the United States Isle has returned home on account
were produced the last fiscal year by j of illness.
Rev. E. H. Timberlake is holding
the government.
Reporting to Secretary Lamont of I meetings in the schoolhouse every
the commerce department Henry Sunday at 2.30. A cordial invitation is
extended to everyone to be present.
O'Malley, commissioner of the Bu-I Miss Lizzie Young has employment
reau of Fisheries estimated that the 1in East Warren.
total output of fish anc eggs from
Miss Belle Orne, R.N., of Portland,
government stations amounted to is spending a vacation with her par
7,122,000,000.
ents. Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Orne.
Four million young fish were sup
plied to 119 cooperative nurseries and
182,500,000 fish were rescued from
drying pools and streams in the
Mississippi river region.
■with an t X that c o u n tsjW
The fishing industry .Commissioner
i M
r
O'Malley reported, now gives employ
ment to 191.000 persons. The catch
last year was 3,567.000,000 pounds
Sea View Garage, Inc.
yielding a return of $123,000,000. He
TEL, 12M
also estimated th at 8,500.000 persons 689 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
went fishing for fun during the year
U-tt
and paid $25,000,000 for fishing tackle.

C o m m is s io n e r O 'M a lle y
F ig u re s S h o w in g It s

G ive s S o m e
T re m e n d o u s

E very-O ther-D ay
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THOM ASTON

H IN T S
FOR
THE

In E verybody’s C olum n *

• «e
♦
♦

Advertisements in this column not to | I
Miss Margarett Marriner of Rock
j exceed three lines inserted once for 25 ♦
Rev. H. S. Kilborn, Wilbur Strong,
!
cents,
three times for 50 cents. Addlport who has been visiting friends'
Jr., John Singer, Richard Spear.
| tional lines five cents each for one
SAWED SLAB WOOD $1 per ft.. $8
in Greenville returned Monday eve
j time. 10 cents for three times. Six words cord:
Roland Paquin, Ralph Davis and
fitted hard wood, $1.85 foot, $3.50
ning accompanied by Eugene Dupre1
Lawrence Carroll are attending the
foi
two feet: general trucking. V. C.
: : : ON : : :
of Chesuncook and Charles Graham
GRINDLE. 105 New County Rd. Tel. 679 X.
By ALBERT L. CLOUGH
Boys' State Conference at Augusta
_______________________________138*140
of Greenville Junction. Mr. Dupre
this weekend. Mr. Kilborn will re
1
BELTING—a limited quantity 3 In.
is one of the guides who has been
turn Sunday morning and occupy
• . and 3 'i In Goodyear Belt for sale. 19c
searching
for
Maurice
Poland,
lost
.
and
27c per foot. BICKNELL MFG. CO.
the pulpit a t the Baptist Church.
in the Maine woods since Nov. 6.
DUE NOVEMBER 28
i.
——
—
Tel. 360.
118-125-S-tf
H ig h Speeds In h e re n tly H aza rd o us
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. S tarrett
The old trolley tracks have been re
PAIR BIFOCAL nose glasses In black
OFICE SAFE for sale. In good condlare spending ten days in Boston.
Drive Furiously If low W ill, B el Don't L'nrleiestinialc Th" Forger
case, lost. Reward. TEL. 210.
138-140, tlon
.
j A ric HAN. Tel. 510.
moved from Camden) a?d Rockport
Mr. S tarrett goes as representative
TRUCK COVER lost on Tuesdav be- ]
140-142
to a point below Ballard Park. The
Inerihcil
of the Thomaston National Bank at
tween
Rockland
and
W
aterman
s
Beach.
waiting room which was there hat
FANCY SPRING chicken, dressed to
a meeting of Federal Reserve Banks
Our name Is on it. ROCKLAND
THIS,IS
NOT
A
DIATRIBE
against
fast
driving.
Such
outpourings
order and delivered. 30c lb. GUY JOHNbeen bought by H. Heistad and trans
CO Phone 800. Park St.
in Boston, and combines this busi
SON, Lake Ave. Rockland. Tel. 930-W.
Is Then O pen F o r M em bership
ferred to his premises on Amesbury do no good. Most human beings have a passion for speed'and v. ill
PAIR OF GLASSES lost alumnico |
140*142
ness errand with his annual vaca
gratify
it
at
all
cost
to
themselves
and
their
fellows.
However,
no
ono
frame, on or near Willow St. GRANT S.
Hill
to
be
used
as
a
summer
playi
tion.
should fail to realize the dangers which are inherent in high speed,
igh De Luxe Sedan;
DAVIS. 76 Rankin St. Tel. 59-M. 140-lt
1930 Wlllys-Knlght
house
for
the
children
in
that
vicin
Sunday services at the Baptist
OIL MEASURING CAN lost on N orth1
®iX Luxe Seda" : 1928
but should fully appreciate what they are and how great they are, so
ity.
Dodge Senior Six Sedan; 1928 Ford
Church: Sunday School a t 9.45
Warren road. Reward.
that if he subjects himself to them it may be with his eyes wide open
Coach.
E
O.
PHILBROOK
& SON. 632
Rehearsals
are
progressing
veryI
TON, Rockland.
a. m.; morning worship at 11, topic,
and with no misconceptions. Arguments are often heard which actu
Main St. Tel. 466-W.____________140-142
satisfactorily for the play, "A Little
"Counting the Cost;" the quartet
ally
seek
to
prove
that
high
speeds
are
safer
than
moderate
ones
and
THOMASTON, MAINE
SEVERAL bushels Nodhead apples,
Clodhopper." to be presented soon
will sing “The Earth Is the Lord's,”
that It is the slow drivers who cause the accidents. Everyone with
hand picked for sale, at $1 per bushel.
under the auspices of the Trytohelp
140-lt
ADELLA F. VEAZIE. 235 Rankin St..
Lynes, and Mrs. Wentworth and Mr.
road experience knows how they “cause" them. Such foolishness re
Club.
Rockland.______________________ 140*145
Greene a duet, “While the Earth
minds one of the answer given by the youthful motorist who, when
Mrs. Charles E. Grotton of Waldo
Remaineth," F. W. Pease: Christian Elizabeth Washburn. Mrs. E. L.
_____ __________ ______ _
BREEDING R. I. Red cockerels for
asked why he drove so fast across intersecting streets, replied "I don't
boro was guest Tuesday of her give the other fellers time to hit me'.” Here are some facts founded
' position as chef or order cook w an? I
6 -r.T p»°» 50'
Endeavor a t 6 o’clock. At 7.15 this Montgomery; May 11, Mrs. H. B
ed.
Best
of
references.
H.
T.
PERRY,
1
TEAGUE,
Warren. Tel. 13-42.
139-tf
daughter Mrs. Carleton Porter.
church will join in the union Shaw. Miss Frances Shaw, Mrs. E.
upon unalterable physical laws: “If the speed of a car is doubled the
A branch of the World Wide Guild , distance required to stop it is quadrupled. If its speed is trebled its
Grace St. City.
1 BLOOD WORMS for smelting. NYE'S
Nestor Brown and family coming
Thanksgiving service at the M eth P Starrett, Mrs. Francis Tillson;
138*140
WILL BUY old books, pamphlets. GARAGE. Tel. 585.
May 25, Mrs. Ralph Tripp, Mrs. heme from Portland recently had a has recently been organized by the 1 stopping distance is increased nine fold. Assuming four-wheel brakes
odist Episcopal Church.
maps, stamps, glassware, furniture, old
SLABS,
hard
wood,
sawdust
and
lumhooked
rugs,
and
old
pictures.
Will
go
...
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Clark went Ralph Ayres, Mrs. Herbert Merry. mishap which was close to being young people of the Baptist Church
in first-rate condition and a level, hard surfaced road, a car running
:r for sale. I. E.
E SPEAR, South Warren.
anywhere to buy goods.
ANTIQUE ! her
with Mrs. G. F. Currier as leader and
Thursday to Bucksport for a short Mrs. Fred Ames.• • » »
131*3-140
a serious accident. Seeing a man elected the following officers: Hilda at 25 m. p. h. can be stopped in 35 feet, but at 50 m. p. h. 140 feet is
DEALER. 10 Pleasant St.. Rockland. Tel. Tel. Warren 23-3.
stay with Mrs. Clark's parents Mr.
1003-W_____________________ 139-141
ahead walking on. the right side of Wall, president: Arlene Ingraham. , required to bring it to rest, and at 75 m. p. h. (a not uncommon guar
EIGHT ROOM house for sale, double
Mrs, M atilda W. Overlook
and Mrs. Daniel Keyes.
NURSE would like cases. Tel. 37-W garage, northern side of Limerock St..
the road, Mr. Brow’n sounded his vice president; Cora Whitney, secre anteed car speed) a stop cannot be made in less than 315 feet—the
NORA WRIGHT. 80 Crescent St. 138-140 15 mins, walk from Main St., house in
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Risteen have
The death of Mrs. Matilda (Win- horn, when the m an instead of get tary; Lillian Whitney, treasurer: 1 length of a short city block. With brakes out of perfect adjustment
good condition; lots 98 ft. front. 132 ft.
(as they are most of the tim et, with slightly down-grade roads and
moved to Rockland for the winter. Mr. capaw) Overlock, 92. occurred Nov. ting out further on the right side,
' SIX OR EIGHT H. P. Stationary en deen.
priced. ERNEST C.
wanted. H D. CRIE. Tel 83 DAVIS,Reasonably
Risten who is a veteran conductor 13, at the home of her daughter Mrs. started to run across to the left. To Geraldine Page. Ruth Orbeton, Mona treacherous road surfaces, stopping distances are very much longer. | gine
at Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
140-142
Thomaston.
139*141
of the Maine Central Railroad, finds G. B. Walter in Waldoboro. Mrs. avoid hitting him. Mr. Brown was Stahl, initiation committee. The The less said about stopping distances with two-wheel brake 4 the
TWO COWS and bull. Reasonable
next meeting will take place Dec 1 better. Doubling car speed quadruples the destructive effect of any
------------'
it more convenient in the winter to overlock leaves her son Chester G. forced to ditch h is. car. The fact
price
JOHN MORRIS. JR , T en a n ts
the initiation of candidates as collision' which may occur and trebling it multiplies nine times the
Harbor. Me
138*140
be near the starting point of h is , overlock of this town, daughter th a t the ditch, contained a large awith
feature.
energy which Is released to mangle passengers and reduce the car to
train.
Mrs. G. B. Walter of Waldoboro, one rock is the only reason the car was
GEESE, alive, 30c; dressed, 35c. L. D.
A musical afternoon was enjoyed junk. Centrifugal force with its dangerous “slewing" tendency when
GAMMON. Tel. 1-24 Warren
139*141
McDonald's drug store is to col- , granddaughter Blanche Walter and not overturned. The car was bad by the members of the Twentieth [
lect the monthly bills for the Central several nephews and nieces. Her ly damaged, costing a pretty penny Century Club at their weekly meeting making turns increases in the same high ratio with speed, as does th?
FITTED HARD WOOD for sale, $10
EIGHT ROOM tenem ent to let. bath cord. BURLEIGH MANK, Warren. Tel.
Maine Power Co., the business for- bufband Ira N. Overlock died 27 tc put it in condition. The man took Friday afternoon at the home of Miss energy of collision. Another hazard inherent in fast driving is fottiid
electricity and gas. at 9 Union 8-33.
140*lt
r.ierly carried on by W. P. Strong.
vears ag0
Mrs. Overlock was a to his heels and the last seen of him Marion Weidman, Mrs. Nellie Ballard in its reduction of the time which the operator has to make his de ! room.
St. Apply BENJAMIN MILLER. Rankin
SINGLE COMB R I. Red Cockerels;
139*141
At the monthly meeting of the ,b ,lgbter of the late Mr. and Mi s. he was disappearing in the distance as hostess. The program was In cision and to operate the controls so as to afford safety in a sudden I St Tel. 692-M.
early
hatched;
vigorous;
heavy
egg
pro
FOUR ROOM tenem ent to let. flush duction strain, $2.50 up. JACK PERIE,
Thomaston Nurse Association held wiruam Wincapaw and the last ol Why will anybody continue to walk charge of Mrs. G. F. Currier and was emergency.
closet,
gas.
electricity,
with
garage,
at
139*141
South
Cushing.
Me.
Thursday evening with the vice the tamily. The floral tokens of l o '; on the right hand side of the high so arranged as to show the three
156 Union St. Apply BENJ. MILLER.
PEC U LIA R STARTER TROUBLE garage ' sweating'’ or covered with
president Mrs. Frank D. Elliot in the t snci regard wt.’i very beautiful way?
ed quantity. 8. 10. 20. 40.
NAILS—limited
Rankin St. Tel. 692-M.
139*141
a film of moisture. If the weather
distinct styles of musical composition.
G.
M.
M.
writes:
Several
tim
es
60 penny nails at 5c per lb. Full kegss at
chair, the resignation of Mrs. J cci.lces were held Sunday conductbecomes still colder and the garage
SMALL furnished or unfurnished wholesale. BICKN:
?KNELL MFG. CO. 1Tel.
The
first
group,
the
more
popular
or
last
w
in
ter
Ice
formed
in
the
starter
Walter Strout, president, was a c - 1cr, bv Rev A q . Davis. Interment
apartment to let.----------on North Main
118-125-S-tf
Sons of Union Veterans Auxiliary jazz music, was illustrated by three housing o f m y ----------car, directly is not heated, the inside tempera
.140- St. 360.
Rent
reasonable.
TEL.
1088.
cepted. During the past month 183 v.as ' .....................................
- Daggett
—* held its installation of officers songs rendered by Miss Mary Branr.:
ture may fall low enough so that
in the family lot in
TWO FRESH Jersey cows with calves
FURNISHED
flat
of
three
rooms.
All
on
the
com
m
utator
and
brushes
of
j
this
deposited
m
oisture
freezes.
It
calls were made bv the town nurse, cemetery. Washington, with commit- Wednesday evening in conjunction the second, semi-classical, by a piano
for sale. C. F. INGRAHAM. West St; modern, fine location. Call NELSON B. Rockport.
m otor, preventing its opera frequently freezes on spark-plugs
138*140
Miss Katherine Winn.
tai services at the grave. The bear with the observance of Veteran's d u e t "Grand Polka De Concert.' the
: COBB or LOUISE WILLIAMS at 1142
tion. T his starter is fully enclosed and shorts them and some may
VEGETABLES for winter. Cabbage,
With the returns all in. the Bap ers were three nephews and Mr. Night. With Mrs. Nellie Achom Bartlett, played by Mrs. Robert Ma- and no one has been able to explain
Fuller-Cobb-Davts.
140-tf
hard, good keepers. $1.50 per 100 lbs.;
freeze in the distributor and sim 
tist Ladies’ Circle gather in $52 from Scott.
FURNISHED or unfurnished apart turnips, tender, mild, $1 bu.; squash,
State president these were in- gune and Mrs. Currier, and a groua the presence of water or ice in it. ilarly interfere w ith its operation
ment of three rooms and bath or single good quality. $2 per 100 lbs.; carrots.
their sale, supper, and other sources
W
hat
can
I
do
to
prevent
the
re
-----------------stalled: President, Mrs. Stella Mc- of songs by Mrs. Lorna Pendleton of
and, whil<#we have not personally
rooms. All modern. Call 427-W. HILL $1.40 bu.; beets, tender and good. $1.25
Wednesday.
DANE.__________________________ 140-tf bu.; parsnips. 10 lbs. for 60c. CHATER’S
W ARREN
Rae: vice president, Mrs. Velma Rockland, pupil of Mrs. Lilian currence o f this trouble next w in  known of such a happening, there
Edward Winslow of Friendship has
ter?
seem
s
no
reason
w
hy
it
should
not
ATTRACTIVE SIX ROOM house, all GARDENS, on back road, Rockport to
“ rs. dehorn. Mrs Sprague Copping; the third, classi
Mr and Mrs. Oscar Starrett and
moved into Mrs. Cynthia W ent
modern, on Grove St. Garage. Availa Camden, tu rn left beyond bridge. Will
freeze
on
the
com
m
utator
of
the
cal.
by
an
interesting
half
hour
talk
were
Mav
Reed
and
MrsEmma
Hall;
Angeline Greenough
ble Dec. 1. Can be seen at any time. deliver Tuesday and Friday mornings.
starter motor and prevent the
worth's house at the foot of Gleason Mrs.
125-tf
guests Sunday^ of'friends*°in Dam- C aptain. Mrs. Anastasia Harmon; on the life of Franz Liszt given by
Phone DR. BICKFORD, 611-M. Rockland.
brushes from m aking contact with
street.
139-tf
FIFTY WHITE PEKIN ducks. $1 each.
ar^cotta
patriotic instructor, Mrs. Evie Perry; Mrs. Z. D. Hartshorn, and a piano
it. Keeping a garage above the
C. H. Lovejoy recently attended
Will
exchange
for
anything
of
their
MODERN house, seven rooms on Grove
Elbert S tarrett brought in a big treasurer Mrs. Mabel Beaton; sec solo, “Leibestraum" by Liszt, rendered
freezing point seem s the only way
the supper at Grand Army hall.
St Apply E B HASTINGS & CO.. 316 value. FRANK MORRIS, T enant’s Har
by Mrs. Magune. Each number was
to
avoid
trouble
o
f
this
kind.
buck
deer
Mondav,
shot
while
he
was
£5ta5yMrs'
May
Cr0®
s
'
5
?ar<1'
Mrsbor.
138*140
Main St.. Rockland.
139-141
Rockland, and reports a fine time.
heartily applauded. The entire pro
LARGE LOAD BRUSH for sale. $4.
TENEMENT of five rooms, garage,
It is a good guess that Thomaston on a week's hunting trip with friends Benner; color guards, Mrs. Jose gram was of merit and proved very
bath,
ln
excellent
condition
and
clean LUKE R BREWSTER. Box 74. R. F D.,
REPLACING C H IP P E D ENAMEL
High will be represented at the meet at South Twin Lake.
Rockland.
Tel. 48-W
138*140
ROBERT
U.
COLLINS.
375
Main
St.
phine
Lothrop
and
Mrs.
Allie
Blackinstructive.
When the enam el o f the mud
Friends regret the serious illness
in Rockport gymnasium next Tues
Tel. 77.
122-tf
APPLES for sale—Delicious and Nodington; inside guard. Mrs. Sarah
Mrs. Alberta Young entertained at
guards and splash aprons of a car
heads.
also
McIntosh
Red
Jelly.
J. F.
day evening to plan a league of of Mrs. Howard Glover (Villa Pack Thomas; outside guard. Mrs. George her camp. Locust Lodge, in Lincoln
TENEMENT to let cheap, electric
has become chipped off in spots
CALDERWOOD. Union.
136*141
ard) a t Hebron.
lights, flush toilet, garage. TEL. 1016.
basketball teams for this winter.
Answ er: During the winter there and rust begins to form, these spots
Eowley;
pianist.
Mrs.
Bessie
Sulli
ville.
this
week
her
niece
Miss
Mar136-tf
RUG AND KNITTING YARNS for sale
E. V. Oxton who has been confined
Mrs Ira Vinal returned Thursday
van; counselor. Col. E. K. Gould. carett Marriner of Rockport. Eugen? are occasional warm and perhaps should be protected at once before
UNFURNISHED or partly furnished six by m anufacturer; samples free. H. A.
from a visit with Mrs. Lula William to the house with a severe cold is Mrs. Achom was presented with a Dupre of Chesuncook and C. L rainy days, when the air is very the meta! he m es seriously af135-146
room house to let. on Myrtle St., flush BARTLETT. Harmony. Maine
now able to be out again.
damp. If a garage becom es filled fectcd.
Tin rust ar.d adjacent
son in Union.
toilet, cellar, electric lights. MRS. DANA
SUNBEAM hot air furnaces for sale.
dainty gift. An entertainment was Graham of Greenville Junction.
Misses
Lizzie
and
Winnie
Winslow
KNOWLTON.
Tel
709-M.
138-140
with
th
is
moisture-laden
air
and
loose
er.am
1
should
be
sandpaChristmas trees are being hauled
We have a carload which we are selling
given in honor of the attending vet
Rev. G. F. Currier attended the
FURNISHED APARTMENT of three at very low prices this year. A. T. NOR
to the railroad station for shipment who have been ill are now improv erans. Preceding installation sup- Lincoln Baptist Ministerial Associa the doers are then closed, w h en i pered off, ihe sp ots cleaned with
WOOD. Warren. Tel. 22.
132-tf
rooms
to
let
at
49
Pleasant
St.
Adults
the
w
eath
er
grows
colder,
this
gasoline
and
touch-up
enamel
aping.
to the big cities.
only. LILLIAN BICKNELL, 82 Limerock
HARD WOOD fitted. $12 and $14;
Mrs. Ralph Wiggin, Mr. and Mrs. pei was served under the direction tion meeting at Warren Thursday at m oistur* is condensed and de- piled to cover the hare' places,
The correspondent's attention was
St.
140*142
junks.
$12;
small
round
wood,
stove
of Mrs. May Reed.
which Rev. H. S. Kilborn of Thomas posited' over everything within. | This enamel w ill dry overnight and
called to a quilt of striking design John Robinson, Mrs. Martha Bur
TWO FURNISHED aparim ents ln the lengths. $10; fitted soft wood. $8. O. H.
You m ust have noticed the body J will ssrvc until the car 13 refinton
was
the
principal
speaker.
The
CRIE.
Thomaston.
Tel.
122-2.
129-tf
La Rosa. Grove St., also modern five
being knotted at the Baptist vestry gess and Mrs. Mary Richmond were
TO PRINT WEDNESDAY
next meeting will be held at Morrill of your car and the w alls of the ished.
room apartment on North Main St.
SAWED hard wood $1.75 foot. $12 cord;
Wednesday afternoon. It was of the callers Thursday on Rev. and Mrs.
ERNEST C. DAVIS at Fuller-Cobb-Davls fitted $1.85 foot. $13 cord; sawed soft
with
Rev.
Warren
Mesler
as
host.
pattern known as Swastika, an In  H M. Purrington at their home in
138-140 wood. $1 foot. $8 cord. ALFRED DAVIS.
In observance of its fifth birthday
In
recognition
of
the
coming
127-tf
dian word signifying good luck. The Mechanic Falls.
TWO furnished light housekeeping Lovejoy St. Tel. 1064-R.
W. Overlook, 92. were held at the
anniversary the Trytohelp Club will
CAM DEN
Mr. and Mrs. John Robinson and j Thursday holiday, the regular
rcoms. modern conveniences, also single
pattern was worked out by Miss Kate
FIRST QUALITY fitted hard wood.
home
of
her
daughter,
Mrs.
G.
B.
have
a
supper'and
social
evening
at
rooms;
prices
reasonable.
MRS.
RUTH
$12; limbs. $10; junks. $12; long. $10;
Colson who makes her home with Mrs. M artha Burgess went Friday
issue of this paper will go to press
137*142 fitted soft wood and slabs. $8; also lum 
the Baptist vestry Tuesday evening,
Several from Camden attended the Walter. Monday afternoon. Mrs. SMOLANDER, 7 Pleasant St.
Mrs. Robert Watts, High street. te Rockland where they will occupy ] Wednesday afternoon. Contribu
ber. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263-21. 132-tf
each
member
privileged
to
invite
a
Overlock
was
a
former
resident
of
THE
HARMON
DAVIS
store.
Main
meeting of the Knox County Fish &
j*'wluclu‘’ UI
Miss Colson's hip was thrown out of a house on Broadway for the winter. |
is available for lease. Store Is ln 100
guest. Supper at 6.30.
r-sm e Association «t Martinsville Washington but had made her home St.,
Supt. Frank Rowe spent Thursday j tors and advertisers will kindly
per cent location. Apply F. S. YOUNG,
joint several years ago. making her
ir. Waldoboro for several years. She Rockland. Tel. 766-J.
138-140
Friday.
a shut in since that time. She at Gorham Normal School where I take notice.
is survived by her daughter and son
THREE FURNISHED rooms to let for
Church Notes
spends much of her time designing principal and superintendent day I
Mrs. Harry Wilson was hostess to Chester Qverlock of Thomaston. In- light
housekeeping, all modern. Adults
was observed.
Baptist Church. Rev. G. F. Currier: the Friday Reading Club this week. terment was ln the faml]y lQt
patterns for the outside of quilts.
the only M. M GRIFFIN, 25 Ocean St.
THANKSGIVING CHEER
Rev. Howard A. Welch went to
137*tf
Sunday morning subject. "The Power
Mrs. Cheslev Delano has returned
Captain and Mrs. J. Arthur Wagner Daggett cemetery a t Washington
UNFURNISHED apartm ent, five rooms,
from six weeks of visiting in Ban- Farmington Monday, speaking there ' It Is In Your Power To Help Extend of a Thankful Life;’’ anthem by are leaving on Monday for Miami
The Woman's Club met with Mrs. wth
ONE FARM IN ROCKVILLE, on State
toilet, lavatory, hot and cold water
choir, "Be Joyful In the Lord;' chil where they will spend the winter.
goi, Brewer and Orono. She will at the Baptist Association twice
It To the Needv Poor
A. p. Jackson Tuesday afuhnoon. Adults only. MRS. FRED A. CLARK. 74 road; 170 acres, about 70 acres blue
Tuesday.
He
visited
Wednesday
in
]
dren's
story;
Church
school»at
noon;
berries.
large orchard of apples, pears,
leave again Wednesday for Orono to
123-tf
There will be a dance in the opera During the business session it was Camden St.
plums and cherries; 100 foot barn, hen
spend Thanksgiving with Prof, and Auburn, also calling on a young ] There are quite a number of good- B.Y.P.U. at 6 o'clock; subject. "Bible house Thanksgiving night with two voted to invite the Lincoln County
TENEMENT to let at 36 Mechanic St houses and a good home. Electric lights,
ol MRS W S. KENNISTON, 176 five good wells of water and city water if
Mrs. Donald Piston, the latter being friend who is attending Bates Col- ] hearted people who want to help Study;’’ evening service at 7. sermon orchestras.
Union of Women's Clubs to meet in Inquire
Main St. Tel. 874-W.
123-tl wanted. Borders the pond. Barn full
lege at Lewiston, returning home in : someone who may be in need this subject, "Paying the Forfeits;" spe
her niece.
The following are attending the Waldoboro in June. Mrs. Jackson
THE C. F. SIMMONS house. Masonic of hay and straw all ready to do a going
•
| Thanksgiving Day, but who do not cial music by ladies’ quartet; manual
At the Federated Church Sunday thr evening.
twenty-fourth State Y.M.C.A. bovs*, 1,ad charge of the musical program, St., six rooms. Now being redecorated business. Will sell or trade for place
Miss Helen Robinson has had as a , know just how. when, and where to training class Monday at 4 p. m.; conference
seivices will be: Sunday School at
ln the city. GEORGE M SIMMONS.
in Augusta: P-v'-bt Lord., which included interesting bits con- Apply FREEMAN S. YOUNG. Rockland
138-140 23 Tillson Ave., Rockland. Me. Tel. 4.
9.45 a. m.; morning service a t 11, sub guest this week Mrs. Ernest Guilford ' go about it. Miss Corbett, the city Tuesday at 6.30 the Trytohelp Club Warren Prince, Edward M anning.' ceming the lives of Maine composers Te). 766-J.
140-142
HOUSE of seven rooms, to let. bath
; matron, will be glad to supply names birthday party at the vestry with Lewis Clark, Allan Dyer, Curtis and singers and also played several
ject, “Thanksgiving and World of Old Orchard.
gas and lights. MRS E C. GRANT. 184
The Cuckoo Club met Thursday i and addresses of deserving people supper.
Brotherhood;” the anthem, “In Glad
selections with her usual fine inter- South Main St. Tel. 526-M.
I34-tf
Methodist Church. Rev. F. F. Brown. Ora Brown, James Redman
Thanksgiving,” Hoppe. T he union with Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Simmons ' who would appreciate some gift of
and technical skill. She
SEVEN ROOM tenement, modern con
Fowle: Regular Sunday morning and Maurice Fitzgerald. The bovs pietation
Thanksgiving service will be held in who were hosts at a venison sup- j food stuff.
was given a rising vote of thanks for veniences. to let at South Main St.. $25
month. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Paik St.
this church at 7.15. The music will per. Cards featured the evening's ■ There are several widows with large preaching service followed by church were accompanied by Secretary John the enjoyable afternoon. Members
Tel. 1080
123-tf
[ families, one especially with two of school at noon: Fpworth League at 6 Taylor.
include a solo bv Mrs. Maryon Ben entertainment.
present
were
Mesdames
Lottie
Lov
AU Makes of Radios
Regular
meeting
of
Seas
de
Chap
FOUR rooms and bath. 41 Grace St.
Fourteen visitors observed with in- I the oldest boys suffering from dia- with Ruth Miller, leader, subject.
ner, “The Earth is the Lords,” and
ell, Ida Stahl. Rena Crowell. Ida Price reasonable Apply 34 JAMES ST.
an anthem by the choir, “Give terest the regular work in the grades ' betes. .f some farmer would send Church Attendance," the second sec ter Mondav night, followed by social Soul, Sace Weston, Emma Potter, or Tel. 206-R after 5 p. m.
130-tf
A n y T im e
A n y W h e re
at Pleasantville school EdilCation , vegetables there by the bushel, it tion of the units; evening serv and refreshments.
Thanks Unto the Lord," Norman.
TWO apartments to let. at 126 Park
Margaret Bond.
The Philathea Class met at the Louise Miller,
ice a t 7 with singing bv young
would be of great service.
Miss Gladys Seavey of Pleasant Week.
St.,
all
modern,
four
and
five
rooms.
In

Maude Gav, Lucy Nesbit, Isora Lee,
Those who went from Ivy ChapThen there are old people, good. men, “I’m a Pilgrim and I'm a church parlors Friday evening with Isabelle Labe and Mrs. A. G. Davis, quire ELIZABETH DONOHUE. 89 Park
Point and Thomaston was one of th?
St. T>1. 741-R._________________134-tf
twelve probationers who were grant ter as guests of Orient Chapter, deserving, but needy, who should be Stranger;" Monday at 7 p. m.. first Mrs. Pauline Hodgins and Mrs. Ruth guest of the club. There will be no
HEATED apartm ent to let. modern
ed caps Thursday evening a t the O.E.S., at Union to attend inspection remembered, and a basket containing aid study class, using the new man Smith hostesses.
,
,
$j
1meeting next week on account of improvements at 63 Park St. S. RUBEN
State Street Hospital, Portland. Wednesday evening were Ralph a Thanksgiving dinner sent to them, uals: all-day session of Ladies' Aid on
STEIN.
Tel. 916-W.
138-tf
Tuesdav, Nov. 24, is annual dona- ] Thanksgiving
L. C. BUSSELL
Miss Seavey is a graduate of Thom Starrett. Mrs. Harvey Buber, Mrs. would serve a double blessing “to him Tuesday.
tion dav for the Community Hospital I
___________
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23
Fulton
St.
Inquire
ROSE
PRESCOTT,
TEL.
THOMASTON 57-12
aston High School, class of 1930.
Benjamin Watts, Mrs. Alvah Sim- that gives, to him that takes.” Let
and all kinds of groceries canned ’
BEULAH E. LASSELL
240 Broadway.
132-tf
128-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Anzalone mons, Mrs. Harold Drewett, Mrs. j your Thanksgiving Day be manifestgoods, jellies, jams, vegetables, etc., |
_____
T E N A N T 'S H A R B O R
FURNISHED small house to let, three
have returned from several days' stay Forrest Spear. Mr. and Mrs. W. H. | ed in its true sense by proving, as
At the Baptist Church Sunday will be most acceptable. Visitors will | B(?ulah E wWow Qf Qeorge R
rooms; also two room furnished apart
with relatives in Dorchester, Mass.
Robinson and Mrs. Harlow Brown, others have done, th a t the true source morning there will be an anthem by be welcome from 2 to 5 o’clock and
ment. gas. lights and toilet. FLORENCE
O U R J U N IO R P U Z Z L E
Mrs. Edith Aldrich and Mrs. Floyd The degree was worked on candi- ! of happiness comes not from getting, the choir and solo by Mrs. Barton. refreshments will be served by Mrs. sell, Jr., and daughter of Capt. Lewis McLAIN, 100 Main St. Tel. 1263. 132-tf
and
Minnie
G.
Simmons
of
Willow
dates.
|
but
giving.
Flagg motored to West Sebois Wed
DESIRABLE Main street office to let.
The pastor's subject, "Can We Be William H. Broadhcad. Mrs. Cyrus
steam heated; furnished if desired
nesday. At Searsport they were
Edwin Gammon has been doing
Thankful This Year?" Bible school P Brown. Miss Alice Hansen. Mrs. street, died Tuesday morning aftty Rent reasonable. TEL 899-W.
132-tf
joined by Mr. Flagg who had been wiring for Chester Wallace who ex
Experiments bv the U. S. Depart at 11.45; Christian Endeavor at 6, J. G. Hutchins, Mrs. B. F. Mathews a week's illness. Mrs. Lassell was
DESIRABLE six-room rent, with ga
hunting several days in company with pects to install a lighting plant soon. ment of Agriculture with several topic. “God's Gifts and My Obliga and Mrs. C. S. Gardner of Rockport.
rage
if
desired.
Inquire
11
JAMES
ST.
born in Friendship in 1798, later
Leander and Ray Thorndike. M:
Tel 577.
132-tf
Maurice Sidensparker and Judson hundred chickens showed that there tions." Following the evening snng
Mrs. J. Hale Hodgman entertains
moving
to
Rockland
where
she
had
Flagg will reenter the woods to try Benner have been shingling the Bap is more deterioration in a fresh-dres- led by John Reid. Mr. Barton will the Monday Club next week.
ONE FURNISHED and one unfurnished
to let. Inquire 12 KNOX ST.
for a deer.
| sen chicken after being keot 2 days speak on "End Time Signs."
tist parsonage
About 10 o'clock Thursday night since lived. She graduated from anartment
Tel.
156-W.
132-tf
The Episcopal Guild have selected
Members of Mvstic Rebekah Lodge 1in the household ice box than there
* * • ♦
the stable adjoining the buildings on i Rockland High School in 1918 and
HOUSE on Camden St., seven rooms,
Dec. 9 as the day for their annual are reminded th a t Monday is roll call is in a Droperly prepared storage
THE SONG OF ELECTRICITY
the Belfast road known as Sagamore j from Rockland Commercial College. bath, furnace. Apply MRS. FROST. Tel.
Christmas sale.
night.
chicken that has been frozen for 8
132-tf
| Written by Alvalene Pierson, age 11. Farm, was partially destroyed by fire. 1she was employed by the Thorndike 318-W
Mrs. J. Emerson Watts entertained
Last Monday evening a surprise months. There is little if any dif- pupil of Tenant’s Harbor Grammar supposed to have been caused by & Hix Lobster Co later the Penob
TENEMENT to let. five rooms and
School.
|
bath, down stairs. 16 Ocean St. PHIL
the Federated Mission Circle Tuesday bridge party was given Alfred Hawes i ference in taste between fresh-dresPHI
spontaneous combustion. Partially
,
was discovered long years ago.
at her home. The members are tak at Union. Guests from this place • sed poultry and poultry that has I To
insured. By the quick work of the co^ FM^ ° "
,our years' a,so SULIDES, opp. Strand TheatVe. 132-tf
help the races of men:
TWO
FURNISHED
rooms
for
light
ing a course of leading, relative to were Mrt and Mrs. A. T. Norwood. been stored for 5 o f 6 months and I do much more to help them now
fire company a part of the stable was A
MCLoon & Co
housekeeping to let. E. N. SYLVES'
STER.
Than I did for them then;
the work of the missionaries now in Mrs. Margaret Sawyer, Mr. and Mrs. then properly thawed. It is better,
saved. The house, a large but old j f,Z^.en^ f eaSed ^ ahs he d ln most ?£’ 23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J.
132-tf
I
can
do
the
work
of
a
hundred
men,
the field. Mrs. H. F. Leach is the Leroy Norwood. Herbert Thomas and say poultry experts of the depart
building, was not damaged. T h e ! ^fc i°Ila‘e re«ard ,^y aJa rg e number
I do work better too.
TWO TENEMENTS to let, one on
efficient president of the circle.
Grace St., one on Lindsey St., all mod
Phillip Simmons. The supper menu ment, for the housewife to buy stor But men are very boastful.
property is owned by C H Heublein, of fr,cnds. who. with the members of ern.
And proud of what they can do.
ERNEST C. DAVIS. Fuller-CobbE. P. Starrett is expected to return included lobster stew, also a hand age poultry while still frozen and
the
family
find
themselves
sorely
Inc., of Hartford, Conn., and G. E.
DAVIS.
128-tf
afflicted by her untimely demise
today from a visit to his sister in some birthday cake. Cards followed. prepare it immediately after defrost They have harnessed me down with iron Allen is the local agent.
ROOM house to let with garage
Portland.
and steel.
Howard Norwood is on a hunting j ing. The best way to defrost it is to
The “
° f _th„e. C
h X
. ^ « i ? 7 l S
d. and Barbara', at SIX
191 Broadway, all modern. Tel. 949.
They have made me work, alas'
The following list of housekeepers trip.
i hang it in an ordinary ice box over- But
128-tf
I still have power to do great things. circle will hold a rummage sale a t ,
,
anH tmn CASLON PRESS.
for the Baptist ladies' circle suppers
Mrs. Archie Thayer of Bath cared night,
Though I can’t go quite so fast;
the Parish House on Dec. 8-10. There | ®e.’ “ . 2 ea” ’_,
2 !L ents, and, , tw?
I do many hundreds and hundreds of
has been announced and should be for Adelbert, son of Mr. and Mrs. i — ■—
brothers. Carl Simmons of Rockland
will be a table of new articles. Cooked and Harold Simmons of New York.
things.
kept for reference: Dec. 2, Mrs. Wil Howard Norwood, during the latter's ; service. This was followed by serToo many by far to say
food and candy will be on sale the The latter could not be located in
liam Newbert, Miss Edna Hilt, Miss absence in Portland this week.
Bus
I
’ll
give
a
bit
of
an
idea.
( mon outline study. Clarence Emery,
last day.
You’ll learn the rest some day.
time to attend the funeral services,
Elizabeth Washburn. Mrs. E. L.
Mr. and Mrs. George Walker closed state Baptist Missionary, was present
Twenty-six men left the Camden which were held Thursday afternoon
Montgomery; Dec. 16, Mrs. H. B. tiieir cottage Galashiels at Martin's and discussed the m atter of a new re- I light the world th a t you may see.
fire
station
Friday
afternoon
for
the
at the Burpee parlors. Among the
Shaw. Miss Frances Shaw, Mrs. E. Point Wednesday and are again a t - gional committee for this section of
WORK wanted by the hour. MRS. |
I work in the mills and factories too
I sew. I iron. I bake,
big woods to search for Maurice Po- J reiabjves present from out of town JENNIE MANK. 22 Bay View Sq. Tel
P. Starrett, Mrs. Francis Tillson: their Warren home after being away] the State. Supper was served by the I cook.
I run the radio as pleasure for you,
63-M.
149*142 I
land .who has been lost for two weeks. I were the father-in -law, George LasDec. 30. Mrs. Ralph Tripp. Mrs. five months.
ladies' circle. At 7.30 the public I run the trains, th a t you may ride.
EXPERIENCED chambermaid wants
Searching parties have been in the se]j. ^jr an(j Mrs Brajner(j s immor,s
I
curl
your
hair,
furnish
power
and
Ralph Ayres. Mrs. Herbert Merry.
Miss Lillias Kenniston visited Mrs meeting, a most inspirational service,
in city or vicinity, or housework,
woods almost constantly, but at this of Southwest Harbor; Mr. and Mrs work
no objection to children. TEL. 53s-v«
Mrs. Fred Ames; Jan. 13, Mrs. Ernest Jones in Thomaston Thurs- , was held with several of the visitors I chillheat.
your foods for you to eat.
writing no trace of him has been Alfonso Lunt, Lewis Nickerson and alter 6.
140*142
Charles Singer, Mrs. Albert Hall. dav and Friday.
I make a pad to warm your freezing
participating. The program: Open
found
feet.
Mrs. Ellen Nickerson of Frenchbora;
Miss Rosa Teel, Mrs. H S. Kilborn;
Mrs. Ella Stevens has spent the jng praise service, bv Chester Wyllie
Miss Gertrude Lunt and Mrs. Cassie
Jan. 27, Mrs. George Ludwig. Mrs. week with Mrs. Ida Chase at Rock- responsive reading, led by Rev. L. G I pump the water for you to drink.
Hart of Boston. There were many
To wash your dishes too.
Walter Currier, Mrs. Clarence Rob lane!.
W ALDOBORO
J Perry of the Littlefield Memorial
you must be very careful of me,
beautiful flowers.
inson. Miss Eliza Whitney: Feb. 10.
Miss Winifred Whitnev is guest this church of Rockland: scripture, Rev. But
**«H
Or I ’ll get away from you;
Mrs. C. A. Clark, Miss Annie York, week of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence W hit- ; Louis Watson of Appleton; prayer. For I am strong and mighty.
Mrs. J. H. Lovell is passing a few
I AM now butchering hogs. L. F.
TABER
AGAIN
CHOSEN
And
I'm
bound
to
have
my
way,
Mrs. Inez Libbv, Mrs. Clara Elling- nev at Union.
KEIZER. Rockland. Tel. 553-R. 128*143
Rev. Fred Barton. Tenant’s Harbor;
days at Coooer's Mills guest of Mrs.
I will,rule the world myself
sen; Feb, 24, Mrs. Rodney Feyler,I Friends were saddened to learn of sermon. “Tug o’ War,’’ Rev. J. And
CLAIRVOYANT readings g irtn MRS.
Daniel Glidden.
If you let me get away.
Louis
J.
Taber
of
Columbus.
Ohio
MANK, 22 Bay View Square
A N ACORN
Mrs Sarah Foster. Mrs. Lawrence i the deaths of Mr. and Mrs. Otis Dol- Charles MacDonald of Rockland;
Miss H arriet Dalton has returned was reelected master of the national JENNIE
Tel.
63-M.
140*142
Hahn, Mrs. Charles Starrett; March ham at Danbury, Conn., which oc- solos by Rev. Mr. Kerr of Port Clyde,
from Nova Scotia.
I’etcr found an acorn under a
UNION
SECOND-HAND upright pianos taken 1
grange at the organization’s annual
S. Mrs. G. E. Wilson. Mrs. Walter curred this week, one following the with Mrs. Harold Drew’ett at the
Mrs. H. P. Mason has returned convention. The national master has in exchange for new electric radio sets. ! big tree. He brought it home to
Stackpole. Mrs. John Stackpole. Mrs. other within a few days. Mr Dolham organ. This meeting was presided
We carry the best and make liberal al
There will be an entertainment from Melrose. Mass.
served for the last eight years and lowances. Phone 708 for estimate. show his Mother what a cute
Arthur Kalloch; March 23. Mrs. Her- was recovering from an acute ap- over bv Rev Howard A. Welch. Rev.
139-141 little cap the acorn wore. Pe
Mrs. Florence Overlock of Wash was the first to be elected for a fifth MAINE MUSIC STORE
bert Newbert. Mrs. Lucy Sillerv. Mrs. pendicitis operation recently perMacDonald’s talk was especially following the public supper at Seven
WILL holder of ticket 1655 Rockport ter's Mother asked him if he
Thomas Long. Mrs. Francis Tillson; formed. The bodies were brought to impressive, contrasting the two Tree Grange hall Tuesday evening ington is caring for Mrs Eugenia term of two years.
Carnival, communicate with Z. D.
April 6. Mrs. N. F. Andrews, Mrs. Maine Friday for interment. Fur- forceSt one pulling downward, the and will consist of dialogue, tableaux Waltz.
BOARD OF REGISTRATION'
HARTSHORN. Rockport, a t once.
knew what tree bore acorns and
songs, recitations, demonstrations of
is hereby given that the Board
139-144 Peter said “The oak, of course.”
John Brown. Mrs. Angie Morse. Mrs. ther particulars will be given later. otber striving for uplift.
Mrs. Peter Soule entertained at of Notice
Registration
will
be
In
session
at
their
"packing
a
lunch
box,"
“egg
candling"
J. E. Creighton; April 20. Mrs. Wil- Mr. Dolham was a former Warren
• * ♦•
a luncheon-bridge Monday after rooms, Spring street, for the purpose of THE BRITT HOME will care for eld Then Peter's Mother asked him
people, invalids, convalescents, any
liam Newbert, Miss Edna Hilt. Miss ; bov.
At the Baptist Church Sunday and “planting and thinning" by 4-H noon. The guests were Mrs. I. P. revising and correcting the voting lists erly
of sickness except surgical or con what kind of leaves the tree had
Club
members;
also
instrumental
of the Cltv. The sessions will be held kind
morning the pastor will speak on.
Bailey,
Mrs
W.
G.
Labe,
Mrs.
W.
H.
tagious
cases.
132-tf
Nov. 25. 27. 28. 30 and Dec. 1. 2, 3,
end Peter drew a picture of the
Lincoln Baptist Association
“God’s or M ine;” Qpnday School at music, piano and harmonicas.
Crowell, Miss Edna M. Young, Mrs. 4. 5 and 7 from 9 a. m to 1 p. m. and
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
Strout Insurance Agency
S. H. Weston, Mrs. Nellie Overlook, from 3 p. m. to 5 p. m. and from 7 p. m and repair your furniture at 216 LIME leaf. If you want to see if Peter
Twelve ministers were present 12 o’clock; Christian Endeavor at 6;
to 9 p. m. As the last three days of said ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
132-tf was correct, take a pencil and
V1NA LHA VEN
Mrs. Harold Clark, Mrs. Margaret session
17 GREEN ST. THOMASTON, ME. Thursday at the afternoon confer- the tonic for th e evening. “How Do
are for the purpose ■•of verifying
ALADDIN LAMP PART8 at all times join all the numbered dots to
The new galvanized iron fence for Bond and Mrs. A. L. Shorey.
said lists and to complete and close up Prompt
ence o f the Association. Rev. H. S. You Know?” will follow the praise
service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
Insurance in all its branches
records of the session, no names
the Coombs cemetery has been in
Mrs. Geneva Welt and Mrs. Verna the
Kilborn of Thomaston read the prin- service.
132-tf gether, starting with dot num
will he a<Wed to or stricken from said
stalled,
and
Mrs
Clara
Packard
Orff
have
returned
from
a
ten
days'
cipal
paper,
giving
an
intimate,
sym|
------------------Notary
Public
lists
on
said
days.
Probate Bonds
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock- I ber one and ending with dot
By
order
of
the
Board
of
Registration
thanks
all
who
helped
in
any
v.ay
to
You
can
buy
Pvro
alcohol
at
land
Hair
Store.
24
Elm
St.
Mail
orders
triD
to
Boston.
Alfred M. Strout pathetic talk oil his impression of the
number forty-three.
>
J. W alter Strout
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
Funeral services for Mrs. Matilda HENRY M de ROCHEMONT, Chairman
124-i2bT&St: t ministry after a quarter century of Sheldon's for 15 cents a qu art—adv make it possible.
136-141
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T H A T BLOOM IN THE FALL, TRA-LA

ANOTHER

BARN

P a g e Seven

DANCE
“The Flowers That Bloom In the Spring’ Have Nothing
On This Autumn

EVERY WEDNESDAY
8.00 o’clock

in Pete Edwards’
New Bam
UfTper Limerock Street

1881

[Lois M. Creighton]
In addition to personal notes regard
Mr. and Mrs. John Foley motored
ing departures and arrivals, this depart to Boston this week. Mr. Foley will
So far, we must go to Florida or
ment especially desires Information of
California to pick our citrus fruits,
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. be employed there.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
though in Maine quite respectable
gladly received.
Rev. Charles Emery of Ellsworth and delectable pears are raised; while
TELEPHONE ........................ 770 or 791-W

loss of vitality to the plant, while a
positive benefit in cutting and burn
ing the possibly diseased leaves, may
Music by
result. An early spraying of relialjle
‘‘anti-blacks’’ and proper fungicides
Clark Island Orchestra
advised along with the admonition
132S&T143
and Rev. Clifford Peaslee of Belfast in our sister S tate of New Hampshire, is
to buy the best seeds obtainable in
were guests of Rev. L. G. Perry a crop of 2500 baskets of delicious, this
country or England.
The Speech Readers Club, despite Thursday.
rosy peaches were raised on a farm
The Watkins Samuels and Wrexham
the inclement weather, drew its
in the vicinity of Nashua this year. delphiniums stand for highest quality, j
usual goodly number of members at
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Perry and
its Wednesday meeting. The les son Malcolm of Portland are ln the I know all abcut those New H am p and when planted early in boxes in
Are never forgotten, and old
son was conducted by Mrs. Frank city. They were called by the ill shire peaches, for I have eaten of the house, or green houses, we a-e
friends will appreciate that
Hewett, with Miss Elizabeth Porter ness of Mr. Perry’s father, the late them, and can testify that they taste bountifully repaid by the large sized
as good as they look.
most personal gift—
flowerets or “pips" which come in
i of Camden in charge of the story. Capt. Courtland Perry.
But this is not a farm note on the blues, pinks and blues, orchid. Prus
! The sewing group was entertained
YOUR PHOTOGRAPH ; by Mrs. F. F. Brown Thursday after Miss Myra Jordan of Ellsworth possibilities of fruit Rising in n o rth  sian blues and even creamy whites,
noon when work for the Thrift Shop has been the guest of Rev. and Mrs. ern New England; it is just a few with either black or light "bees." A
Arrange now for an early
casual comments on the lovely flow local amateur gardener paid six dol
was engaged in.
appointment
•
L. G. Perry the past week.
ers, left ov§r from high summer, th a t lars a packet of 100 seeds of quality
have the hardihood to bloom in stock, and though the price was
Mrs.
Mary
Orbeton
who
has
been
Miss Madlene Rogers entertained
November.
rather staggering, it faded to insigni
spending
the
summer
in
this
city.
the N&S Club Thursday evening at
j ____ „ i
Our hearts swell in unconsciously ficance before the glory of the m ag
TEL. 593-R
ROCKLAND hei home on Amesbury street, with p art of the time with her daughter I passjonat,e gratitude when we drink nificent spikes of bloom which re
1 /
138-140
Miss Martha Burkett and Mrs. Wes Mrs. Zaida Winslow, has returned to in the beauties of that wonderful sulted.
ley Thurston as special guests. ‘ Manchester, N. H where she will sunset of summer; the pageant of
The fall putting to bed of our gar
Honors were carried off by Mrs.I spend the winter with her other glorious reds, yellows and rich, dark dens is most important. After plant
Lawrence Leach, Miss Burkett and daughter, Mrs. Eva Balioch.
oak-reds which flame so riotously ing tulips, daffodils, hyacinths, scillas,
Mrs. Thurston,
Luncheon was
over this homeland of New England
Mrs. Aurilla Venner entertained each fall. The autumn leaves do we are ready to cover and tuck the
served.
tlie Jolly Six Club Thursday at her help to lessen our grief at summ er’s garden in for the winter. And just
here, let me say incidentally, th at
SERVICE & REPAIRS
Mrs. George Wooster is entertain- home on Fulton street.
/
passing, yet under our joy in those tulips can be planted just as long as
ing the Cardinal Club this afternoon. , „
,
, ~ ~
, glories lies the sadness of the word the earth is mellow enough to dig
ALL MAKES OF SETS
_____
! Mrs. Jennie Mank has returned to “finis.”
down the requisite four inches—in
Bay View Square after spending the
But, cheerio, call to uf the blos fact I have often, for a delayed order,
Mrs. Ernest Adams of Whitins summer in Bumham. and has had
R. W . TYLER
\
soms that bloom blithely all through lifted an inch of frozen crust in order
ville, Mass., who was called here by the telephone installed—63-M
PHONE 58-23
October, and even into November, in to plant the tulips beneath.
the death of her brother Capt.
1
l.ice autumns like this of 1931.
Over a bed of newly planted bulbs,
Courtland Perry, is visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Fred T. Veazie was hostess to You’d be surprised to know how m any
it is a good idea to throw a layer o f '
Mrs. Walter Femald and other rela the Thursday Auction Club.
were blooming in local gardens on horse dressing or compost, which not
tives in the city before returning
November sixth. Here are some of
home on Monday.
Ladies’ Night at Rockland Lodge, them: escholtzia, marigolds, pansies, only protects for the winter, but pre- i
vides nourishment for spring growth.
B. P. O. E., Wednesday, was pro
Richie Linnell was guest of honor nounced one of the most enjoyable bachelor's buttons, single dahlias, I have covered tulip and narcissus'
at a supper party given to celebrate events ever held at the Home. There snap-dragons, hardy phlox, ageratum, beds, peonies and perennial phloxes
hit 8th birthday by his aunt. Miss was a large attendance, and dancing phlox Drummondi, roses, delphiniums, with horse dressing with invariably1
Sara Linnell. Thomaston. Wednesday j was in order to the strains of Mun fall chrysanthemums, godetias and Rood results, b u t found that a cover- |
evening. Richie’s guests were Henry ro's Orchestra. A delightful feature doubtless other sweet blossoms gen- ing of leaves is deadly, because it har
very proudly presents
Dodge. Arthur Schofield, Edwin Jones was the entertainment staged by erously prolonged the garden season ' bors snails. Iris, pansies, foxgloves,
j sweet williams and other top foliage
and Elmer Pinkham, of Rockland, Ray M arr's Revue appearing at Park of 1931.
SUN., MON, TUES.
The hardy larkspur of course are plants are best covered with brush,
and Raymond Robinson and Lewis Theatre this week. Buffet lunch
second crop and do not nearly apThere is a nice feeling of satisfacJohnson, of Thomaston.
was served. Mrs. Perley Damon as proach the towering spikes of early \ tion when one looks at a winter gar-y "
chairman was ably assisted by Mrs. summer, but are sweet just the sam e.' den safely and snugly asleep under
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Bartlett and Ralph Trim.
Formerly we left the stalks of the its warm bed-clothes of brush and
Isaac Bartlett of Middletown, Conn.,
first growth, an unsightly clump, dressing. The garden that is loved, i s ;
ar.d Mrs. W. L. Bennett of Everett,
Mrs. William A. Glover entertained throughout the summer, but it is watched over and tended faithfully
Mass., were called to this city by the Luncheon Club yesterday at her
the death of Roscoe Bartlett's uncle, home on Masonic street, the after now the custom to cut the stalks after and pays back a thousand fold all
V
the first bloom, and there seems no , the care expended on it.
Roscoe Staples.
noon being devoted to making small
U
puffs for the Thrift Shop.
Mr. and Mrs. B. Gay Beckett and
j Thirty employes of Senter Crane
son Gay who have been spending
Baraca Class meets Monday night • Co. were entertained at dinner
the past four months in this city, I at the Methodist vestry, with supper Thursday evening by Mr. and Mrs.
while Mr. Beckett has been having a t 6.30, Mrs. Elizabeth Gregory, Kennedy Crane at their Beech street
improvements made on his property, i chairman. A business meeting and : hom<?. the only absentee being Mrs.
have returned to Elkhart, Ind. Mr. a social hour will follow.
Frances Ryder who is confined to her
Beckett is a grandson of the late
your favorite actress
_____
I home by illness. The tables were atAs I talk with people I find a grow
Fisher Gav of Rockland and to- 1 Mrs. Mary Cooper is to entertain tractive in appointments, an to 
gether with his wife and son was thP members of Ruth Mayhew Tent \ dividual color scheme, such as green ing interest in flowers and flower
-----u _i------1
•- -Monday
with ui.
his —
summer's
much
pleased _i*i.
afternoon and evening at 1orchid, rose, etc., being carried out in gardens. This subject is of interest
stay here.
her home on Limerock street. There each table. The menu included fruit to me always. I read everything I
is work to be done on quilts. Picnic cup, lobster patties, potato chips, find written about them, and often
kW
Edwin R. Edwards on a business supper will be served.
rolls, ice cream with chocolate sau ce,' find things which I am glad to learn,
trip to Bluehill and Mt. Desert Island
angel cake and coffee, followed by j Each year I plant new kinds and
_
RUTH
__
earlv in the week was accompanied
Mrs. Austin Philbrook not yet re cards, dancing, backgammon, M ichi- \ wonder why I did not do this many
by Mrs. Edwards.
covered from a very serious double gan and other games and chorus years ago.
I look back in memory to my first
mastoid operation, has returned to singing with Miss Mertie Young at
Mrs. Irving Pettingill is returning Carney Hospital for a nasal opera piano was a jolly feature. It was years on this farm. When I came
tc Freeoort today after spending the tion.
agreed to be one of the happiest get- here the people had never to mv
uQ h u & a £ a d i t u
week with Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Stod
togethers of the Senter Crane crowd. , knowledge grown flowers. The yard,
—
dard.
as the front lawn was then called,
The Moonlight Auctioneers were ■
Cl (jtammount (picture
Mr. and Mrs. Percy A. Clark and was bare of everything except a few
delightfully entertained a t luncheon
Chapin Class is to meet' at the and bridge Wednesday evening by daughter R uth of Lynn recently tansy’plants, and a hopvine, which
with
has been and still remains the pest
apartment of Miss Ellen J. Cochran | Miss Esther Ahlberg. Those presesnt J visited relatives in this city
Ivor Novcllo, Jill Esmond. Geoffrey
of my life! For no matter how much
in The Bicknell Tuesday evening, I were Mrs. Ralph Clark, Mrs. Emilio '
Miss Cochran is to be assisted in Hary, Miss Martha Burkett, Mrs.
Kerr. Directed by Guthrie
Mrs. K atherine Coombs has been I uproot that hopvine, its roots ru n 
entertaining by Miss Myrtle Herrick. Gladys
Buzzell, Miss
Madlene the guest of her son. Emil Coombs, ning just beneath the surface, pop up
McClintic
and strangle everything in reach of
Rogers, Mrs. Lawrence Leach, Mrs. in Vinalhaven for the week.
The Friday Night Club was enter Earl Sukeforth, Mrs. W arren Eld
its tentacle-like sDrouts.
NOW SHOWING
tained at supper and cards by Mr. ridge, Mrs. Rollo G ardiner of CamNow my home is surrounded with
Mrs lo ^
Post Pendleton was
“YELLOW TICKET"
and Mrs. A. M. Moody, Franklin den, Miss Gladys Bowen and M rs,! soloist at the meeting of the Twenti- shrubs and flowers, while in winter
with
windows hold all that will grow
street.
Norma Simmons. Each guest was etb Centurv Club in Rockport yester- my
in the space alloted. Yet I had never
LIONEL BARRYMORE
presented
with
a
favor.
,
day
afternoon
when
it
was
entergrown many tulips until recent years,
The bridee partv given under the
ELISSA LANDI
"
j tained a t th e home of Miss Marion and so my experience with them is
auspices of the BPW Club Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Simon D. Crosby are I Weidman, with Mrs. Nellie Ballard as limited. There are so many kinds of
DON’T FORGET THE BENEFIT j evening, with Mrs. W. H. Anderson in ^ T ' i n w L c S te r’ MFS' HarVeV
, Mr,L Pendlet°n'S S° nKS WerP =
* ‘ both annuals a ^ perenI charge, had seven tables, honors beSHOW
’
’
The False Prophet by John Prindle nials that one does not get to know
I ing won by Mi$s Harriet Gill of Cam
FOR THE UNEMPLOYED
Scott, “Sundow n’ (Londonderry Airt ] them all, especially the busy house-I
den. Miss Marv Svlvester. Mrs. Jo
There will be a bridge party Tues
AT THIS THEATRE
seph Dondis, Mrs. Fred Achom, Mrs. day. evening at Grand Army hall arr. bv Wilson, and ’’Morning” by wife, so I find many things to learn,
Robert Lumsdcn. Mrs. Florence Fogg under the auspices of the Auxiliary Oley Speaks. Her accompanist was and other things to pass on in my
SUNDAY NIGHT
and Mrs. L. Stearin The party of \ oi Sons of union Veterans, with Mrs. Mrs. Robert Magune of Rockport, the intercourse with other flower lovers.1
AT 7.30
two musicians winning marked ap  So you who write of your experience
next week will be on Fridav evening, M
Cross
bostess
proval from their listeners.
in this line m ay rest assured it wi!l
ewiner to Thanksgiving falling on
_____
Performances at 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
help someone.
Thursday. There will be two more j Mrs w g Cameron entertained I
_ _ ~ ~
Continuous Saturday—2 to 10.30
Last week I transplanted a c a rro t;
parties in the first series, at the end at rtinnpr Wednesday as an obser-1 Mrs- G p Blood of Roslindale,
Paramount I’ublix Theatre.
of which a capital prize will be pre- vance of the second birthday of her Mass., is the guest of her sister, Mrs. fern. It had remained a very sm all:
plant in spite of everything I could
™_ _ _ _ _ _ _ —
j daughter, Diane. The guests were | G G Perrl’. Masonic street.
do. One day I repotted it into a
Mrs. G. F. Blood of Roslindale, Mass..
------small wooden bucket, and set this in
~ | Mrs. C. O. Perry, Mrs. W. R. Gill l Mrs. C. O. Perry entertained at a jardiniere. In a few weeks the fern
and Miss Harriet Gill and Miss Nell luncheon and bridge Thursday afte r began to grow, slowly at first, but the
SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY
, Fuller of Camden, and Diane’s noon at her heme on Masonic street, I past few m onths by leaps and bounds, j
brother Clifford.
her guests being Camden and Rock- when I repotted it again last week I
HER HELP LAY IN THE
land ladies, Keen interest centered j foun(j out why, and now I know what
Judge and Mrs. William Fisher in the luncheon as it was served it needs. The bottom of the wooden
STR O N G A R M S OF A
who have been at The Thorndike under the direction of Mrs. M. Deane bucket had rotted and the roots were
during court have returned to Au Ordway and featured the famous giowing through it, also feeding on
G ALLANT OUTLAW 1
Birdseye frosted foods, the menu in  the rotted wood. I had used more or
gusta.
cluding chicken, spinach, green peas, less leaf mold, but not with the amaz
Rustlers and
Mrs. Henry Jordan was hostess to and strawberries for the ice cream. ing result of this direct contact of
!
the T&E Club Wednesday afternoon Mrs. Ordway gave a very interesting the roots with the rotted wood.
rangers in a
talk concerning the method of pack
at her home on Warren street.
I am going to repot my Boston
that for Upper Aroostook County.
“WATCH FIRES"
ing. etc. Mrs. Perry's sister, Mrs. G* Fern, and in the bottom of the pot I
trigger-fast acAnd the world lost a good reamer.
Mrs. Ethel Howard has returned F. Blood of Roslindale, Mass., was shall put a piece of old wood and see
By the record, I alternated be
“Watch Fires,” a poem written by
tc Bluehill after visiting Mr. and a special guest. Honors ln bridge if it won't work the same way; and
>• don drama o f
tween reaming and tending steam- a former First Lady of the Land.
Mrs. Edwin R. Edwards, Cedar street. were won by Mrs. Alton French of if it does I ’ll pass the information on.
box. Chances are that I drew no Mrs. Calvin Coolidge, will be heard
Camden, Mrs. Blood, Miss H arriet This is more convenient for many
th e r o o tin ’,
emolument from either job; prob ovei the radio Thanksgiving Day, at
Mrs. Eugene Gordon of South Gill and Mrs. Arthur Ames of Cam  than procuring leaf mold or other
ably worked for room and board. I 9.30 p. m. It will be sung by Lanny
Thomaston is visiting her parents, den. There were three tables.
supplies
of
humus.
N.
C.
C.
4
tootin’ border.
Looking through Dad’s diary for didn’t own a flivver then (nor do I Ross, using the musical setting given
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hall, Ocean
November, 1881, I found that while j now) so barring a pint of peanuts it by Maury Madison, Washington,
street, while Mr. Gordon is in Mon•S
the month came in pleasant and once in a while (I didn't smoke), D C., newspaper man. Here is the
hegan on business.
went out pleasant, to between there there was no need of money, if your poem, which was first published in
Glidden's.
the New York Herald-Tribune:
Mrs. C. F. Simmons who has been >
was some extremely other kind of credit was good• a»t •Lew
•
the guest of Mrs. E. S. Bird for the
WATCH FIRES
i
weather—rain,
hail,
snow,
fog,
high
week leaves today to spend the w in-'
Here is an item that was news to
By Grace Coolidge
winds.
(Mrs. Calvin Coolidge)
ter with her son. Eaton Simmons..
me: “Nov. 12. 1881—Eddie Rompkcy
BASEMENT
Love was not given the human heart
! 127 Washington street, Lynn, Mass.'
“Nov. 12, snow storm; 19th, hail, was buried at 2 p. m. He died of
For
careless
dealing;
' Mrs. Simmons will be with Prof, and
rain and snow; wind N. E.; did not malarial fever contracted in the
Its spark was lit th a t man might
Mrs. Wilbert Snow in Middletown,
know
South
while
with
his
stepfather
sleep all night—toothache. As soon
Divine revealing.
Conn., for the holiday season.
Capt. Aaron Simmons. Had been
as it was light went to Dr. Wood- home but a few days. Capt. Sim
Heaped up with sacrificial brands.
Mrs. E. C. Moran. Jr., was hostess
The flame ln m ounting
I side’s, rang him up and had him pull mons and his son Will are quite sick,
Enkindles other hearts with love
to the T Club last evening, picnic
it."
but convalescent.”
Beyond the counting.
supper being served.
How well I recall the doctor's
I had arrived a t the Harbor Oct.
1 LADIES’ FUR LINED COAT, size 36 .................................. 820.90
Reflected back into each life.
“painless dentistry.” He had been 11, after being sick in Poughkeepsie,
These vast fires glowing
Chickawaukie Chapter, Delphian
an army surgeon in the Civil War. N. Y„ with malaria. I can remem
Do then become the perfect love
1 LADIES’ SHORT MUSKRAT COAT, size 18 .................... 25.00
Society, held a very interesting
j and probably got his experience ber that all right, but I had entirely
Of Christ's bestowing.
j there.
meeting Thursday afternoon at Mrs.
1 LADIES’ SHORT MUSKRAT COAT, size 18 .................. 15.00
forgotten about Eddie Rompkey. In
Hervey H. Allen's apartm ent. The
One entry caught my eye: “Nov. fifty years one does forget, and I find
Mrs. Frank Marsh entertained at
1 LADIES’ SHORT MUSKRAT COAT, size 20 .................... 35.00
next meeting will be on Thursday,
12. A. B. C. reamed for us.” I was recorded in the diary a number of sewing Thursday evening.
Dec. 3.
! a white collar man, still sweet six deaths in 1881 th a t I had forgotten.
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teen. Came home from school in
How about this item? “Dec. 3, '81,
Sleeper Bible Class will meet MonRounds Mothers Class held its
! New York in October and here I Bought 100 lbs. codfish for $4.50." I day afternoon at 2.30 with Mrs. H. t.
1 BROWN CARACUL COAT, size 18...................................... 55.00
Fox Picture, with
! first meeting of the season Wednes
was a working man again.
Boze. I Hix.
%
1 LADIES' BROWN MARMOT COAT, size 40 .................... 25.00
day evening at the home of Mrs.
Now, reaming is a grand exercise.
Vance Norton. Broadway. Mrs. Nor
I but personally I prefer walking. If
MARGUERITE CHURCHILL - NO AH BEERY
1 LADIES' BLACK CARACUL COAT, size 18 ...................... 40 00
ton being assisted in entertaining by
the caulker behind you was fast, you
Mrs. A. J. Murray, Mrs. Chauncey
had to be fast to keep ahead of him
Directed by HAMILTON MacFAODEN
1 LADIES’ GRAY WALLABY COAT, size 18 ...................... 20.00
Keene. Mrs. Joseph Blaisdell and I
or get an awful bawling out. There
are yet some few reamers remain
Mrs. Harold Karl. Proposed activi-;
1 LADIES’ BROWN PONY COAT, size 36 ........................15.00
TODAY
ing on earth, and one is Bert K al
, ties for the season were discussed
For individual or the entire family. These baskets make a gracious
1
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size
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KEN MAYNARD
loch. Bert was one day reaming for
and these officers elected: President,'
remembrance. Trimmed with gay bows and filled with assorted
Dad from a staging, off which he
i Mrs. Murray; secretary, Mrs. A. R.
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1
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size
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......................
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fell onto the rocks below, broke his
, Havener; treasurer, Mrs. Keene.
fully packed. A full line of Figs, Dates, Raisins, Nuts, Glace Fruits
“RANGE LAW”
wrist, made a solemn vow, or some
’ The class is to meet each month.
1 LADIES' SEAL DYED CONY COAT, size 36 ...................... 50.00
(plain and ctutTed), Candies, Novelties and our own freshly Salted
thing solemner than that, that he
Nuts.
SUNDAY NIGHT
would never work another day in
Steamship tickets to all parts of
1 MAN’S RACCOON COAT, size 42 ......................................... 45.00
7.30
the shipyard, and he never did. In 
the world. We attend to all details j
1 MAN’S BLACK DOG COAT, size 40 .................................. 15.00
stead he went to Colby College,
Including passport and visa. Phone
UNEMPLOYMENT
Don’t Forget Sunday Night
I 675 for details. Robert & Veazie.
thence to medical school, graduated,
338 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Admission 35 Cents
1Inc., Masonic Temple. M. F. Lovelocated at Fort Fairfield and became
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Joy, Mgr.
36-tf j
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Consumption of electricity in over
Wills allowed: Leander B. Smith, | late of Vinalhaven, deceased, filed
620 communities in Maine, New i late of Owl’s Head, deceased, Minnie by Lillias A. Elwell of Rockland,
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♦
♦ leased by the United States and
Accounts allowed. Estates Evelyn
the New England Public Service ■L. Jones, late of Camden, deceased,
Maine Departments of Agriculture.
•A letter from a New York friend and time. The young members of Company is running 1.7 per cent C. Wilkes Babb of Camden, exr.; L Wincapaw of Auburn, first and
Orchardists of Hope report a good | ters around a roast fowl, either tur- Br° " ' h!,nb“ ’®.
** U so meaty concerning musical
club are building splendidly for, ahead of last year, officials announce. Elvie E. Gould, late of Camden, de- final account filed by Arthur O.
„„„
growers on Nov. 1, the Maine potato
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... the future, and every possible sup-' This represents a use of 65,052,006 ceased, Adelia M. Morse of Camden, Wincapaw, gdn.; Elizabeth Miller,
local market for their fruit this year. key or Piinc
cr°P is estimated at 50,750.000 bushels activities that I am sharing it with
ftnd encouragement shouid be kilowatt hours in October this year exx.
late of Union, deceased, first and
E N. Hobbs. N. P. Barrett. A. P. mothers tell us that in basting a fowl or nearly five million bushels greater [you:
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year. Including large new power ed: Estate Edward W. Berry, late of Spring, exr.; Harry L. Follansbee
much of their fruit in this way.
the breast should be basted with
users this gain is further increased Rockland, deceased, Annabelle W. late of Camden, deceased, first and
?nlS in one or two recent musical events.
--------melted butter during the searing,'1 slightly better th an those aru,
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,
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the
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numto 11.7 per cent for the month while Berry of Rockland, admx.; estate final account filed by Charles C
Blueberry growers in West Rock says Therese E. Wood, foods spe last year, most of th e increase being 7k ou have no doubt read the newsQf the “Appoggjatura,” £he j Unjor the year's gain to date on the same G rafton Smith, late of Rockport, de Wood, admr; Mattie Kankas or
port reported to County Agent W ent cialist for the Extension Servic?. due to the larger acreage planted, paper accounts of the opening of the no£es of the Maine Federation of
basis is 22.8 per cent.
ceased, Dudley F. Wolfe of Rock- I Kangas, late of South Thomaston.
worth good results this
' Afterbutter
searing,”
she water
continues,
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wereseason
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This gain is the result of increased port, admr.; estate George F. Lewis, i deceased, first and final account filed
with their dusting. Calls were made
| rot damage generally prevalent, al- J occasion MQ one th at i always en- c“ the junior portion of the National use and new business within its own , ja£e of North Haven, deceased; La- I by Kilma Kankas, exx.; Herbert L
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flour rubbed together. Baste with |
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of gorgeous gowns and jewels June.^ Maine^ juniors were repre- acquired to
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od^
a ^ n ^ f t e r ^ a long se’.ors. the State Counselor. Miss consumption figures which have late of Thomaston, deceased, Lilia R." Bucklin, admr.; Daniel H. GlidWilliams of Thomaston, admx.; es den, late of Vinalhaven, deceased
feund a great difference between the j cover and allow it to steam until the J usual quantities of potatoes are being! hearin§ opera again
Louise H. Armstrong of Portland; I shown a decrease ranging around 4 ta te Gardiner F. Winslow, late of first and final account filed by Jean
dusted and non-dusted berries. The I breast pricks tender.
, soid to starch factories. For New Isummer's absence.
W arren, deceased, Winnie E, Wins nette G. Carver, exx.; William Ray
Extension Service will assist growers “The Thanksgiving dinner usually J England the potato totals 59.651,000 1 “The opera was ’T raviata’ wlth Miss Florence Smith of the Keynote j percent.
This territory contains many of the
next year in their dusting work.
: includes such vegetables as mashed i bushels as compared with 55665500 Ponselle as the star—our greatest Club and Miss Elsie Howarth of the smaller industrial plants and it seems low of Warren, admx.: estate Cora nes, late of Owl's Head, deceased
potatoes and candied sweet potatoes. ' bushels harvested last year and | singer at the Metropolitan and yet P’-esto Junior Club, both of San- to be this class of industry that can E Whitmore, late of North Haven, first and final account filed by El
George Greenrough. manager of the onions in cream, and turnips or brus- 48.110,000 bushels the average produc- not suited to the role of Violetta. fcrd-Springvale. One of the most more easily adapt itself to the chang deceased, Margaret B. Smith of friede J. Raynes, admx.; Edgar F
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Blueberry Association in West Rock- ’ sels sprouts,
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New York, some going to Boston All vary the usual cranberry sauce, you digging throughout New England.
j alization. You would have enjoyed
over the past two years, is feeling admx.; estate Arzella E. Creamer, IH. Newbert, late of Rockland, de
shipments were made by truck at might serve spiced cranberry jelly,
Total apples in Maine are estimat- seeing the celebrities attending that straight from publishers, and com bits of stagnation in certain quarters. late of Friendship, deceased. Gorge i ceased, first and final account
night and berries arrived in the mar- This is made by cooking together ed at 1,890.000 bushels. 37 per cent night—society of course being repre- plete sets of instruments for rhythm This carries some hope to the out W. Cook of Falmouth, admr.; es- \ filed by Alonzo M. Newbert and
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ords, the highest bird laid 314 eggs we have a heavy meat course an d a Yields of corn for grain and silage
and scored 313.25 points The other heavy dessert. Tomato aspic salad al7 s^1£htly less th a n in 1930. Buck- thines that the Metropolitan has board. Miss Julia Edwards Noyes A number of real small industries ap estate granted: Estates Cora E. K it-I Inventories Filed: Estates Lilliat
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peared to be on the upgrade however. tredge of Rockland, filed by Scott 5F. Wentworth, late of Rockport
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the meal, plain chilled cider might age. Beans yielded well and produc over the new German tenor. Ta’ib»r. large a number of federated clubs as Rockland and Belfast, a consistently Island. N. Y., Cons.; J. Emery Ladd, i Camden, 35.648.
tion in Maine at 122,000 bushels is He has given no less than flv» o’ six several other states, it is carrying on bright spot, still further impetus was
I v eil be used.
concerts in but a few weeks, and its work so successfully as to win reflected from reports th at a woolen
“Golden pumpkins ripen in abund- ’ considerably above average.
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-------Failure to clean milk utensils prop
Thomas at Biuehill, Nov. 12. Fif what could be more natural th an to White To Be the Favorite Color, But irainder of the season.
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, use pumpkins right on hand for des- i There Are Lots Of Fancy Ones
MrSU
V?Be? a?J! sert Some will want to make their
-------concert last week; a superb artist and has much interest in the activi- is 10 percent above last year and 28 milk and cream sour First rinse
soup, coffee and ice cream, and the pumpkin pie a little more festive be- i Fed heels, blue heels, green and in every way. Next week comes my ties of musical development in the percent above the five-year average. utensils with lukewarm water. Then
At Portland and further south,
visitors took sandwiches and cake. cause it is Thanksgiving Day. Well, 5’e"°w heels on white and black slip beloved Farrar in her annua! concert. State.
textiles were about the same, foundry wash with hot w ater and an alkali
The subject of the meeting was then - why not spread it with fluffy pers are exhibited a t the National Limitations of voice, yes, I know, but
. • • •
and steel below normal, and canning
Christmas suggestions. Several took mounds of
as for artistry, personality and the
Josef Hofmann will do no public about normal. Shipping from the or soda-ash washing powder and rinse
sweetened whipped seasonal shoe display
attractive gifts, as new aprons, a
in clean, pure water. Use a brush—
One white shoe had one quarter of pewer to sway her entire audience piano playing this season, but will port
of Portland was heavier than the
twine holder and new designs for
the heel In red with a patriotic touch and bring them to her feet, no artist confine his activities to his director- previous
n
month, considerable grain o t rags. Steaming is an efficient
handkerchiefs.
of blue across th e vamp. Another today can equal her. I frankly ad- ship of the Curtis Institute of Music moving through
here as part of the way of killing the bacteria after
M O D E R N W O M E N nad an orange heel and a touch of m it that her concert is mv one great ot Philadelphia. “I have given re Federal
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Board
program.
washing. If there is no steam boiler
Turkey Day Plays A Double Role
NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due orange around the top.
thrill of the entire season.”
; citals and made appearances with
to .Ids, nervous strain, exposure or similar causes.
on the farm, a galvanized-iron box
White will be the leading color ac
Thanksgiving is primarily to give ; Chi-ches-ters
» , , ,
) orchestras in America regularly
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If you are using figured curtains
cording to the boot and shoe manu
every
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thanks, yet, from its inception, a part
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QUICK RELIEF Sold
in a room, choose a material with a steamer and water heater in which
In the letter sent me was enclosed
facturers whose fall show is now open.
of the celebration has always been all dr..fK .sts for over 45 years. Ask lor—i
K Village Of the Tyrol
a calendar of St. Andrews Methodist that I am entitled to one winter of background the same color as the steam is generated by a fire under
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the feast made up of harvest prod CHICHESTERS PILLS
Episcopal Church at West 76th temporary rest from the concert walls but slightly darker. The prin neath are satisfactory, easy to oper
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combinations.
ucts for which we are thankful.
i
he says.
cipal color in the design of the cur ate, and not expensive. A tinsmith charm, TyroJese villages could well b<
High colors will be good too. Red street. We note th a t in the male Platform
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BRAND
“The holiday dinner usually cenwill dominate in the sandal types and quartet used in conjunction with the | Recalling the charming visit of tain material should repeat the color can make a steaming cabinet of this praised together. We select but om
choir appears the name of
,__,
. of the rug or upholstery. Use figured type. Steam the utensils for at least which is typical of all, namely, Zirl
I blue, green, yellow, orange and violet chorus
Sigurd Nilssen who has been heard George Harris of Richmond Va a curtains only when the walls give a five minutes at a temperature of 200 which lies close to the river Inn oi
will be fashionable.
Ballard
Park,
Rockport,
the
past
deg. F. Dairy utensils may be treat the main road from Landeck to Inns
Sandals are still leading in favor, with so much pleasure in Camden summer, I note with interest that plain effect.
ed with chlorine solution if the board bruck. While it resembles man'
while pumps with cut-out effects are concerts. Music plays an important the Musicians’ Club of Richmond
of health permits this method. The places in Bavaria it has a beauty anq
part in this church and among visit opened its season with a concert on
new.
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U. S. Department of Agriculture, attraction all its own. It is full o
Suva cloth heretofore used only in ing artists are John Barnes Wells, Oct, 20. the large audience repre
Washington, D. C., will send free lovely chalets, many with frescoed
the more expensive shoes is going to tenor; Alberto Kawashima. violin senting its membershio of 1,000. A
If you are a subscriber to
blueprints of different types of steam walls, built along the banks of
be sold in the more popular priced ist. formerlv soloist a t the American first hearing of Mr. Harris’ trio in
bobcollins, freem young, tom foley.laforestThe Courier-Gazette and are
cabinets, and also Farmers’ Bulletin mountain stream which hurries alont
models. Open mesh fabric also is be Cathedral in Paris; Grace Divine B minor for strings was afforded b y , leaving home for any time, long
thurston, lafayettebenner an d the other
1675-F, Care of Milk Utensils on the I to join the Inn. Their windows an
ing used in the fashioning of winter contralto, of the Metropolitan Opera a trio composed of Frank Wendt,
or short, let us mall the paper to
flaming with flowers and high abovi
Farm .
Co.; Isabelle Brvlawski, violinist;
resort footwear.
realestatefellers
you during your absence. The
violin.
Frances
Epes,
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and
Mr.
the village are the medieval ruins o
Kid, suede, buckskin, patent leather, and Nevada Vanderveer, one of Harris a t the piano. The premier of
regular
copy
of
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will
H ave lots of places at bargain prices, and
Khaki-colored mineral-dyed can the castle of Fragensteln. Less loft;
silk and linen are the leathers and America's greatest contraltos, who this trio was given at the conven
go to the home as usual. Just
vas is much more serviceable than but high enough to be impressive i
fabrics used for the body of the shoe. sang the role of “Naomi” in Alfred tion of the Virginia Federation of
telephone the address to the
th e ordinary white canvas for uses a Calvary, from which point not only
Colored and patterned linings give R. Gaul’s harvest can tata “R uth” Music Clubs a t Charlottesville last
office, or mail a card. The paper
on the farm as covers for machinery, can fine views of the Alps be ob
a bright, finished appearance to the last Sund&y evening.
will
follow
wherever
you
go,
and
spring.
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shoes. One black patent sandal
sacked grain, shocks, and wagons talned, but one gets a deep sense o
will stop on notice when you ar
has money ready to help you buy the home you have been planning
and as awnings and temporary shel the part which religion plays ln lif<t
trimmed with red h ad a red lining on
The Nutley IN. J.) Sun has just “Their savage eyes turned to a modest
rive
home.
There
will
be
no
and saving for so long. Look over the market, pick out the place
the sole. Another shoe had a pink Instituted a new department under
ters. Mineral-dyed khaki is more here.
gaze
charge.
you want, get your money together, then see us, and if you have a
checked lining of fine kid. A number the title of “Musical Silhouettes,” a By the sweet power of m”sirk."
durable and more resistant to mil
—Shakespeare.
reasonable amount we will let you have the balance. Our terms
of summer pumps of white kid had weekly outline of music styled much
dew.
In the last 10 years taxes paid b;
are easy. You have twelve years to pay us back in small monthly
liftings of soft yellow.
farmers have mounted 172 per cent
after this column. Of particular in
payments, which in most cases are less than you are now paying for
Sandals of fine silk crepe for eve terest is the fact th at the writer is
and farm income has declined fron
rent. Interest is 6%, no bonuses and the expenses of making the
ning wear were shown in lovely Leon Carson, the nephew of Mrs.
twelve billion to nine and a half bil
loan are small, covering cost of looking up title, making necessary
pastel greens and yellows. Black J R. Flye of this city, who several
’ lion dollars.
satin trimmed with gold or silver kid years ago was a visitor here on his
papers and recording, usually less than §10-00. Isn't this worth
were also seen.
looking into? We will be glad to see you.
Perforations and evelets lacings
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OOPERATIVE efforts by the I trol of the banks, being due to the i ergency to sound banks upon
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and Montclair, N. J. He posGovernment and leading ' depression and the fact that cor-1 sound assets. It is a mechanism
brown, about the shade of a pecan sesses a very
tenor voice and has
banking interests to relieve porations
during
the boom ! for the rediscount of such good
shell, is a popular tone for late winter ' JJ1®*
significant success in the
R ockland, M aine
the acute stage of banking diffi financed themselves more by se- paper of these banks as is not
field of teaching.
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and spring.
culties reached early in October curity sales and less by bank eligible for rediscount by tbs
“Musical Silhouettes" of Oct. 16:
Federal Reserve Banks, as a
provided the highlight in business loans.
, pertained chiefly to New York
in the United States during the
“For such reasons,” the review method of assisting temporarily
activities, touching upon the Metro-*
month, according to the monthly continues, “the last few years have illiquid banks to meet their cur
: pclitan opening, Editha Fleisher's
Review of Conditions published by been in general a period of declin ren t obligations and thus make
! expensive sleep. The Don Cossacks
The National City Bank of New ing liquidity especially for country sacrifices of assets unnecessary,
and Martinelli, Radio music, New
York. Largely because of the banks, with a marked turn by city reduce the number of bank sus
j York recitals and pertinent parademonstration of banking power banks, within the current year, pensions and assist in the restora
! graphs dealing with personality and j
and solidarity given, the review toward increased liquidity through tion of public confidence in the
1modesty, these two paragraphs being j
states, these difficulties are re purchase of U. S. Government banking situation.
particularly well written.
ceding. Indications of reviving bonds. Undoubtedly, the only
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“ I t is our view th a t the drama
confidence are the better tone of reason why country banks also tic events of these few weeks
The State convention of the Maine
the stock market, easier foreign have not reversed their position have immensely strengthened the
Chapter of the National Association
exchange rates, subsidence of the is that they have been unable to resolution of the strong banks,
of Organists will be held in the First
gold export movement, and most do so.
Five-cent cotton and members of the Federal Reserve
A g re a t, m o d e r n h o te l
Congregational Church, Waterville,
im portant of all a decline of 30-cent wheat have been too great System, to cooperate effectively
next Monday. Miss Jane Whitte
$24,000,000 in money in circula a problem for them to solve. in support of the situation and
located "just a s te p fro m
more. first vice president of the Na
tion in the final week of the Even where they have an ade to widen the latitude of the indi
tional Association which has its
month. This “seems to indicate quate percentage of well-secured vidual assistance they give.”
B ro a d w a y ." A d jo in in g
headquarters in New York City will
th a t the hoarding of currency has loans of short maturity, debtors
The review stresses the im
represent the National association
at last passed its peak.”
have been unable to repay prompt portance of the advances in prices
countless theatres,railroad
and speak a t the dinner. Several
On the subject of foreign with ly, necessitating renewal or the of wheat, cotton, and other farm
papers will be presented, and organ
O F TH E
sale
of
the
security
at
a
sacrifice,
products, stating th a t “their re
drawals of gold from the United
te r m in a ls , p i e r s , shop*
recitals will be given by A. Leslie
States, the review points out that a demoralizing necessity avoided covery, relieving the pressure
Jacobs of Wesley Church, Worcester,
whenever
possible.
The
impact
“while the movement itself has
upon marginal holders, encourag
ping and business c e n te a .
Mass., and by Wilfred Tremblay, or
been regarded as a hysterical one, upon banks in such condition of ing buyers and facilitating repay
ganist at the Clark Memorial Meth
it is recognized that redistribution a sudden and panicky demand of ment of loans, is one of the most
odist Church of Portland. Alfred
of gold not needed in this coun depositors for the repayment of hopeful features of the situation.”
Brinkler, organist and choirmaster
try will be helpful in restoring not their funds a t once becomes in It says that business activity has
o t St. Luke’s Cathedral is president
only the world equilibrium, but supportable. The weakness in the shown some pickup during Octo
of the Maine Chapter, Fred Lincoln
more wholesome credit conditions situation due to lack of liquidity ber, but improvement has been
Hill treasurer, and Mr. Tremblay
Each with B a th (T u b an d
in this country.” Noting th a t the hag been evident in two ways: limited to ordinary seasonal in
secretary. The State chapter is sup
gold lost has in effect been “under first, in the inability of solvent
Shower! Servidor and Radio
ported by three local organizations,
foreign ownership throughout its banks promptly to borrow upon creases. The heavy industries
the Portland chapter of which Mrs.
stay here,” the review says “it their assets to a sufficient extent continue quiet, but resumption of
Foster Haviland is president, the
is a fortunate thing to have the to meet demands upon them and operations by leading automobile
excess removed at a time when second, in selling of bonds by the manufacturers during November
Bangor chapter headed by Mrs.
its withdrawal causes the mini banks in order to raise funds. will provide needed support for
Edith Farrington Tuttle, and the
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mum of disturbance. Notwith This depreciates the investments steel and other industries.
Waterville chapter of which Ever
standing the loss of gold, the of other banks which in turn may
ett Strong is president.
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T he last paym ent on the 1931
Christmas Club is due on Nov
em ber 17, 1931.
Full paym ent must be m ade on
or before N ovem ber 25, 1931,
to receive interest.
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